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A 10TH ANNIVERSARY REVIEW OF THE SSI
PROGRAM

THURSDAY, MAY 17, 1984

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:37 a.m., in room 628,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. John Heinz, chairman, pre-
siding.

Present: Senators Heinz, Evans, and Glenn.
Also present: John Rother, staff director and chief counsel; Diane

Lifsey, minority staff director; Paul Steitz and Larry Atkins, pro-
fessional staff members; Terri Kay Parker, investigative counsel;
Roberta Lipsman, minority professional staff member; Isabelle
Claxton, communications director; Robin Kropf, chief clerk; Kate
Latta and Leslie Malone, staff assistants.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR JOHN HEINZ, CHAIRMAN
Chairman HEINZ. Good morning. Today, the Special Committee

on Aging will examine the Federal income assistance program that
provides monthly benefits to approximately 4 million aged, blind,
and disabled Americans.

This year marks the 10th anniversary of the implementation of
the Supplemental Security Income Program. Hailed as a major ex-
periment in welfare reform in 1974, SSI offered the security of a
guaranteed minimum income to this Nation's most needy and most
vulnerable citizens.

Back in 1974, SSI was seen as a far-sighted experiment in social
policy, replacing three separate Federal programs and over 1,000
disparate local systems with a coherent, unified, national approach.
It was hoped that a centralized system would be simple and effi-
cient to administer, and would protect recipients from many of the
demeaning rules and procedures that had characterized the largely
State-operated programs. As revised, SSI was designed to reduce
the stigma of welfare by placing day-to-day operations in the hands
of the Social Security Administration. Further, it was intended to
provide recipients with opportunities for rehabilitation and incen-
tives to work.

After 10 years, it seems appropriate for Congress to examine the
successes and the shortfalls of SSI in achieving its original goals.
As chairman of the Senate Special Committee on Aging, I have
personally been concerned with a number of problems that have
persistently plagued the program, and earlier this spring, together
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with Senator Moynihan of New York, I introduced legislation to
remedy a set of specific deficiencies that have hindered the fair and
efficient administration of the program.

While we hope to have testimony on the provisions of our legisla-
tion, we are also here this morning to assess the broader policy
issues associated with SSI. The committee will hear testimony on a
wide variety of issues in order to identify significant additional re-
forms which should be considered in the future.

First, we are going to hear from Acting Commissioner of Social
Security, Martha McSteen, who is going to review the development
of SSI from the standpoint of the agency that actually runs the
program. And may I say, the administration of SSI has been an
enormous challenge for SSA, and in spite of great difficulties in the
early years, SSA has continually improved its ability to send the
right check to the right person at the right time. We want to hear
from SSA and the Commissioner what they think needs to be done
to ensure that SSI recipients are provided the quality of service
Congress assumed would be associated with the Social Security Ad-
ministration.

Second, we are going to hear from a set of SSI claimants and re-
cipients who will describe their personal experiences with the pro-
gram. We hope that their stories will give the committee and our
colleagues a sense of the enormous human implications of specific
legislative and administrative policies in SSI and suggest the im-
portance of efforts to correct problems that have afflicted the pro-
gram from its inception.

Finally, three expert witnesses will broadly review SSI from a di-
verse set of perspectives and approaches, to assess the relative suc-
cess and failure of SSI in achieving its original objectives. We hope
to learn from each their specific recommendations for improving
this important program in the future.

When Congress created the Supplemental Security Income Pro-
gram, we called it a positive assurance that no aged, blind, or dis-
abled American would have to subsist on an income below a level
guaranteed by the Federal Government. After 10 years, it is time
to ask ourselves whether we have made good on that promise.

I welcome our distinguished witnesses, look forward to their tes-
timony, and want to mention at this point that we are distributing
today a print prepared by the staff of the Committee on the Sup-
plemental Security Income Program. It contains six essays covering
a broad spectrum of issues related to the program.

Before I ask the Commissioner to proceed, I want to recognize
and call upon my colleague, my friend, and the ranking minority
member of this committee, Senator John Glenn of Ohio.

John?

STATEMENT BY SENATOR JOHN GLENN
Senator GLENN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am glad

that we are having this hearing today. The Supplemental Security
Income Program, SSI, has definitely improved the well-being of our
elderly and disabled populations. But a decade has passed since it
was put into effect, and certainly, it is time to review the program,
see what the difficulties are, and see where improvements can be
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made, or whether changes should be recommended for the consid-
eration of the whole Congress.

When the Social Security Act was amended in 1972 to create SSI,
it was intended that this maze of programs that we had to aid the
aged, the blind and disabled, would be replaced with a simple, uni-
form Federal grant. And, though many recipients, particularly the
elderly, were receiving other forms of support, their benefits were
too small to sustain them; the maximum SSI payment was set at
$140 per month for an individual and $210 per month for a couple.
In 1974, 2 million elderly began receiving SSI benefits.

In 1983, there were 1.5 million elderly individuals receiving SSI
benefits. I think it is notable that 73 percent were female, 73 per-
cent. Many received Social Security, but their average benefit fell
below the minimum SSI benefit, now placed at $314 a month for an
individual and $472 a month for a couple. Just in my home State of
Ohio, there were 115,000 individuals receiving SSI in 1983. More
than 27,000 elderly and 85,000 disabled persons were assisted by
the program.

There are others, however, who qualify for the program, but are
unaware that such assistance is available. They do not even know
the program is there to help them. In addition, some elderly and
disabled people have been turned away, or become ineligible be-
cause the program has somewhat rigid, and in some instances, un-
reasonable guidelines, and I hope we get into that today.

But today, we will have an opportunity to learn firsthand about
some of the difficulties created by some of these regulations, and
some of the difficult circumstances that people have been placed in
that I think we can correct with some of the changes that I think
will probably come out of these hearings.

One of my constituents had hoped to be here today to relate her
story to you in person. Unfortunately, her doctor would not permit
her to make the trip today. She is 68 years old, a diabetic who re-
ceives $177 a month in Social Security, and $107 from SSI. From
March 1983 until early this spring, the woman had $55 deducted
each month from her SSI check. That represented almost 20 per-
cent of her available income. This deduction was made by SSI to
recover an alleged overpayment. Legal Aid requested that the de-
ductions be reduced to $10 a month, but this request was denied. In
February 1984, a Federal court of appeals reversed SSA's determi-
nation, and this woman will now receive the entire recoupment
back. In the meantime, she spent 1 year literally deciding whether
to pay doctors' bills or buy food.

It is experiences like this that I think we want to try and pre-
vent in the future.

I certainly welcome testimony this morning from Acting Com-
missioner Martha McSteen. I know that in your years of work with
the SSA, you have confronted many of the problems that we on
this committee are interested in correcting, and we want to be as
helpful as we can, and I know you do, too.

It is our privilege also to have several experts here today. The
publication which Dr. Schulz assisted in preparing will help us
focus more clearly on several of these major issues. As Dr. Schulz
stated, our concerns should be the program's adequacy, participa-
tion, and efficient administration.
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Government programs like SSI have provided much-needed as-
sistance to our most destitute citizens. It is estimated that 55 per-
cent of all elderly would live in poverty without the support of such
programs. I want to repeat that: It is estimated that 55 percent of
all elderly would live in poverty in the United States of America
without the support of such programs. So we must not consider our
work done, when experience indicates that corrections are needed.

I am supporting S. 2569, because it responds to some of the in-
equities of the current system, and I look forward to the further
recommendations of today's witnesses who are closely involved
with this program.

I have a conflicting hearing this morning, Mr. Chairman. I am
going to have to be absent for a little while to go to it. I will try to
get back later on for later witnesses here.

I would hope-I would request, as a matter of fact-that we keep
the hearing record open for several days so that if we have addi-
tional questions that staff feels we should ask, that we can submit
those for writing, to be submitted back to us in writing, to be in-
cluded as part of the record.

Chairman HEINZ. Without objection, that will be the procedure,
Senator Glenn. Thank you very much.

The Chair would call on one of the newer members of the Aging
Committee, but by no means the least-experienced member, Sena-
tor Dan Evans of Washington.

STATEMENT BY SENATOR DANIEL J. EVANS
Senator EVANS. Thank you. I will be very brief.
This will be an interesting 10-year anniversary hearing, because

I had a different responsibility 10 years ago, as Governor of the
State of Washington, instituting the program in the State, going
through the throes and the difficulties which are always attendant
to a new program, but I think one of the much more successful pro-
grams than some of the others we have instituted over the last sev-
eral decades, and it has proven to be very beneficial, I know-al-
though in reading your testimony, I can see how a program de-
signed to be simple at the beginning has consistently and regularly
been amended by Congress, each amendment probably adding a
little to the complexity and a little to the difficulty of what was
once a very simple and straightforward program, and perhaps
there will be some comments on that during the day today.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HEINZ. Senator Evans, thank you very much. Before

hearing from Commissioner McSteen, I am going to insert into the
record the statement of Senator Larry Pressler, who has a prior
commitment and cannot attend today's hearing.

[The statement of Senator Pressler follows:]

STATEMENT BY SENATOR LARRY PRESSLER

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased that you have called this hearing on "A 10th Anni-
versary Review of the Supplemental Security Income Program. This Federal pro-
gram was established to provide a nationally uniform guaranteed minimum income
for the needy aged, blind, and disabled. Some 4 million people rely on this program
to meet a rising cost of living.

It is important that we make this program available to the truly needy and
review the administrative problems which may exist. Such problems often undercut
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the program's purpose. Through today's-examination, we can make plans for alter-
native actions which may be needed. The program was intended.among other
things-to improve incentives for the poor to seek employment and decrease harass-
ment of recipients by eliminating obtrusive eligibility investigations to determine
need. Today we will evaluate the extent to which SSI has met those objectives.

In my home State of South Dakota, 13 percent of the population is 65 years of age
or older. Among this population are many very needy individuals who view this pro-
gram as their only means of survival.

I look forward to today's testimony on the asset limit. I am aware that some re-
cipients in South Dakota have inadvertently found themselves with assets just
slightly over the resource limit and thus forfeiting all benefits received for every
month they exceeded the limit. Unfortunately, some individuals have also received
incorrect benefit checks because of the Social Security Administration's overpay-
ment errors. The statute authorizes the Social Security Administration to recover
SSI overpayments by adjusting future payments or by recovery from the recipient.
It is this latter method which can become a heavy burden for low-income individ-
uals to bear.

Today's testimony will be helpful to all of us as we consider legislative changes
which may need to be made. This type of congressional oversight is essential if Gov-
ernment programs are to meet the objectives for which they were created.

Chairman HEINZ. Commissioner McSteen?

STATEMENT OF MARTHA A. McSTEEN, BALTIMORE, MD, ACTING
COMMISSIONER OF SOCIAL SECURITY, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
Mrs. MCSTEEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and Sena-

tor Evans.
I am pleased to be here today to participate in the hearings on

the Supplemental Security Income Program. In the broad context
of the Government programs available for replacement income, the
SSI program is small, but it does provide an essential support for a
very vulnerable portion of the population, and the well-being of
this population is extremely important to all of us.

We have already provided the committee with a great deal of in-
formation about the SSI Program at this point. The principal
papers are a retrospective look at the SSI Program, a review of
how we have been administering the program, and a summary of
our outreach and information referral activities. I have more ex-
tensive remarks, Mr. Chairman, which I would ask to have placed
in the record.

Chairman HEINZ. Without objection.
Mrs. MCSTEEN. While I do not propose to review all the material

with you, I would like to highlight some of the material, because I
think it is important that you are willing to hear some of the
issues that we are concerned about, and hopefully, we can be
guided in improving the administration of the program.

There is a close correlation between the percentage of men and
women age 65 or older who are below the poverty line, and the per-
centage of aged men and women who receive SSI. Seventy-two per-
cent of the aged population below the poverty line are women and
28 percent are men. Of the aged SSI recipients, 73.7 percent are
women, and 26.3 percent are men. Women comprise 59.8 percent of
the total aged population in the Nation but comprise 72 percent of
the aged below.the poverty line. The fact that two-thirds of all SSI
recipients are women, and among these, 75 percent are 65 or older,
really indicates that the SSI Program is targeting its funds as in-
tended.
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The data also show that there is growth in the number of dis-
abled people coming into the SSI Program, and that a greater por-
tion of these individuals will be mentally retarded individuals, who
enter the SSI Program early and are likely to remain throughout
their lifetime.

Significant change has occurred in the number of blind and dis-
abled children receiving SSI, which has tripled since 1974. Mental
impairment is the most common disability among children.

SSA has always had an extensive public information campaign to
reach potential SSI eligibles, and this ongoing outreach program
uses radio and newspaper facilities to distribute information to po-
tential recipients. But beyond that, with Public Law 98-21, we are
assertively seeking the potential eligibles who we may not have
reached. Notices about the availability of SSI are being sent out to
all aged social security beneficiaries who, judging by the size of
their social security benefit alone, might be eligible for SSI.

We have had more than 118,000 inquiries, and have taken about
32,000 applications so far.

During the 10 years of the SSI Program's life, there have been
many legislative changes, as you have indicated, and they were de-
signed to protect the eligibility of current recipients or to improve
program adequacy, improve the disability work incentives, adminis-
trative efficiency, or define better the SSI Program's relationship
with other programs.

For example, the automatic cost-of-living increases in SSI benefit
levels are made at the same time and by the same percentage as
the increases in the Social Security benefits. This helps insulate
the SSI recipients from the adverse effects on inflation of the value
of their benefit dollars.

The home and the burial plot are excluded resources. There is an
automatic reentitlement period in which benefits can be reinstated
without a new application, or a new disability determination, for
individuals who stop work but are still impaired, and the work ex-
penses directly related to the disabled individual's impairment are
deducted from income.

Although the legislative changes have improved the SSI Pro-
gram's ability to provide basic income support for the aged, blind
and disabled, they have really not altered the basic structure of the
program. I believe that SSI is by and large an effective and effi-
ciently administered Federal program. It plays an important role
in providing assistance to the aged, the blind, and the disabled
people of this country. But I submit to you that SSI is not a perfect
program, nor is it perfectly administered. I think, though, that it
has largely met the goals Congress set for it, and has attempted to
adjust to the changing needs of our society. In the past 10 years,
there have been changes in conditions in this country, and of
course there will be further changes that need to be accommodat-
ed. Perhaps the history of the first 10 years of SSI holds a lesson
for its future. It is important to keep the intent of the SSI program
firmly in mind when viewing possible changing conditions and
problems. SSI is a cash assistance program which provides a basic
floor of income to the needy aged, disabled, and blind.
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We are not resting on the past, however. We are trying to im-
prove program administration and ease the burden on the individ-
uals who come to file claims.

There are two specific improvements that I would like to men-
tion that we are presently working on-the second phase of a
project that will give our field offices advanced processing technolo-
gy to automate many of the manual functions presently being per-
formed, and a reduction in the volume and complexity of SSA's
documentation requirements.

In the interest of future planning and to ensure that SSI contin-
ues to be targeted to those who need it most, we are obtaining
more information about recipients and potential recipients, and
one way we intend to do this is through a survey of SSI recipients.

As I mentioned earlier, we are also in the process of notifying
aged Social Security beneficiaries of their potential eligibility for
SSI. And, although the purpose of these "alerts" is to seek out
those who appear eligible but, for one reason or another, have not
applied for SSI, our experience in handling the alert program will
be evaluated to learn how we can improve on the outreach process
and to learn more about why people who appear eligible decline to
participate in SSI.

I believe SSI is accomplishing its mission, and while we will
always debate about the level of benefits and the fairness of a
given provision, I believe there is a consensus that the basic SSI
approach is a sound one, and that whatever changes are made
should adhere to the framework that has been established.

Thank you very much.
Chairman HEINZ. Commissioner McSteen, thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Commissioner McSteen follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARTHA A. MCSTEEN

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am pleased to be here today to
discuss with you the Supplemental Security Income (SSI) Program. Ten years have
passed since the SSI Program began providing a floor of income to aged, blind, and
disabled persons, SSI's 10th anniversary year seems an appropriate occasion to
review the development of the program and to look at where the program is now.
To this end, I will discuss briefly the goals of the program, the legislative changes
since implementation, the characteristics of the people SSI serves, and how well the
Social Security Administration serves them.

Let me say at the outset that the SSI story is a story of a successful, effective
Federal program; after ironing out its initial startup problems, SSI has provided,
and continues to provide, a very important element of the Nation's support system
for aged, blind, and disabled people, SSI is not a perfect program nor is it perfectly
administered, but it has met the goals Congress set for it, and has adjusted to
changing conditions.

BASIC GOALS, OBJEcTIvES, AND FEATURES

The fundamental goal of SSI is to provide a basic level of income support to needy
aged, blind, and disabled persons based on nationally uniform eligibility standards
and payment levels. The SSI Program was designed to provide:

An income source of last resort for the aged, blind, and disabled whose income
and resources are below specified levels.

Eligibility requirements and benefit standards that are nationally uniform, and
eligibility determinations based on objective criteria.

Incentives and opportunitities for those recipients able to work or to be rehabili-
tated that would enable them to escape from their dependency situations.

An efficient and economical method of.providing this assistance.
Encouragement to States to provide supplementation of the basic Federal benefit;

and
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Protection for the eligibility and income levels of recipients under the former pro-
grams Old Age Assistance (OAA), Aid to the Blind (AB), and Aid to the Permanent-
ly and Totally Disabled (APTD) who were converted to the SSI program.

As the word "supplemental" in its title implies, the SSI program was intended as
an income source of last resort. Therefore, persons eligible for SSI are required to
apply for other payments from public or private sources for which they may be eli-
gible.

SSI is a domestic program of assistance to relieve poverty in the 50 States and the
District of Columbia. Thus the program requires a recipient to be a resident of the
United States and to be present in the United States. In addition, a recipient must
be a U.S. citizen, an alien legally admitted for permanent residence, or an alien oth-
erwise permanently residing in the United States under color of law.

To take into account the responsibility for support of people by certain relatives-
specifically, a spouse of an adult or a parent of a disabled child under age 18-the
income and resources of the person are deemed to include the income and resources
of the spouse or parent who lives in the same household with the person.

In general, people in public institutions are not eligible for SSI. This restriction is
a carryover from the former State programs and was based on the view that Feder-
al funds should not be used to finance what has traditionally been a State and local
responsibility. This prohibition does not apply to a person in a public institution
when medicaid is paying for a substantial portion of his care. When the medicaid
program is providing for the person's care and basic needs, he may still be eligible
for an SSI payment of up to $25 a month. This payment is intended to enable people
with no income to purchase small personal comfort items since under the medicaid
program only the patient's medical and subsistence needs are met while he is in the
institution.

The SSI Program substituted an objective flat grant system for the individual
budget system used in many of the former State programs. Under the flat grant
system, assistance amounts are determined by subtracting countable income from
the standard benefit rate.

In keeping with its flat grant design, SSI uses uniform limits on the dollar
amounts or value of income and resources that a person can have and still qualify
for Federal assistance. The law provides certain exclusions from income and re-
sources and only the value of income and resources after the exclusions are applied
is counted in determining eligibility and benefit amount. In January, if the Con-
sumer Price Index has risen by more than 3 percent over the previous 12 months,
the income limits are adjusted automatically to reflect increases in the cost of
living. Currently these limits-which correspond to the Federal benefit rates-are
$314 for individuals and $472 for couples. The resource limitation is $1,500 in count-
able resources for an individual and $2,250 for a couple living together, whether or
not both are eligible for SSI.

SSI standards also include 65 as the minimum age requirement for assistance
based on age, and nationally uniform definitions of disability and of blindness which
are basically the same as those used for insured workers under the Social Security
Disability Insurance Program.

The SI Program recognizes that some needy persons continue to work in spite of
their age or physical condition. To support and encourage these attempts, the pro-
gram is constructed so that all recipients who work have a higher level of income
than those who do not work. Therefore, in determining eligibility for and the
amount of SSI benefits substantial amounts-the first $65 and one-half of the re-
mainder-of a worker's earnings are disregarded.

To provide opportunity and incentive for the blind and disabled to work, the SSI
program provides reimbursement for vocational rehabilitation services used by
qualified recipients. Further, a certain amount of the earnings of blind or disabled
children who are students, the amounts of grants, scholarships, and fellowships re-
ceived for use in paying tuition and fees at educational facilities, and the expenses
of the blind reasonably attributable to working are all excluded from income.

In addition, earned income and certain resources of a blind or disabled recipient
necessary for the fulfillment of an approved plan for achieving self-support are ex-
cluded from income and resources. Finally, certain income producing property that,
as determined by the Secretary, is essential to self-support activity, is excluded from
resources.

Congress created the SSI Program with the expectation that some States would
supplement the basic Federal payment to maintain payment levels higher than the
Federal SSI standard. The Congress provided that the Federal Government could
agree with a State to administer its supplementary payments and to absorb the cost
of administering them.
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LEGISLATIVE CHANGES

Legislative changes to the SSI Program have often resulted from public attention
being brought to bear on a specific situation or on individual cases. SSI has been
amended by provisions contained in 17 separate laws. In addition, the laws govern-
ing several other federally funded assistance programs have been amended to clari-
fy how the benefits and services provided are to be treated by the SSI Program. The
changes can be broadly categorized as:

Protecting current recipients and/or improving program adequacy.
Defining the SSI Program's relationship with other Federal programs, the States,

and private programs.
Eliminating loopholes, improving administrative efficiency, and effecting budget

savings; and
Improving disability work incentives.
I will not cover here all of the legislative changes since 1974. Rather, I will discuss

the most important of these changes or those that best illustarate the four catego-
ries.

RECIPIENT PROTECTION AND PROGRAM ADEQUACY

After the October 1972 SSI enactment date and before the January 1974 imple-
mentation date, the law was amended to require States to maintain the income
levels of those people whose welfare benefits were higher than the SSI payment
level, and to add certain provisions which protected persons from loss of eligibility
or income when they were converted from the State rolls.

The effect of inflation in eroding the buying power of the SSI benefit levels as
established in 1972 was clearly demonstrated by the situation in 1974. The original
$130 SSI benefit level established for an individual in 1972 represented an amount
equal to 78 percent of the Government's poverty index. This ratio would have
slipped to 66 percent by 1974 had the SSI benefit level not been increased to $140
for January 1974. Congress realized this, and on the eve of the day SSI was to begin,
raised the benefit level to $140.

Another event, the 1974 Social Security benefit increase, demonstrated the need
to closely coordinate both the timing and the percent of cost-of-living increases
under Social Security and SSI. When the Social Security benefit increase was paid
to beneficiaries who were also SSI recipients, they received no increase in their total
income because the SSI benefit was reduced dollar-for-dollar by the amount of the
increase in the Social Security benefit.

Congress dealt with the problem by passing legislation that provided for automat-
ic cost-of-living increases in SSI benefit levels. The increases were to be made at the
same time and by the same percentage as increases in Social Security benefits. This
SSI change, first effective July 1975, not only ensured that SSI recipients who were
also eligible under Social Security would receive the effect of any automatic cost-of-
living adjustment (COLA), but also helped insulate all SSI recipients from the ad-
verse effects of inflation on the value of their benefit dollars.

Last year, an ad hoc SSI benefit increase was enacted providing an additional $20
for individuals and $30 for couples effective July 1, 1983. This increase was included
in the bipartisan Social Security financing compromise and was intended to amelio-
rate the effect of delaying the automatic COLA for 6 months.

Another effort to improve program adequacy was the change made in the way the
home is treated. The original legislation authorized the Secretary to establish the
value of the home that could be excluded from consideration as a resource, and the
amount was set at $25,000 ($35,000 in Alaska and Hawaii). The rapid inflationary
increases in property vaues during the early 1970's created situations where the ap-
preciation in the value of the home above the limit made recipients ineligible, even
though their other circumstances had not changed. Congress recognized this prob-
lem and in 1976 passed legislation that excluded a home of any value from being
counted as a resource. Although this change broadened the eligibility criteria, the
overall SSI resources limits kept the liberalizing effect of the change from being
costly.

The treatment of prepaid burial arrangements as resources had long been a topic
of discussion. This was a particularly difficult area since some of the State programs
had either excluded or provided special treatment of this type of asset when deter-
mining eligibility. In 1982, Congress concluded that all SSI recipients should receive
equivalent treatment, regardless of various State laws concerning the way in which
the funds were held, and that the SSI program should not deny eligibility to those
individuals who have made reasonable efforts to provide for their burial. As a
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result, Congress excluded burial plots and the value of burial funds (up to $1,500)
from consideration as resources.

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

The original SSI legislation barred assistance to inmates of public institutions. As
the deinstitutionalization effort developed, some individuals were transferred to
small, community-based group homes, operated either by a government or a private
organization. In those instances where the group home was privately maintained,
the residents could become eligible for SSI benefits upon release from the public in-
stitution. However, when the home was a public facility, the residents were categor-
ically ineligible for SSI benefits. To assure that the SSI program would not impede
deinstitutionalization efforts, SSI was amended in 1976 to exclude from the defini-
tion of public institution any publicly operated community-based residence serving
16 or fewer individuals.

Some of the people deinstitutionalized in this effort became street people. Public
efforts to provide emergency shelter and other needed services resulted in their
being ineligible for SSI because they were housed in public shelters. In 1983, Con-
gress enacted legislation which further liberalized the treatment of residents of
public insitutitions to provide SSI for up to 3 months in any 12-month period for
individuals otherwise eligible but who live in public emergency shelters for the
homeless.

CLOSING LOOPHOLES, IMPROVING EFFICIENCY, AND REDUCING COSTS

Over the years, the effects of unintended loopholes in the program surfaced and
changes in some program provisions were enacted to deal with them.

For example, legislation enacted in 1980 substantially eliminated situations in
which retroactive Social Security benefits resulted in "windfalls" to SSI recipients
because SSI did not adjust to take into account the Social Security benefits due for
the same period. Also, to discourage persons who agreed to sponsor and could afford
to support immigrants to the United States, but who then rely on the SSI program
to provide financial support. Congress enacted legislation in 1980 which requires
that the income and resources of sponsors be considered as the income and re-
sources of aliens for 3 years after their lawful admission.

To deal with situations in which an applicant or recipient disposed of assets in
order to become or remain eligible for SSI, Congress enacted a provision in 1980 re-
quiring that the uncompensated value of any resource disposed of for less than its
fair market value continue to be taken into account as part of the individual's re-
sources for 2 years after disposal.

Prior to 1981, unnegotiated SSI checks were credited to the general fund of the
Treasury but were not reelected to the SSI appropriation or returned to the States.
A procedure was established to recredit the SSI appropriation with any SSI checks
remaining uncashed for more than 180 days. Amounts representing State supple-
mentation included in such checks are returned to the States. The effect is to reduce
the amount that must be allocated by both the Federal and State governments.

DISABILITY PROVISIONS

SSI work incentives have been improved by the Social Security Disability Amend-
ments of 1980. The automatic 12-month reentitlement period in which benefits can
be reinstated immediately without a new application or disability determination for
individuals who stop working but are still impaired, and the deduction of work ex-
penses directly related to an individual's impairment, are common to both the SSI
and Social Security programs. Under SSI, the disregard of more than one-half of the
amount of earned income and the inclusion of vocational rehabilitation require-
ments are also intended as incentives for individuals who want to attempt to work.
Another such provision unique to SSI is section 1619 of the Social Security Act. Sec-
tion 1619 was designed as a 3-year experiment which allowed the continued pay-
ment of Federal SSI benefits (and optional State supplementary payments) to SSI
recipients who continued to be medically disabled and whose earnings-after deduc-
tions for impairment related work expenses-were above the SGA level-generally,
$300 a month-and below the break-even point (the amount above which SSI bene-
fits are not payable). Section 1619 also continued medicaid eligibility for individuals
in this category whose earnings were above the break-even point but whose income
was not judged sufficient to provide a reasonable equivalent of these benefits.

The provisions in section 1619 expired December 31, 1983. The Secretary of HHS
authorized a demonstration project through December 1984 which is modeled after
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the 1619 experiment, SSA is collecting and analyzing data to determine the effec-
tiveness of the experiment as a work incentive and we will report our findings to
Congress.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SSI POPULATION, SSI INCOME LEVELS, AND EXPENDITURES

The first 10 years of the SSI program have been marked by initial rapid growth
and a subsequent decline in the SSI caseload, In January 1974, more than 3.2 mil-
lion persons received SSI benefits. Approximately 3 million of those had received
public assistance payments under State programs. From that initial month, the rolls
increased to 4.3 million recipients in December 1975. Following this peak, the num-
bers have decreased each year to slightly less than 3.9 million recipients at the end
of December 1983. The major reason for the decrease is that there has been a steady
decline in the number of new eligibles.

The overall decrease in the number of people who came on the SSI rolls from 1974
through 1983 is about 66 percent. The most dramatic decrease has been the 83 per-
cent decline in newly eligible aged recipients. In January 1974, approximately 2 mil-
lion persons received SSI because of age. While the numbers of recipients who are
aged 65 has remained about the same, the numbers who come on the rolls as aged
have been decreasing since the end of 1975. As of December 1983, there were 1.5
million persons receiving SSI benefits who became eligible based on age. Another
500,000 recipients who are now aged 65 entered the rolls as blind or disabled recipi-
ents.

In December 1983, 55 percent of all SSI recipients were aged 65 or older, com-
pared with 61 percent in January 1974.

Over 16 percent of SSI recipients are aged 80 or older, This percentage has re-
mained fairly constant since 1974. Currently, three out of four persons receiving SSI
are over age 50; in 1974, four out of five SSI recipients were over age 50.

Two-thirds of all SSI recipients are women. Of this group, three out of four are
aged 65 or older. The proportion has been the same since 1974. The higher life ex-
pectancy of women and their lower overall level of nonassistance income are reflect-
ed by these data.

Fifty-eight percent of SSI recipients are white and 26 percent black. Persons of
other races comprise 4 percent, while race was not reported for 11 percent. Similar
distribution is found in each category and has not fluctuated since 1974.

Sixty-nine percent of all SSI recipients lived in metropolitan areas in December
1983. Seventy-two percent of the blind and disabled recipients, but only 63 percent
of the aged recipients, lived in metropolitan areas. Since 1974, the proportion of SSI
recipients living in metropolitan areas has increased nearly 10 percent.

Social Security benefits are the primary source of SSI recipients' other income. In
December 1975, nearly 70 percent of the aged SSI recipients and 36 percent of the
disabled recipients received Social Security benefits. The average Social Security
payment received by SSI recipients was $130 a month. By December 1983, the pro-
portion of disabled recipients with Social Security benefits increased to 39 percent,
while the proportion of aged recipients with Social Security remained steady. The
average Social Security benefit in December 1983 for all SSI recipients was $240.

Only 11 percent of all SSI recipients (some of whom also receive Social Security)
have unearned income other than Social Security benefits. This percentage has re-
mained fairly constant since 1974. The average monthly amount of these other types
of unearned income has increased from $61 in 1974 to $82 in 1983.

Of the total SSI population, 1.4 percent of the aged, 6.3 percent of the blind, and
4.4 percent of the disabled have income earned from working. The average monthly
earnings in 1983 for those recipients who worked was $116 for the aged, $427 for the
blind, and $98 for the disabled.

SSI INCOME LEVELS

SSI assures an annual income that in 1984 is 76 percent of the current official
projected poverty line for an individual and 84 percent for a couple. These compari-
sons take into account only the Federal SSI benefit levels.

When State supplements are included in the comparison, the level of income more
closely approaches the poverty level depending on the amount of a State's supple-
mentation levels. Four States provide supplements which, in addition to SSI, raise
assistance levels above the poverty index for aged individuals. Nine States provide
supplements which raise aged couples' income above the poverty index.

The SSI benefit rate for individual living in their own households has increased
124 percent-from $140 in January 1947 to $314 in January 1984. During the same
period, the CPI has risen 117 percent.
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EXPENDITURES

The total amount of Federal SSI benefits paid, not including State supplementa-
tion, increased from $3.8 billion in 1974 to $7.2 billion in 1983, an increase of 89
percent.

Currently, 16 States and the District of Columbia have their optional State sup-
plements administered by the Federal Government and 26 States and the District of
Columbia have federally administered mandatory supplements. Total expenditures
by States for supplementary benefits have increased by 37 percent from almost $1.5
billion in 1974 to almost $2 billion in 1983.

ADMINISTRATION

In planning SSI, Congress concluded that sucessful administration of the SSI pro-
gram would be achieved by using SSA's administrative structure. Congress looked to
SSA with its existing nationwide network of offices and contact points, and its expe-
rience with large benefit programs as the agency that could effectively run the SSI
program.

The first decade of the SSI program has been marked by significant changes and
improvements that have led to improved fiscal responsibility and administrative ef-
ficiency in the day-to-day operation of the program. The changes and improvements
also, in many cases, have reduced the burden on recipients and resulted in more
accurate, reliable payments.

The startup problems of the SSI program are well documented. Computer systems
problems of early 1974 were quickly ironed out, and numerous errors were found
and corrected. New systems were established, employing advanced data processing
and telecommunications techniques which allowed SSA to establish SSI claims and
pay benefits in time to meet the current needs of the typical SSI recipient. As you
know, Mr. Chairman, SSA is now embarked on a complete overhaul of our computer
systems which should result eventually in further improvements in the delivery of
the SSI program.

One of SSA's primary commitments has been to improve the effectiveness and ef-
ficiency of its policies and administration. To help meet this goal, SSA developed a
quality assurance system which measures the accuracy of payments, identifies prob-
lems, and suggests corrective action. Since 1974, SSA has reduced the SSI payment
error rate from 10.9 percent to 3.6 percent as of September 1983 (latest data avail-
able). Currently, we are examing ways of simplifying our administrative policies.

Another significant, and I believe the most important, agency goal is to render
service to the public in a uniform, courteous, sensitive and dignified manner. SSA
assists SSI applicants in obtaining the evidence neccessary to establish their claims.
Special efforts are made to assist those who, due to age or disability, are unable to
pursue their claims or report when they have a change in circumstances. SSA peri-
odically reviews the eligibility factors and payment amounts of SSI recipients. These
redeterminations have been streamlined to the extent that we only request minimal
information of those recipients who, through SSA's quality assurance review, were
identified as persons whose situations are not likely to change year to year. On the
other hand, in-depth redeterminations are conducted on those recipients whose cir-
cumstances are more likely to change.

As proud as we are of our many successes in administering the SSI program, we
are not resting on our laurels. We are constantly seeking to improve its administra-
tion, ease the burden on recipients and provide more accurate payments.

Two specific improvements we are presently working on which will help us make
these kinds of improvements are:

The second phase of a project that will give field offices advanced processing tech-
nology to automate many of the manual functions presently being performed; and

A reduction in the volume and complexity of SSA's documentation requirements.
This initiative will maintain payment accuracy while simplifying the process of de-
termining eligibility.

In the interest of future planning and to ensure that SSI continues to be targeted
to those who need it most, we are obtaining more information about recipients and
potential recipients. One way we plan to obtain information is through a survey of
SSI recipients. Another way is through an analysis of the SSI Alert activity result-
ing from Senator Dole's amendment in the Social Security Amendments of 1983
(Public Law 98-21). Currently, SSA is in the process of notifying Social Security
beneficiaries of their potential eligibility for SSI. Although the purpose of these
"alerts" is to seek out those who appear eligible but for one reason or another have
not applied for SSI, our experience in handling the alert program will be evaluated
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to learn how we can improve on the outreach process and to learn why people who
appear eligible decline to paticipate in SSI.

CONCLUSION

Ten years after its implementation, SSI remains faithful to the basic principles on
which Congress built the program. It has retained the efficiency and effectiveness of
the flat grant approach and continues to place emphasis on providing incentives to
work and rehabilitation. Although there have been some changes in the way certain
kinds of income and resources are treated, by and large SSI still is a program that
supplements other income up to a uniform, nationally established, floor of income.

SSI is accomplishing its mission supplementing the Social Security and other pro-
grams for the needy aged, blind, and disabled. While there will always be debate
about the level of benefits and the fairness of particular provisions, I believe there is
now a broad consensus that the basis SSI approach is a sound one and that what-
ever changes are made are based on the principles and framework that have been
established.

Chairman HEINZ. Commissioner McSteen, If you had one im-
provement to make in the program, in the required legislation,
what improvement would you make?

Mrs. MCSTEEN. Well, that is a difficult question because it touch-
es on a number of issues. I would say that the greatest potential
lies in the fact that we have an opportunity to take a look at all
other Federal and State programs that impact on the lives of indi-
viduals and see how we can pull those together, in an effort to
bring people in this country above the poverty line.

Chairman HEINZ. And, looking just at the administrative re-
quirements of the program, you mentioned the need for outreach,
which you are working on, but are there any elements in the pro-
gram right now that are more modest, perhaps because they are
administrative, that you would seek to change?

Mrs. MCSTEEN. Well, SSI is a complex program administratively,
but we find that our greatest problem, really, is reaching people
who may be potentially eligible and helping them understand
where else besides SSI they may look for benefits to help alleviate
their needs. If we adhere to the real framework of what we are
supposed to be doing, and that is targeting aid to the most needy in
this country, we feel that we must continue to find other ways in
addition to SSI to see that these people are well taken care of.

Chairman HEINZ. Let me give you one example which is dealt
with in the legislation that Senator Moynihan and I have intro-
duced, it has to do with the way the assets test works and how, if
you are, as an individual, 5 cents over the $1,500 asset test, you
lose your entire SSI payment for as long as you are 5 cents, a
dollar, $5 over the $1,500 asset test. We are going to hear later this
morning from some individuals who lost their entire SSI benefit for
those several months, simply because they really did just have a
few dollars more than the limit allows.

I would have to imagine that such a strict rule gives the Social
Security Administration some headaches. As I understand, about
half the total dollar amount of SSI overpayments are associated
with the assets test.

So, first, let me ask you if you agree that there is a problem with
the assets test and with what happens as a result of it.

Mrs. MCSTEEN. The assets test has always been a concern be-
cause it is difficult to determine what assets an individual has and

36-987 O-84-2
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the value of those assets in some cases. Administratively, it is diffi-
cult, it is difficult to seek out this information from the individual.

I would like to mention that even though the asset limits of
$1,500 and $2,250 have remained the same as originally set, the
assets test has been changed in other ways. There are many assets
that are not included in this limitation. It took us several years to
come around, in 1976, to recognizing that the home should be ex-
cluded regardless of the value, and I think that was a giant step
forward. And then, a little later on, starting in 1979, the value of
resources was determined by the equity that the individual had in
them rather than on the current market value. I thought that was
a step forward. The amount of household goods and personal effects
that could be excluded was increased from $1,500 to $2,000. The
automobile is not counted as a resource if it is of resasonable value.
That was raised from $1,200 to $4,500 current market value. And
then, in 1981, transfer of resources was addressed, and if the recipi-
ent sells or gives away a non-excluded resource for less than the
fair market value in order to establish SSI/Medicaid eligiblity, he
is charged with the uncompensated value. I think that is a fair and
equitable way of looking at those assets.

Joint bank accounts have always been a problem. As you recall,
we were very firm in our approach to that, and if an applicant's or
recipient's name was on the joint bank account, we considered that
to be a resource. But we changed that, too, and now the individual
has an opportunity to indicate whether the asset truly is his. No
longer does just having his name on the title result in our consider-
ing the account as a resource.

And last, the burial plot and an amount of liquid resources for
burial arrangements were recognized as exclusions from resources.

So I would say, in going over that long list that we feel that
there are ways that individuals can have sufficient assets and still
receive SSI. Now, this does not diminish the issue that you raised
about the difficulty of trying to face up to why 5 cents or $5 makes
a difference. The only thing I can say to you is that we are at-
tempting to adhere to the intent of the law. Of course, we are also
concerned about the administrative costs of considering that $5-
where it came from or what it really means.

Chairman HEINZ. Well, I agree with you, Commissioner, that the
way the law is written, you have to cut off someone's $200 or $300
benefit check-it might be $100, it might be $200, it might be the
maximum of $314-if they have $5 in their bank account more
than they should have in terms of the liquid asset threshold of
$1,500.

But my question to you is, does that provision of the law make
sense, and is the punishment not just way out of proportion to the
circumstances. For the most part, I suspect these people don't
knowingly commit an infraction. We are not supposed to penalize
people for savings in the first place. We are supposed to encourage
it. We understand, of course, that we do not want to pay benefits to
people who have assets that can finance their own way. But do you
agree or disagree with the policy here, which is that if you have
just a few dollars more in your bank account than the law says
that you ought to have, that the punishment for this information is
losing your entire SSI benefit, even if that is 30 or 40 or 50 times
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the amount that you have exceeded the assets test-is that good
policy?

Mrs. MCSTEEN. Well, I think we and everyone in this country
have to address this issue-if we allow for those kinds of excep-
tions, what does it equate to in terms of taxpayer cost. And I think
that is a major concern in most of the policy issues that would lib-
eralize the program. There are some exceptions, as you know, that
have been granted. Also, States have leeway in extending medicaid
coverage to individuals who don't quite meet the SSI eligibility cri-
teria, and they have generally exercised that option.

As I see it, it is an issue-.
Chairman HEINZ. Well, then, your position is that it is good

policy if someone has even a diminutive amount over the asset test
that they should lose their entire monthly benefit; that is what you
were saying?

Mrs. MCSTEEN. Well, it is actually a question of where do you
draw the line-whether at 5 cents or $50 over the limit is a deter-
mination that has to be made. I don't know what--

Chairman HEINZ. Well, there is another way of looking at it, if
you will excuse me for interposing. The other way of looking at it
is that maybe there is a more equitable remedy that solves your
problem and does not create what might to the casual observer
seem to be a totally unjustified hardship on someone for several
months.

For example, maybe what we ought to do when someone has $5
more than they should in their bank account is to reduce their SSI
benefit by $5; if they have $100 more than they should, reduce
their benefit by $100.

That seems to me to be intuitively fair. Would you have a prob-
lem with that?

Mrs. MCSTEEN. On the face of it, I agree with you that it would
appear to be fair. I must say to you as the administrator of the pro-
gram that I think we would spend quite a bit of money trying to
make those adjustments and keep those adjustments correct, be-
cause as you know, part of the problem from month to month is
making sure that the individual gets the right amount of money at
the right time. The alternative would not be simple to administer.

Chairman HEINZ. Now, as I understand, what happens now is
somehow a determination is made that instead of having $1,500 in
your bank account, there is $1,507. And a notice is mailed to the
person that says, "You've got $1,507. That is $7 too much, and until
you solve the problem, you are off the rolls."

Then, another piece of paper is generated and sent to the com-
puter down in Baltimore that says, "Stop paying benefits." Some-
one punches that in, and the computer stops sending out checks.

The alternative is for the person who punches out the card that
goes to the computer in Baltimore to punch in, "Reduce the check
by $7 until we tell you differently."

Now, why is that more difficult?
Mrs. MCSTEEN. Well, it involves the use of the computer system,

and our system is not as sophisticated yet as we hope it will be in
the future--
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Chairman HEINZ. Do you anticipate that at some point, you will
be able to perform the function I just described without the diffi-
culty?

Mrs. MCSTEEN. Yes.
Chairman HEINZ. And under those circumstances, would the

remedy I have just described seem to fit the problem a little bit
better?

Mrs. MCSTEEN. It would help, but we would also have to deter-
mine where that money came from and verify--

Chairman HEINZ. But you do that now, don't you?
Mrs. MCSTEEN. Well, for the $5 it is a notification that does not

cause us to change the amount of the benefit by subtraction of a
small amount from the benefit each month. A benefit that is regu-
lar and continuing is much easier to control, of course.

I would like to say that bank account assets account for only
about one-fourth of overpayments, so although it is an issue if it is
even one person-I suppose what I am trying to say is it has not
been one of the major concerns.

Chairman HEINZ. Thank you.
Senator Evans?
Senator EVANS. It is interesting to listen to the discussion today,

from this side of the table. I must make a comment in passing that
when I sat on the other side, trying to operate programs at the
State level in cooperation, or in partnership with the Federal Gov-
ernment, we were plagued by change, which is probably the most
difficult thing to implement. The difficulty is getting involved in a
program, bringing it to the point where it is administered and un-
derstood reasonably well, only to find that there is a brand new
law, a brand-new set of regulations which, almost invariably, are
more complex. Then, the problem continues after you have tracked
them down and find they have arisen from a complaint filed some-
where which generates staff work to compile a list of horribles,
which leads to a hearing, which leads to a new law, which leads to
new regulations, which leads to greater errors. However, that is
not necessarily a bad process. But I am curious, after 10 years,
could you tell me-I do not know whether it is in inches or pages-
what the average eligibility worker has to work from in terms of
this program?

Mrs. MCSTEEN. I think you must have been talking to Senator
Heinz, because the last time I was here, he asked me to explain
why we had to have 17 feet of manuals for our people--

Chairman HEINZ. Is it up to 17 feet now? It was holding steady at
about 12 or 14, I thought.

Senator EVANS. I think I preceded tier growth some. There was a
hearing held about 8 or 9 years ago when Nelson Rockefeller was
Vice President. He brought some Cabinet members around to vari-
ous cities in the country, asking about the intergovernmental rela-
tionships that then existed, listening to Governors, mayors, and
county officials. We decided to emphasize to him the very problem
of the complexity of regulation and how it affects management. Ev-
erybody at that time-and I suspect it is the same today in Con-
gress-complains about error rates and the difficulties of manage-
ment, but I do not think they understood just what the person on
the firing line has to deal with. And we brought along the books-
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they were not 17 feet, or even 12 feet-but they were about that
high for the average, plain, front-line eligibility worker. And the
message we gave to the Vice President then was literally, "Get off
our backs." It seems to me sometimes that we are so careful trying
to catch every conceivable little thing that we end up building an
impossible set of circumstances and spend more money trying to
chase down the small errors rather than putting the money where
we really want it to go-in the recipient's pocket.

So with that sermon, I would be interested to know what kind of
regulations do we have to deal with for this particular program?

Mrs. MCSTEEN. Because of all of the alternatives and the verifica-
tion requirements, what we have done since 1978 is to specialize
and split our interviewers. We have about half of them who con-
centrate on and are responsible for SSI.

Our instructions are voluminous, I would say-and I do not know
whether measuring them in inches is important-but because we
have attempted valiantly to improve the error rate, I must admit
that we have required a great deal of documentation on the part of
our interviewers. And you are talking about a segment of a manual
that they must follow, and very specifically.

We have discussed changing the adjudicative climate in which an
interviewer operates to give the adjudicator greater flexibility in
making the decision. But when you do that, and you are talking
about interviewers in some 1,400 district offices across the country,
then you begin to have great variations in the applications of the
law and the regulations. So consistency is a constant administra-
tive issue. We attempt to provide instructions that are guided by
the legislation. And we cetainly stand ready to simplify administra-
tion in any way that is consistent with congressional intent. Cer-
tainly, if we were to consider ranges of money as opposed to precise
dollars and cents, the program would be easier to administer.

Senator EVANS. And I do not really fault those who are trying to
carry out the laws and have to write the regulations to flesh out
the laws we pass. We tend to give conflicting signals, and I think
we are at a point where it would be nice if we could somehow make
those signals more stable and keep them for some longer period of
time. We are now talking about trying to correct problems where
people are eliminated from the rolls or do not receive benefits, and
I will be willing to bet that it will not be very long before the ex-
amples come back in and the pressure is then on to tighten up the
program again and to spend our efforts on error rates and on re-
covery. It is that continual shifting and hauling, it seems to me
that is destructive to a program, and I would be interested in
searching for ways-you mentioned ranges that might make it sim-
pler to administer-that would help to simplify the process. It
seems to me that this would be beneficial all the way around. We
could get mote money to recipients if we were smart enough and
were willing to recognize that we are not going to be totally error-
free. I sometimes like to-maybe it is an oversimplification-but to
equate what we try to do in governmental programs with a retail-
er. A retailer always has problems with shoplifting, and with loss
of merchandise. It is possible to get that down to zero. You could
put metal detectors in every doorway, you could put merchandise
behind bars, you could have an attendant in every dressing room.
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There are a whole host of things you could do in order to get an
error rate down. to zero, but you would not have any customers.
And I think we ought to take a little of that element of private en-
terprise into what we do in Government, recognizing that it is not
only simpler, more beneficial for the recipient, and cheaper in the
long run for the Government, to not try to nail every last dime, but
to simplify our process.

With that, I do not know if there are other ideas that you or the
other administrators have in mind that would help in this simplifi-
cation, making a process where you had a little more flexibility to
operate, and I suppose in return, we would have to be willing to
accept the recognition that we are not always going to be error-
free.

Mrs. MCSTEEN. Yes; I think if we had an opportunity to be more
flexible and do a demonstration project in a State or in a given
area, and then see what our results might be, cost-wise, as well as
generally serving the clientele, that is the only way I think we
would ever know. So we certainly could do that.

We really have not done as much as we could, I think, in the
whole area of disability rehabilitation for SSI, or for title II, and it
is one of my plans and objectives to pursue that vigorously. The
private sector does need to be involved with us in that endeavor,
and I do not think we have gone nearly as far as we could in order
to do that. The private sector has not been that much involved. We
have not let them be that much involved in contributions outside
the income and resource limits. But all of those are things that
could be done, and certainly on a pilot basis.

Senator EVANS. To your knowledge, has anyone done any studies
on the cost of managing or supervising for the error rates and the
overpayments and underpayments, as opposed to the amount the
Government may recover? At some point, we get down to diminish-
ing returns, where it costs us more to manage than we have any
hope of recovering.

Mrs. MCSTEEN. I do not know that we have any sound statistics
on that. I would be glad to submit them for the record.

[Subsequent to the hearing, Mrs. McSteen submitted the follow-
ing:]

COST-EFFICIENCY OF OVERPAYMENT COLLECTION PROCEDURES

During fiscal year 1983, SSA spent $0.18 for every $1 of SSI overpayments collect-
ed, compared to $0.16 cost per $1 of all debts that SSA collects. The slightly higher
cost of collecting SSI overpayments results because frequently events which cause a
recipient to be overpaid also terminate the recipient's eligibility, so that there are
no countinuing benefits to withhold. Other overpayments more frequently can be
recovered by adjusting future benefits, because the cause of the overpayment usual-
ly does not end eligibility for these other benefits. Benefit adjustment to recover an
overpayment is more cost-effective than attempting to recover the overpayment by
refund from the overpaid individual.

Senator EVANS. If there is anything, it would be interesting to
know whether anything of that nature has been done. It would be
helpful in trying to guide us in what makes sense and what does
not make sense.

Mrs. MCSTEEN. In being driven to operate -a cost-effective pro-
gram, we do look at those error rates very carefully, and we do
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work very hard to be fair to the taxpayer in that connection, and
there is not a great deal of leeway in that respect.

Senator EVANS. I might say that just before coming over here, I
had the director of our department of social and health services in
the State of Washington come in to see me, quite upset, because of
the way in which we are managing the problem of error rates and
trying to bring them down, pointing out that another State brought
an error rate from 18 percent down to 12 percent or so and re-
ceived not only no sanctions but I guess commendation for doing it.
Ours was at 7 or 8 percent, came down 2 or 3 percent, and we are
under sanctions. Now, that simply is not fair, and I do not know
how it operates or why it occurs in that fashion, but that is an-
other concern and one that I intend to try to deal with.

Mrs. MCSTEEN. We have taken a very careful look at our redeter-
mination process, which is aimed at trying to produce a better pro-
gram, and we have been able to do some profiles as they relate to
the overpayments and the redetermination process. We have elimi-
nated a number of the kinds of cases that we redetermine because
the profiles show that redetermination is not cost-effective. We
definitely would have that kind of information.

Senator EVANS. Perhaps this would be better for you to submit
for the record, unless you have a handle on it now. What percent-
age of overpayments and underpayments, if there is a total per-
centage error rate, what percentage of those errors fall within a 5
percent-in other words, the very small errors. You can talk about
an error rate that may even be quite large, but if the amount of
each error is very small, it may not be so much of a problem.

Mrs. MCSTEEN. I would be glad to submit that for the record.
Senator EVANS. And finally, also, if you do have any other ideas

you would like to submit for the record that would deal with this
broad field of simplification and more straightforward manage-
ment, the tools that would be helpful to you in order to handle the
program in the most efficient and cheapest way possible, in order
to maximize the amount we can ultimately get out to the recipients
that need the help. That would be very helpful to us.

Mrs. MCSTEEN. We would like to have that opportunity.
Senator EVANS. Thank you.
[Subsequent to the hearing, Mrs. McSteen submitted the follow-

ing:]

COMPARISON OF INCORRECT PAYMENT AMOUNTS AND INDIVIDUAL'S FEDERAL BENEFIT
RATE

In about 26 percent of cases with payment errors (overpayment or underpayment),
the incorrect amount that accumulates until the error is found is about 8 percent or
less of the Federal benefit rate for an individual (about $25 or less). The following
table shows the percent of error cases related to the size accumulated of payment
errors (overpayments and underpayments):

Percentage of error cases'

Incorrect payment amount
$0.01 to $4.99 .............................................................. 0.7
$5 to $25 ............................................................. 25.7
$25.01 to $50 ............................................................. 15.7
$50.01 to $75 .......................................................... 18.3
$75.01 and above..................................................................................................... 39.6

Data from October 1982 to September 1983 sample review period.
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SSI ADMINISTRATIVE SIMPLIFICATION INITIATIVES

We are constantly reviewing the SSI program with a view toward making it more
efficient and effective. As part of that review, we analyze legislative proposals that
might simplify administration of the program. We also look for ways to improve
program administration without new legislation. Some of the activities we are plan-
ning are:

A statistically valid survey of the SSI population.-This will provide additional
data about the charactieristics of the population and the potential effects of regula-
tory and policy changes in terms of cost/savings and effects on the recipient. We
expect that the survey data will prove useful by suggesting possible policy simplifi-
cations and as a mechanism for evaluating proposed changes.

Redetermination changes.-Beginning in fiscal year 1985, we will use a profiling
technique that better identifies high-risk cases for redetermination. The new profil-
ing techniques will target fewer recipients for intensive redetermination interview-
ing and development while identifying as many if not more erroneous payments for
correction as in the past. We continue to explore ways to improve the targeting of
recipients for redetermination. Improvements in this area not only reduce the re-
source needed to admininster the program but also reduce the reporting burden on
the SSI population.

Increased interface activity.-We are increasing the number of interfaces with
States to simplify and improve eligibility verification. Our efforts include: (1) Imple-
menting matches with State records of bank account, wages, unemployment com-
pensation, AFDC, and similar data; (2) negotiating with States for such matches;
and (3) lending assistance to States that are pursuing or are interested in pursuing
legislation within the States to permit such matches.

Additionally, we are developing a procedure to assure an accurate evaluation of
the cost-effectiveness of individual matches so that we may target our efforts and
resources most efficiently.

Senator EVANS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HEINZ. Thank you, Senator Evans.
As you are aware, we moved to a performance system of reim-

bursement for vocational rehabilitation in 1981, and the result is
that the amount of money that has been spent by the Federal Gov-
ernment has dropped significantly, from about $124 million to, I
guess, in 1983, about $6 million. One of the objectives of SSI is to
try and get people whenever possible back into the work force. Is it
your view that the money we were spending before was largely
being wasted? Were we wasting $118 million of the $124 million
that we were spending? Or to the contrary, is the $6 million we
spend today not enough money to spend on rehabilitating people
vocationally? And if the latter is the case, what do you recommend
we do?

Mrs. MCSTEEN. Of course referral for vocational rehabilitation is
required for SSI. Initially, as you know, referral for vocational re-
habilitation was to take place-and reimbursement for the voca-
tional rehabilitation services occurred-regardless of whether the
services actually rehabilitated a person and got him back into the
labor market. That does not happen very often, and whether that
attests to the fact that the individuals who receive SSI disability
are truly disabled and unable to work is also an issue.

Many of the SSI disabled who attempt to work work in sheltered
workshops, and we have not had a great deal of success in rehabili-
tating those individuals. I do not think money is an issue. I think
the issue is finding real jobs that we can move those people into.
We do not have incentives for employers to take on a disabled indi-
vidual, and I think that is something that we have not pursued to
quite the degree that we could.
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Chairman HEINZ. I think that is a well-taken point. There is,
however, something about the current performance system that
concerns me. I do not know what the right answer is, but the con-
cern is this. Certainly, there is no way that no matter how selective
a State is in choosing people who are likely to benefit from voca-
tional rehabilitation, I am going to repeat that for the benefit of
my friend, the former Governor, and Senator, because he brings a
special expertise.

Dan, I was saying to the Commissioner that, regarding the per-
formance-based rehabilitation reimbursement we now have, that
no matter how good the Governor is, how selective the State is in
choosing people who are likely to benefit from vocational rehabili-
tation services, they are certainly not going to be successful 100
percent of the time, and I suppose if they were successful 70 or 80
percent of the time, it would be a miracle.

All that we pay for now is the cost of successfully rehabilitating
that 70 or 50 or 60 percent-whatever the percentage is-so that
the State has to bear the entire cost of being wrong. As a result, I
suspect that States say, "Gee, that is a risk we do not want to be
totally on the hook for. Let's just not rehabilitate people." Ergo,
would it not make a little more sense to say, "We recognize there
are going to be some failures, and what we will do is we will reim-
burse you at more than 100 percent-pick a number, 150 percent of
your cost-recognizing that you have to rehabilitate 1½/2 people to
actually succeed in rehabilitating one." It would still be a perform-
ance-based system, but it would be less discouraging to the States
to provide those services.

What do you have to say to those observations and that sugges-
tion?

Mrs. MCSTEEN. Well, I would suspect that the States would wel-
come any increase that would be recognized--

Chairman HEINZ. Oh, I have no doubt about that. But presum-
ably, you are not here to speak on behalf of the States.

Mrs. MCSTEEN. That is right, that is right. Well, we do not have
sufficient incentives to get either the person into vocational reha-
bilitation or the vocational experts' interest in rehabilitation
across-the-board. We just simply do not have those incentives in
our current program.

Chairman HEINZ. Would what I have proposed be an improved
incentive, the 150 percent reimbursement per successful person?

Mrs. MCSTEEN. Any monetary increase would be an incentive,
yes.

Chairman HEINZ. But is it a good kind of incentive as opposed to
an ineffective incentive. I could think of lots of things that would
increase the amount of money spent, and in a sense, they would be
an incentive to do more, but not necessarily succeed more.

Mrs. MCSTEEN. But I think we would have to test it. I do not
know what the results would be. I think it certainly would be
worth testing.

Chairman HEINZ. Did we test the performance-based system we
moved to in 1981?

Mrs. MCSTEEN. As far as results-we may have some figures on
that, but I do not have them readily available.
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Chairman HEINZ. Does anybody know? I see all kinds of talent
behind you there.

Mrs. MCSTEEN. We have our numbers people here.
Chairman HEINZ. But do we know whether--
Mrs. MCSTEEN. Well, there are other tests, but we do not have

any figures for you today.
Chairman HEINZ. So the answer is, we changed the system last

time and we did not test it, either; is that right? Senator Evans, do
you have any questions?

Senator EVANS. Well, I might just give a little insight at least
from several years ago. I do not know how States operate current-
ly, but I can guess how they would operate in a system like this. If
the payment is on a performance basis, naturally-and there is a
penalty per se for not rehabilitating a large percentage of those
who go into vocational rehabilitation-it seems to me it is almost
counter-productive, because the natural inclination then is to
accept for vocational rehabilitation those who are at the top end of
the scale, many of whom probably, even on their own, would some-
how make it back into effective participation in the workplace.

It might be in the long run a whole lot more beneficial, both for.
the individual and for the State and the Nation, to take on some of
the toughest cases; the success rate might be lower, but the
chances of any of those people getting into the work force on any
continuing basis without extensive help is practically zero.

So in the long run, you might do a lot better rehabilitating one
person who never has a chance, rather than 10 people all of whom
are likely to make it on their own, or a high percentage are likely
to make it on their own. And I think sometimes, we get so caught
up in how to measure and how to pay, seeking this performance,
that what you end up doing is forcing the managers of a program
to manage to the test, which gets us into a whole other arena of
the value of some of our testing programs in our schools.

And I do not know if you have any comments on that particu-
lar-the whole question of performance standards versus just pick-
ing some average or, from experience, understanding what the gen-
eral likelihood is of success, basing the program on a fixed reim-
bursement, and then just depending that those running vocational
rehabilitation programs would like to be successful. I can't imagine
anybody running a vocational rehabilitation program in any State
who would not like the opportunity to succeed to the maximum
degree possible with those cases which are the most important ones
to try to help. In other words, is a performance standard even a
good idea?

Mrs. MCSTEEN. Well, it certainly is the one we have been living
with.

Senator EVANS. Well, I know it is, but--
Mrs. MCSTEEN. And as far as we know it has not produced the

results that we had hoped that it would, so there must be some-
thing wrong somewhere.

Chairman HEINZ. But you have no idea what is wrong.
Mrs. MCSTEEN. I beg your pardon?
Chairman HEINZ. I said you have no idea what is wrong and how

it should be changed?
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Mrs. MCSTEEN. Well, there are indications that, even though the
persons are rehabilitated, they have not been willing to go back
into the labor market, or have not been able to get back into the
labor market because the employer would not take them. We have
had instances of people ready to go back to work, and jobs have
been offered, and the individual said, "But I might lose my medic-
aid," or on the title II side, their medicare, and they choose not to
go back to work even after they have been rehabilitated.

So it is a broad issue, and not just an issue that stops with VR.
And again, I was going back to asking that perhaps we might have
more opportunities for demonstration projects with the private
sector and involve the private vocational rehabilitation agencies as
well as the States.

Chairman HEINZ. Is there any barrier to your doing that now?
Mrs. MCSTEEN. Well, money would be a chief barrier, in that we

would be limited in how much we could do. We could propose to
some employers a plan, and then try to cost it out and see what we
could save in the long run. But if we did it on a large scale, I think
it would need to be authorized through a demonstration.

Chairman HEINZ. If you do it on a large scale. But you are saying
what you would like to conduct some demonstration projects and
do some testing. I asked you if there was a barrier to doing that.
You said there is a barrier to doing it on a large scale, and some-
how, I am a little concerned about where I went wrong in asking
my question, because I did not get an answer to it.

Can you accomplish what you say you want to do through dem-
onstration projects without authorization by the Congress, or with-
out seeking more money-yes or no?

Mrs. MCSTEEN. No, we cannot.
Chairman HEINZ. You cannot. Well, then, will you tell us what

kind of authority you want? Have you asked for authority to do
this?

Mrs. MCSTEEN. The demonstration projects, yes.
Chairman HEINZ. And that is in some proposal that is before the

Congress?
Mrs. MCSTEEN. I am not sure it is in an actual proposal now. We

have had that authority, as you know, and it expires next year.
Chairman HEINZ. So you have the authority--
Mrs. MCSTEEN. Currently.
Chairman HEINZ. Currently, but you are not using it.
Mrs. MCSTEEN. Not effectively.
Chairman HEINZ. And is there a reason you are not using it ef-

fectively?
Mrs. MCSTEEN. Well, we simply have not been able to get all the

parties involved, like States and employers, to participate, and we
have not had success in working with the insuring and VR organi-
zations. We have--

Chairman HEINZ. I understand. But is there anything you need
from Congress-there are some things one would like to do that, no
matter how much one wants to do them, are impossible. That is
life, or, as President Carter used to say, life is unfair. But is there
anything you need from Congress other than the continuation of
existing authority, which I would imagine you will get even if you
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do not ask for it. Are we part of the problem? That is what we need
to know.

Mrs. MCSTEEN. OK. If we had the extension of the authority for
demonstration projects that should suffice.

Chairman HEINZ. All right. We will make sure that that does not
fall through the cracks.

Dan, any other questions?
Senator EVANS. Well, one, just to clear up what may be a misun-

derstanding on my part. What is the current policy when there has
been an overpayment. Is it to withhold 100 percent of the benefits
until the overpayment is recovered? Is that current policy?

Mrs. MCSTEEN. No; it is not. Our policy has been that we attempt
to recover the overpayment as soon as possible, but every individ-
ual has the right to negotiate the overpayment plan and we at-
tempt to discuss it with the individual. About three-fourths of the
individuals -ask for and receive a plan for repaying the overpay-
ment before we withhold any benefits, and others negotiate differ-
ent repayment rates later. The rate of repayment may vary, de-
pending on what that person's income is and what the benefit is.
We do not have a percentage limit one way or the other.

Senator EVANS. Could you give us any feel for how frequently
you run into problems with recovery of overpayments that are
equivalent to over 50 percent of a recipient's monthly check?

Mrs. MCSTEEN. Well, any time that an individual is living only
on SSI basic income, then any deduction could cause a hardship to
the person, and we would attempt to recover the overpayment at a
rate that would cause the least hardship. We have asked our adju-
dicators to attempt to be reasonable in their approach to asking for
repayment of overpayments, but with interviewers in 1,400 offices,
I fear that sometimes they are not always as fair as they might be.
But that is our policy and what we endeavor to do, to make the
recovery rate reasonable and agreeable with the party that is over-
paid.

Senator EVANS. Well, if there is a problem with only 1,400 and
the fact that some of them are not as reasonable as you might
want, do you have the authority to change the policy to say to
those interviewers, "You will not recover any more than 20 per-
cent," or 10 percent, some percentage lower than 100, as a maxi-
mum, so that they are constrained more if some of them get over-
zealous?

Mrs. MCSTEEN. Yes; we do not use the 100-percent overpayment
unless the recipient agrees to that. That is our very clearly stated
policy, that we would not tell a recipient, "You have to pay 100
percent," unless they agreed to it.

Senator EVANS. But isn't that where you start from; when the
interviewer and the recipient get together, isn't that the first re-
quest made of the recipient, that, "You have to pay this back, and
you have to pay it now"?

Mrs. MCSTEEN. Well, the obligation to the Federal Government
exists.

Senator EVANS. I understand.
Mrs. MCSTEEN. I would suspect that many interviewers begin

with the question, "Can you pay it back from your benefit at a rate
of 100 percent of your benefit per month?" But the discussion goes
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on from there to the negotiating process. And I would hope that it
would not be intimidating.

Senator EVANS. Well, I do not know to what degree that is a
problem, except that I suspect many elderly and not very knowl-
edgeable recipients, faced with someone who is an interviewer like
that, the negotiation and the feeling is probably very much like our
feeling when the IRS calls and says "Come in for an interview." It
is not an even contest, and there is a lot of fright, a lot of concern,
and a lot of fear. That is why I was curious as to what degree is
this a problem; in other words, how many times, how often, do we
have an overpayment of a magnitude that would cause some real
problems. How often, for instance, would we have an overpayment
that would be the equivalent of at least 50 percent or more of a
monthly check to a recipient?

Mrs. MCSTEEN. I do not know that I can give you the number of
times that we do. Typically, the amount withheld monthly to recov-
er an overpayment is 25 percent. The interviewer winds up saying,
"Would you repay"-or the beneficiary will agree to repay-"the
equivalent of 25 percent of your benefit each month."

Senator EVANS. I am more interested in-and perhaps you can
submit this later-finding out how frequently this happens, to get
some sense of how big a problem it is.

Mrs. MCSTEEN. Well, we are doing a study on our overpayment
process to find out from office to office how they approach it, and
to take a look at the waiver process and the entire process. We are
looking at the letters that go out to inform an individual that over-
payment has occurred, and we are trying to make certain that we
give the recipient full information and every opportunity to reach
an acceptable repayment plan.

Chairman HEINZ. Madam Commissioner, maybe you could do
this for both Senator Evans' and the committee's use-what is the
last year for which you have full information, 1982?

Mrs. MCSTEEN. Yes.
Chairman HEINZ. Could you simply supply us with the number of

instances of overpayments, and then the breakdown as to how they
have been disposed of. We would like to know the number of people
who have agreed to 100 percent withholding, including the number
of people you did not hear from and whom, by virtue of not having
objected, are considered to have agreed to 100 percent withholding.
Also, we want to know people who negotiated a different repay-
ment schedule, and, on average, how much they agreed to pay. We
need some numbers.

Mrs. MCSTEEN. We would be glad to give you what we have.
Chairman HEINZ. Good.
Mrs. MCSTEEN. We are just going into an automatic--
Chairman HEINZ. Fine. We have a time problem here.
Senator Evans, do you have any other questions?

. Senator EVANS. No, except to just add to that information not
only what Senator Heinz has asked for, but some ranking of the
amounts of overpayment in categories. Some of them, you discover
an overpayment and it is de minimus, or very small, and some
range of those, especially as it relates to the average monthly bene-
fit, so that we can get some sense of the size and the magnitude of
these problems.
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[Subsequent to the hearing, Mrs. McSteen submitted the follow-
ing:]

INCIDENCE OF 100-PERCENT WITHHOLDING TO RECOVER OVERPAYMENTS

During fiscal year 1983, 751,715 SSI recipients were overpaid a total (Federal and
State) of $456.9 million. Specific data on how these overpayments were resolved are
not available. However, data are available from a special SSI study of 100-percent
withholding. The study showed that about 25 percent of sample cases involved 100-
percent withholding of at least one check. The average benefit withheld in these
cases equalled $96. Our field offices report that, following the withholding of one
check, the overpaid recipient usually contacts us and negotiates a lower rate of
withholding. We estimate that overpayments actually are recovered by 100-percent
withholding in 10 percent or less of the cases in which full withholding has been
proposed. The study results indicate that when 100-percent withholding occurs, the
overpaid individual usually has other sources of income.

Chairman HEINZ. Just to clarify one thing, you said that 75 per-
cent of the people come in and work out a recovery schedule in
which less than the entire check is withheld.

Mrs. MCSTEEN. Yes; three-fourths is what I said, I think.
Chairman HEINZ. Now, I have an example of an overpayment

action notice from September of 1983 here, and just so I under-
stand the procedure, it says here, "You owe us money. If, within 30
days, you do not refund the full amount, or if we do not hear from
you, we will withhold your monthly payment beginning next
month," in order "to recover your overpayment."
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Supplemental Security Income
Notice of Overpayment Action
From: Department oHealth and Human Services

Social Security Administration

Date: 9/22/83- =Social Security Number:

Phila, Pa. 19132

We have determined that you received $ 513.60 more in supplemental security income
payments than you were due.

You are overpaid because you had excess resources beginning 1/1/80. You siere rot
due the SSI checks received 1/80-3/80.

Please refund the overpayment of $ 513.60 immediately. Make your check or money
order payable to the Social Security Administration, social security L umber
191-22-2688 , and mail it in the enclosed envelope.

If within 30 days you do not refund the full amoupt or if we do not hear from you, we will
withhold your monthly payment beginning 11/n3 to recover your overpayment.
(Please get in touch with this office if you disagree with the proposed rate of repayment.)

Please read the other side of this notice for important information concerning your right to
appeal this determination of overpayment.

You have certain additional rights with respect to overpayments whether or not you agree that
you have been overpaid. Under the law, an overpayment must be withheld from payments due
you, or paid back unless bothof the following are true.

1 You were not at fault in any way in connection with the overpayment and you cashed the
check (s) because you thought it was (they were) due, and

2 You could not meet your current necessary living expenses if you had to pay the money
back, or repayment would be unfair for some other reason. (To make this decision, we
may need additional information about your resources and your monthly income and
expenses.)

If you think you meet both of the conditions which would allow us to waive repayment of the
overpayment, phone, write or visit a social security office within 30 days after getting this notice
to explain why you should not have to repay the overpayment. If you do not get in touch with us.
we will recover the overpayment as described above.

Enclosure
Envelope

Dep-rt-nl ot HalIth.nd It... Se .-e Form SS A 4 1.7P. UZ 2 ' S i
Snial S-urily Adm. nig.t1lon tki-roy vAd s-,
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Chairman HEINZ. Now, if somebody reads through the form, they
are informed among other things that, "Under the law, an over-
payment must be withheld from payments due you, or paid back,
unless both of the following are true." Item No. 1: "You were not
at fault in any way in connection with the overpayment." I do not
know that I could ever pass this test. And let me tell you, if the
Internal Revenue Service said to me, when I sent in my Form 1040,
that "By the way, we want you to sign on the tax form that you
are not at fault in any way," I think I would probably have a heart
attack.

Senator EVANS. You would probably say, "I am not a crook."
[Laughter.]

Chairman HEINZ. So am I right, that if people do not do any-
thing, having been intimidated and scared to death as I would be-
that this inactivity is considered agreement? Is silence consent?

Mrs. MCSTEEN. Well--
Chairman HEINZ. I just want a yes or no answer. It is a question

that is amenable to a yes or no answer.
Mrs. MCSTEEN. If there is no response at all, then we would

assume that it was consent.
Chairman HEINZ. Madame Commissioner, I have got to tell you

one thing. A moment ago, you said to Senator Evans, "We do not
withhold all of payment from somebody unless the recipient
agrees."

Mrs. MCSTEEN. Right.
Chairman HEINZ. And your definition now of agreement is "We

never hear from them."
Now, I am going to be very honest with you, and I speak only for

myself. I have listened to your answers today, and I have found
your answers wordy; I have heard you answering other questions,
and if you will excuse me, I have heard you dissembling. This is
the second time you have been before this committee as Acting
Commissioner, and in my judgment, this is not good enough if you
want to be Commissioner of the Social Security Administration.

I do not want to be a Member of the Senate and hear people take
up our time answering questions that were not asked, and when
they are asked, do not give a yes or no answer, and when pinned
down, contradict themselves.

I have no further comments.
Next, we have a panel of witnesses. Aleen Cook, accompanied by

Jackie Berry-Day; Dale Roha, accompanied by Terry Morris, and
Lee Hoffman, Jr.

Our first witness is Aleen Cook accompanied by Jackie Berry-
Day.

STATEMENT OF ALEEN C. COOK, JOELTON, TN, ACCOMPANIED
BY JACKIE A. BEERY-DAY, PARALEGAL, LEGAL SERVICES OF
MIDDLE TENNESSEE. INC., NASHVILLE, TN

Mrs. COOK. Senator, I could take all day telling you a whole lot of
things, but I have the main things here, written down, because I
am kind of nervous, so I am going to just read it to you.

Chairman HEINZ. Please.
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Mrs. COOK. I am Aleen C..Cook, and-I live in Joelton, TN, a small
town 25 miles from Nashville. I. am glad to be here in Washington,
DC, to explain how changing the SSI regulations will help those of
us who must survive on a limited fixed income.

I will be 61 years old on July 11. I graduated from the seventh
grade. I have been disabled since 1974 because of degenerative ar-
thritis of my spine, hands, and neck. I have a hiatal hernia which
has torn so close to my heart it cannot be operated on safely. I
have become very nervous over the past years because of the pain
and worry.

I have received SSI since 1974. Medicaid has paid for my medica-
tions, which would have cost me $148 a month. My husband died in
October 1983. I had not seen him for 19 years. The Social Security
Administration told me that I had to apply for widow's benefits, or
I would lose my SSI.

After I applied, I was denied disabled widow's benefits even
though I have been disabled enough to receive SSI all these years. I
was given widow's benefits without any medical insurance. I have
had to stop going to my regular doctors that I have seen since 1974
because I cannot afford to pay the bills by myself. I now have to go
to the county hospital for treatment. I cannot see the same doctor
each visit because the hospital uses interns and they rotate sched-
ules.

I live 25 miles from the hospital. I cannot drive myself. There are
no buses that go to Nashville from my house. If there were public
transportation, I think I would not be able to stand the ride, be-
cause it would be too painful for me. I have to pay gas money to
anyone I can get to drive me to the doctor or the hospital.

Now that the distance to the doctor has increased, I am paying
more money for the travel to and from the doctor. Since receiving
widow's benefits, my income has increased $4 a month above the
SSI benefit. At the same time, I am paying out more money for
medical expenses.

At times, I have to eat only crackers and drink coffee to keep
from being hungry, because I cannot afford to buy groceries to fix
regular meals. I am now getting my medications paid for by the
county hospital. However, the rules at the hospital do not allow
them to cover two of my regular medications. I have to go without
one, and the other is a substitute, and it does not work as well-of
course, that is my nerve medicine, and that is some real good medi-
cine I really need. My orthopedist and my stomach doctor have told
me that I need surgery. I worry about being able to have the sur-
gery with no medical insurance. I also have a weak knee, and I do
not have a kneecap, because I was in a car accident 28 years ago,
and I worry about further injuring myself by falling, which I have
fallen lately.

It is extremely difficult to maintain myself on the amount of
money that SSI provides. I always had a difficult time before my
benefits were changed to widow's benefits. I would much rather be
able to work and earn a living than try to survive day by day on
such a small amount of money. If I were physically able, I would be
out there working every day to make a better life for myself. If I
had my choice, I would most definitely choose to have medical in-
surance rather than $4 more in benefits.

36-987 0-84-3
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Thank you for asking me to come and speak with you. I hope it
will help other people in the same situation.

[See appendix, item 2, for material relating to Mrs. Cook.]
Chairman HEINZ. Mrs. Cook, thank you.
First, let me say that even though you are here as a panel, I en-

courage the committee to talk with each of you individually so that
we can make a record of each of your cases. I understand that you
flew down here from Nashville, and that was your first time in an
airplane; is that correct?

Mrs. COOK. Yes, sir.
Chairman HEINZ. Well, congratulations. We hope you are as suc-

cessful on the return as you were on your arrival.
Mrs. COOK. I do, too; I do, too. I vowed I would never get on an

airplane my whole life, I was so scared. But so far, I have done real
well.

Chairman HEINZ. It could not have been easy to get on a plane
for the first time at age 60. Why were you willing to do that after
having avoided it for 60 years?

Mrs. COOK. I told Miss Jackie, just anything that we could do to
try to do something-I just did not see how in the world I was
going to go on like I was, and if there is anything that you all could
do for me to help me, I would really deeply appreciate it so much.

Chairman HEINZ. When you were receiving disability benefits
when your husband died, did you know that you would have to go
off of supplemental security income and lose your medicaid?

Mrs. COOK. No, sir, I did not. They told me on the phone to just
come down and talk to them about it, that I could just make my
own mind up, and I was just shocked to death when they told me it
was either do that or lose my SSI check.

Chairman HEINZ. So you lost your health insurance, in effect,
your medicaid.

Mrs. COOK. Yes, sir.
Chairman HEINZ. Now, you went on Social Security benefits, and

they no longer considered you disabled, even though your condition
had not changed.

Mrs. COOK. That is, right.
Chairman HEINZ. Well, let me ask Mrs. Beery-Day, how was it

established that her condition had not changed or changed for the
better?

Mrs. BEERY-DAY. They have not documented that it was estab-
lished that her condition did not change. One of the problems is
that the regulations as they apply to SSI and SSA for people who
are disabled state that you have to have a medically determined
disability that meets the listing of impairments or equals them.

Now, the program that governs the disabled widow's benefits, the
law states that you have to meet a listed impairment or have an
equivalent, and that difference in the language makes it much
more difficult for a person in Mrs. Cook's situation to get the bene-
fits.

Chairman HEINZ. Let's just examine what happened to Mrs.
Cook. As I understand it, you had been receiving medical treat-
ment from your doctor or doctors for a number of years. When you
lost your medicaid, what happened? Were you able to go to those
same doctors or not?
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Mrs. COOK. No, sir, I cannot go to my doctors now, because I
cannot pay them, and medicaid was paying my doctors and also
buying my medicine, too. And now, I live so far, and if an emergen-
cy arises, like if I fall-like I fell before my medicaid ran out and
they cut me off-well, I am just helpless. If you go to General Hos-
pital, you have got to stay just all day long out there, and then you
might not get help to amount to anything, even after you see one
of the interns. And they do not know my case.

Chairman HEINZ. And how do you pay for the medical care you
receive?

Mrs. COOK. Well, I have got a substitute-they finally gave me
the two medicines-one of them, I have to buy it, and the other is a
substitute, and it just does not work on that medicine. But there
are a lot of medicines, too, I have to go with it, to buy over-the-
counter, to go with it, you see. It just really makes it hard. It is
awfully hard. I just do not know how in the world I am going to
make it, and how I could sit out there all day long at that hospital,
every time I need to see the doctors, you see, and I have to see
them regularly.

Chairman HEINZ. Well, clearly, through no fault of your own,
you have gotten between a rock and a hard place.

Let me ask Senator Evans if he has any questions.
Senator EVANS. I do not have any questions, per se, but I do

think for the committee's benefit, it would be useful to take this
particular case and ask the administrators to very specifically re-
spond in terms of the law or regulation applying to the set of cir-
cumstances that you were in and are now in, and what the se-
quence of events was and how you got from where you were to
where you are now. I think that is the kind of thing that would be
helpful to us. And I am not at all sure-it is easy for us to go after
the administrators, but I suspect in some cases, we may have to
look closer to home; that we find what appears to be a problem, we
correct the problem, we do not look carefully enough at all of the
underlying current laws, and what we do is stack one law on top of
another and add to the complexity, to the point where no adminis-
trator, no matter how good, could ever hope to keep up with the
complexities that we lay on them, and I think that this is a par-
ticularly good time for these oversight hearings, and after 10 years
of SSI, to not only look at how we can resimplify the program, as I
said earlier with the Commissioner, try to give more flexibility and
not be so confounded worried about whether we are going to be 1
percent over or under in terms of errors, but try to work to the
point where we adequately take care of 100 percent of those who
need help. And I think that sometimes, in our efforts to save
money, we end up not saving a whole lot, adding to the complexity
for the administrators, and ending up with cases like this, where
we have clearly got a hole, either in regulations or in law, that
allows something like this to happen.

So I think it would be very helpful if we could find out whether
it was interpretation or regulation or law that got us to the point.

Chairman HEINZ. In this case, it is law.
Senator EVANS. Well, I suspect that it is. But the only trouble is,

if we are going to correct the law, too often, we correct the law by
a little corrective measure, and we correct one thing and make it
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more complex so that we end up pushing a problem off somewhere
else.

Chairman HEINZ. Well, Senator Evans, I like your suggestion. I
am sure we can get this information.

Senator EVANS. Yes; well, I am sure we can-and it would be
useful just to have a listing or even a chart of: here is the circum-
stance, here is the law that applies, and here is the regulation that
comes out of the law, and here is why this case got where it is.

Chairman HEINZ. At the request of Senator Evans, I am instruct-
ing staff to seek and receive, if that is humanly possible, exactly
that kind of answer from the Commissioner and her office.

There is one issue I want to check on. Let me ask Mrs. Beery-
Day. Does somehow the disabled widow test operate differently
than the regular Social Security DI or SSI test?

Mrs. BEERY-DAY. Yes; and that is a quirk in the language of the
two laws. The disabled widow requires that the person meet the
listing or the equivalent. Now, we can come up with plenty of
equivalents that we feel coincide with the law. With your SSA or
SSI disability, you have to meet or equal a listing, and you can
have combinations of impairments that show that a person will
equal a listing. But it is just that little quirk in the law that makes
it much more difficult for widows. And also, the circumstances that
lead to this are not rare. It happens many, many, many times to
women who turn 60 whose husbands have died. As it turned out,
Mrs. Cook's husband died after she had turned 60, and then they
let her know. But when somebody turns 60, and the Social Security
Administration knows that their spouse is diseased, they will con-
tact them immediately, tell them they need to file this, and
whammo, they end up with no medical benefits.

Mrs. Cook is appealing, and we go to a hearing next month, so
we hope we will be able to establish disabled widow's benefits.
However, she will have to wait 24 months to be eligible for medi-
care, which is a long time.

Senator EVANS. Are you suggesting that an answer, at least,
would be to have the same test as between the two programs, and
that the preferable one is the one for SSI?

Mrs. BEERY-DAY. Yes.
Senator EVANS. Is that one even adequate-you know, we are

caught, to some degree, with seeking some way of measuring or
testing the disability. Lower back pain is a marvelous-it is a dis-
ability which is very real for some people, probably the most fre-
quent case of fraud for those who choose to institute fraud, and ter-
ribly difficult to tell the difference. So I suppose there has to be
some kind of test, but it seems to me-I do not see any reason for
the test of disability to be different from one program to another.

Mrs. BEERY-DAY. I will tell you something interesting, though,
that I discovered in the files when I went to Social Security, and
that is a contact form where they had initiated a continuing dis-
ability investigation-the note states that because of her age, her
work experience, and her health, that they would not need to do an
investigation because she was disabled according to the rules and
regulations of the SSI Program. So I think that is very interesting,
and on the other hand, there are notices saying, "You are not dis-
abled."
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Chairman HEINZ. Yes. If Senator Evans will permit me, the
reason for that absolutely illogical result is because for reasons I do
not understand, this program only goes through the medical list-
ings, and if you meet them, you are disabled. But under the normal
process, you go through the medical listings and if you do not meet
them, they conduct an evaluation of the residual functional capac-
ity you retain to work, and if you cannot work, you are determined
disabled. For disabled widows, for some reason, there is no determi-
nation of residual functional capacity, and the test is less realistic
for them than for everyone else.

Senator EVANS. As you say, it is illogical, and I am not sure it is
useful to go back and try to figure out how we arrived at those two
differing-that is only for historic value, and some graduate stu-
dent ought to do that someday.

But I think it is symptomatic of something else that we have got
to do, and I am not quite sure how we get there, and that is, in-
stead of spending 100 percent of our time on new laws, to spend
more of our time and come up with some resulting ideas as a result
of oversight, precisely what you are attempting to do in this com-
mittee right now. If we did do more oversight, if we understood
better how the laws we passed yesterday and last year and 10 years
ago are really working, I think we could probably come up with
some better ideas for the future-and I hope we do out of this proc-
ess.

Mrs. COOK. I was better off, you see, with SSI, because I could go
to the doctor and have appointments, and I cannot sit too long, and
I cannot stand too long, and everything is wrong with me-this is
just some of the stuff. And out there at General, you have to go
real early and get in line, and you have got to wait all day, and
like I said, just see an intern, and they do not know my case, and
they will give you just anything. And you see, I am on this medi-
cine that finally the doctor found my nerves could stand-I was
real bad; several years, I took care of my mother for 8 years, and it
made my nerves real bad, and I got real sick and tore my hernia
loose, and I was operated on about 16 years ago, but then I tore it
loose, you see, in lifting. So he has found this one particular medi-
cine, but still, they do not pay for that, you see, and they just give
me a substitute on that, and that is not doing me any good. It is
making me worse.

Chairman HEINZ. Mrs. Cook, thank you.
I am going to ask Mr. Morris now to describe the facts of his cli-

ent's case to us, and then ask Mr. Roha for any questions.
Mr. Morris?

STATEMENT OF TERRY W. MORRIS, MEADVILLE, PA, COORDINA-
TOR, DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES PROGRAM, CRAWFORD
COUNTY, PA, MENTAL HEALTH/MENTAL RETARDATION PRO-
GRAM, ACCOMPANIED BY DALE ROHA, MEADVILLE, PA
Mr. MORRIS. Thank you, Senator Heinz and Senator Evans.
Mr. Roha was a resident of Warren State Hospital, a State

mental institution in northwestern Pennsylvania, from October
1951 through February 1974. At that time, it was determined that
he would be capable of moving back into the community. In the
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early days of the Supplemental Security Income Program, Mr. Roha
was found eligible for benefits, and was a recipient. He also attend-
ed a sheltered workshop for the mentally disabled while residing in
the community.

In April 1979, he was offered an opportunity to participate in a
CETA handicapped training slot, where he would receive training
as a janitor in a local church. He accepted this training program,
and during the process, the Social Security Administration deter-
mined that he had met the competitive employment standards
while in training, and his benefits were terminated.

After he completed the 6-month training program, the church
agreed to keep him on as an employee, although I believe he only
worked 20 to 30 hours per week. But his income was adequate. He
was meeting his needs and still living in the community.

In February 1983, the church had some financial difficulties, and
one of their first moves was to terminate Mr. Roha's employment
in order to save their funds.

Through the time that he had worked, Mr. Roha had always
been concerned about having some burial resources, so he had in-
vested in a 20-year certificate to meet his burial needs. That was
an excess resource. That was, very honestly, above the $1,500
standards for burial resources. So we made some arrangements for
dissolving the certificate, establishing a legitimate burial trust
through a funeral home, and Mr. Roha lived off the assets of the
balance of his assets, until such time as he had spent down under
the $1,500 burial resource, as well as personal resource limits.

We made reapplication with our branch office Social Security
Administration for Mr. Roha to again go on Supplemental Security
Income. During that conference, Mr. Roha mentioned that his
mother had died since the last time that he had been on benefits,
and that one of his brothers had told him that he owned or could
have 18 acres of the family farm.

To move along fairly quickly, the mental health center where
Mr. Roha goes about every 6 weeks for a medication check due to
his past history of mental illness submitted evidence to the Bureau
of Disability Determination and in fact, he was found to be dis-
abled; he met the standards of having a disability. But there was
investigation in regards to the family farm, and sure enough,
where an owner of property dies without a will, an unprobated
estate, the estate is divided equally among all living heirs. That
means the farm was distributed equally among Mr. Roha and his
seven brothers and sisters, and that one-eighth interest was deter-
mined to be worth $1,860.38, tax value only. And in fact, the letter
from the Social Security Administration indicates that this is based
strictly on tax-assessed value, which means the market value is
considerably more, and therefore, his share is much more than the
$1,860.38 used in this determination.

They were perfectly satisfied in using tax-assessed value, because
that automatically disqualified Mr. Roha from being found eligible
for Supplemental Security Income.

I have talked to Mr. Roha's brother who is currently operating
the farm, and he pointed out to me that when Dale's mother died,
she did not feel that it was necessary that there be a will, because
prior to her husband's death, Dale's father's death, it had been de-
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cided that his one brother would continue the family farm as it had
been continued in previous generations. Members of the family
have met with an attorney. I have spoken to the attorney, and he
said that there could be no settlement agreed upon by family mem-
bers. This estate still remains an unprobated will; legally, each of
the eight heirs own one-eighth of the farm, and that is--

Chairman HEINZ. Does own, or will own? An unprobated estate-
and I am not a lawyer-if something is unprobated--

Mr. MORRIS. It is being considered that as of this moment, Mr.
Roha is a one-eighth owner of the acreage and the farm buildings.

Chairman HEINZ. Mr. Roha, may I ask you, do you have any cer-
tificate of ownership? What do you have in the way of a possession
of this one-eight interest?

Mr. ROHA. Well, I have just got the legal agreement. I just have
an agreement saying that I get some of the farm.

Chairman HEINZ. Now, could you sell your interest in the farm,
if you wanted to?

Mr. ROHA. I do not believe I would sell it.
Chairman HEINZ. Pardon?
Mr. ROHA. I do not think I would.
Chairman HEINZ. You do not think you would or could?
Mr. ROHA. I do not know if I even could, because they do not

want anybody to build on it.
Chairman HEINZ. Your brother would or would not be willing to

buy your share?
Mr. ROHA. He said he would not give me much for it.
Chairman HEINZ. He would not give you much.
Mr. MORRIS. Tell him how much money he would give you.
Mr. ROHA. He said about $1.
Chairman HEINZ. Pardon?
Mr. ROHA. He would give me about $1 for it.
Chairman HEINZ. Did you say $100.
Mr. MORRIS. No, Senator Heinz. His brother has offered to pay

$1.
Chairman HEINZ. Just $1. And what was your reaction to that

offer?
Mr. ROHA. I thought it was worth more than that.
Mr. MORRIS. Senator Heinz, that would be considered a gift,

which would automatically disqualify, I am quite sure, Mr. Roha
from being eligible for Supplemental Security Income, plus it
would immediately cancel his cash assistance that he receives from
the county board of assistance.

Chairman HEINZ. Would you like to explain to us why, if he
either sold for $1 or gave outright his one-eighth interest, why that
would disqualify him; how does the law read, that if you get rid of
something, that somehow, that makes you wealthy?

Mr. MORRIS. Well, I am not sure about the rules and regulations
of the Social Security Administration, but it was explained to us by
the worker at the county board of assistance, under the Pennsylva-
nia Department of Public Welfare, that giving away even any por-
tion of this estate or selling it for far below its-say, even 50 per-
cent below-its real value, it would be considered a gift, and it
would automatically disqualify Mr. Roha from receiving benefits
for a period of 2 years. That is the discouragement from him actu-
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ally giving up his supposed assets. The effects of not having Supple-
mental Security Income and only being able to receive cash assist-
ance is-Mr. Roha has to now share an apartment with another
man, and the apartment is really only big enough for one person,
so it is very crowded. But that is the only way he can continue to
live there.

Chairman HEINZ. That is the effect that having lost his SSI has
had on him. Any other effects?

Mr. MORRIS. I have known Mr. Roha now for 10 years, and the
last year, I have seen him as a much more nervous individual. At
times where we discuss his financial affairs, he visibly shows trem-
ors. He is working very hard to stabilize his life. It has been consid-
ered by his mental health case manager and his psychiatrist that
possibly, attendance at a partial hospitalization program or a reso-
cialization program may be necessary. It has not been in the 8
years, but it may be in the very near future.

Chairman HEINZ. Where, Mr. Morris, if you can comment on
this, did the Social Security Administration go wrong here? Did
they overlook something in this case, or do you think they handled
it the way they had to handle it, given the law?

Mr. MORRIS. Given the law, they handled it in the manner which
I feel they probably had to, and--

Chairman HEINZ. So we have met the enemy, and they is us.
Mr. MORRIS. We requested the assistance of Northwest Pennsyl-

vania Legal Services in filing an appeal in Mr. Roha's behalf, and
Legal Services wrote back, saying:

We can no longer provide services to you, because the handling of your case would
violate the code of professional responsibility and/or the disciplinary rules of the
Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, because your case does not have enough merit to
pursue.

They looked into the rules and regulations and said, "Yes, very
definitely, Mr. Roha does not qualify for Supplemental Security
Income.' It is our personal feeling, though, that he does.

If necessary, I think Mr. Roha would be willing to have a lien
placed against his portion of the farm, or to write out a promise
that in fact, if that farm is ever sold at some time in the future,
that he would reimburse, penny for penny, from his portion of the
estate, what he had received in Supplemental Security Income. His
needs are for moneys today so that he can live at a reasonable
standard of living, not for projecting 20 years in the future that he
may inherit or receive the funds from his one-eighth share of a
farm being sold.

Chairman HEINZ. The regulations do not provide, and the law
does not allow for that kind of an arrangement. Clearly, it is one
thing to have an 80-acre farm. You can farm an 80-acre farm.
Maybe Washington State is different, Dan, but I have never met
anybody who was very successful with a 16-acre dairy farm, or
whatever kind it is. There is a law of diminishing returns that be-
comes increasing losses at a certain point. So you can have a por-
tion of an asset that is worth a great deal less than the asset alone
multiplied by a percentage of that asset.

Dan?
Senator EVANS. I would just like to do the same with this case as

we asked for in the previous case, to just match the facts against
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the laws and regulations, find out which is at fault, and perhaps I
would like to ask that we ask one other thing of the administra-
tion-in each of these two cases, to the degree the law is at fault,
what specific suggestions do they have that would have the effect
of resolving the problems that are at stake without further com-
plexities in the law, or is it possible for us to both simplify and
make more straightforward the law, and at the same time, end
some of these abnormalities which exist.

I was not here, but I think I have a pretty good idea of why the
resource test was put in the law in the first place. It was to avoid
having people deliberately give away large assets to family, rela-
tives, or someone else, in order to qualify for a program like this,
and then surreptitiously or on the outside, receive some particular
benefits from that gift. It is obvious what was being attempted, but
every time we do that, we run into a further problem, and it comes
back to this same thing I mentioned earlier. We sometimes are so
intent-pushed, incidentally, by a lot of constituents who get out-
raged by what they consider to be an abuse of the system or over-
use of any social system-and so we focus on error rates and those
kinds of problems at the expense of those who really need help,
and then it gets too bad.

Chairman HEINZ. In order for the staff to meet both your and my
goal, I think we need to define the general case that Mr. Roha's
case is a specific instance. And it seems to me that the general case
that we are asking for them to comment on is one where an indi-
vidual has an asset that, notwithstanding its assessment by ac-
countants and tax assessors, can be demonstrated to have no prac-
tical market value, and--

Senator EVANS. Or, even if it has market value, there is no way
to get ahold of it. This probably has market value, but there is no
way for Mr. Roha to ever use it.

Chairman HEINZ. You have defined precisely what I meant by
the word practical-and I thank you-that will be of some help. I
think we need to say if our policy is that in such cases we want to
allow a continuation of benefits, but without any jeopardy to the
interest of Supplemental Security Income Program such that were
there to be any market value realized, that it would be to the bene-
fit of the program, rather than to somebody else. I think we need
to be somewhat more specific about what we want them to
answer-is that a fair statement of what you would like an answer
to?

Senator EVANS. Yes.
Chairman HEINZ. Very well.
Well, let me ask at this point Mr. Hoffman to proceed.

STATEMENT OF LEE A. HOFFMAN, JR., ESQ., HOFFMAN,
SILVERBERG & WACHTELL, NEW YORK, NY

Mr. HOFFMAN. Mr. Chairman, Senator Evans, members of the
staff, I would like to thank you for this opportunity to come here
today and testify on the issue of SSI overpayments, particularly
those resulting from interest accruing in bank accounts.

I am currently an attorney in private practice in a small firm in
suburban New York. From June 1975 through December 1983, I ad-
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ministered and represented clients in a legal services program
sponsored by the Rockland County Office for Aging, under title III-
B of the Older Americans Act, on a part-time basis.

My comments today are based primarily on that experience.
Rockland County's population, according to the 1980 census, was

approximately 260,000, and there were approximately 31,000 resi-
dents 60 years of age and older. There are currently approximately
2,500 SSI recipients in Rockland County, many of whom are dis-
chargees from State mental institutions or who are mentally re-
tarded.

Throughout the period during which I worked for the Rockland
County Office for Aging, I continually represented individuals who
had received SSI overpayments. The overpayments occurred for
many reasons-because of questions about living arrangements, be-
cause of the failure of the Social Security Administration to adjust
SSI checks downward when title II checks increased, because of the
alleged receipt of in-kind income, and of course, because of excess
resources.

Most excess resource cases involved too much money in the bank,
and about half of those cases resulted because interest accrued in
bank accounts to push the client's resources over $1,500.

The obvious inequity in these cases is the position of the Social
Security Administration regarding excess resources resulting from
interest accruing in bank accounts. The Secretary takes the posi-
tion that if an individual possesses resources over the $1,500 limit,
that individual is ineligible for SSI benefits and therefore is over-
paid all SSI benefits received while in possession of the excess re-
sources. As a practical matter, not only does a check get cut off
when the Social Security Administration finds out about these
excess resources, but they also go back and charge the individual
with an overpayment equal to the amount of benefits received
during the entire period the excess resources existed. Now, let me
tell you what this position has meant to individual clients.

One woman, who was born in 1905, had a sixth-grade education
in rural North Carolina. She spent 30 years, from 1936 to 1966, in a
State mental institution. In 1966, she was discharged to a family
care home. She has attended a day treatment program and re-
ceived psychotropic medication since 1972. When she applied for
SSI in 1974, she had managed to accumulate a bank account of
about $1,350, much from occasional domestic work. By late 1975,
interest and small deposits pushed her account over the $1,500
limit. Unfortunately for her, although she did not know it at the
time, her bank account stayed over $1,500 for 2 years, but never by
more than $247.10.

In early 1980, she recertified for SSI. At that recertification, she
was accompanied by her son. There, she was told for the first time
that she owed the government $6,600; $5,700 because she had over
$1,500 in the bank for 2 years, and an additional $900 because she
had 4 cents too much in the bank for 3 months.

The client was devastated. Her son later told me that it took her
several weeks to regain -any semblance of her fragile equilibrium.
The son was also devastated. His mother's check was reduced by
$75 a month out of $350, and he was the only person available who
could help make up the difference.
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We represented this woman throughout a long legal process. She
attended a hearing before an administrative law judge at which
she was incoherent she was so scared. Her son refused to let her
come to the second hearing because of the traumatic effect of the
first one.

This withholding of $75 a month continued for more than 3
years, until the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit re-
versed the Social Security Administration's decision. It boggles the
rational mind to owe $6,600 under these circumstances.

My client saw, in effect, her life's savings wiped out, with no
comprehension of why. But this client was lucky. She had available
family and available legal services. Most institutional dischargees
who receive SSI have neither.

Another woman, now 83, is a Lithuanian immigrant. She had no
education in this country. She was grandfathered into the SSI pro-
gram in 1974. She had no problems until 1981. This woman made
the mistake of hearing on the radio that the food stamp resource
limit had increased to $1,800. Reasonably, taking into account her
age and education, she assumed that the SSI resource limit had
also increased. She put $70 too much in her bank account and
showed the bank book to the recertification worker 9 months later.
What happened? She was assessed an overpayment of $1,500 be-
cause she had $70 too much in the bank, leaving $300 a month to
meet all her living expenses.

This woman was also fortunate; she also had available family
and available legal resources. We have been successful in reducing
the amount of the overpayment to $500. Most limited English-
speaking individuals are not so fortunate. These cases poignantly
illustrate the inequity and harshness of the basic structure of the
SSI assets test. The present structure requires that an SSI recipi-
ent be deemed ineligible in every month in which resources exceed
the statutory limit, regardless of the cause or amount of the over-
payment. I believe that corrective legislation is both necessary and
appropriate.

Thank you.
Chairman HEINZ. Mr. Hoffman, thank you very much.
In your experience, are the cases you have talked about isolated

examples, or are they indicative of a widespread problem?
Mr. HOFFMAN. I think they are very indicative of a widespread

problem, on three levels. No. 1, I am aware of many other cases
involving accruing interest in bank accounts, and I think the
Acting Commissioner indicated that approximately 20 percent of
all overpayment cases involve this kind of issue.

Second-and it came to my attention only earlier this week-ac-
cruing interest in bank accounts is not the only problem of accru-
ing resources. I was talking to an attorney for a legal services pro-
gram in New York City on Monday, who told me that a client had
been assessed an overpayment because the cash value of an insur-
ance policy had increased without the client's knowledge.

And the third indication of why I do not think these cases are
unique is they illustrate the very, very strict standards that the
Social Security Administration applies when they make decisions
about whether or not to grant waivers of SSI overpayments.

Chairman HEINZ. Do you have some specific recommendations?
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Mr. HOFFMAN. OK. I think with respect to the waiver, at the
present time, the Administration, the Social Security Administra-
tion, applies the same standards for title II waivers as they do to
title XVI, or SSI waivers, without taking into account the differ-
ence in the population that you are looking at.

Title II recipients generally are competent adults who have had
a productive work history. SSI recipients are aged, probably with-
out a productive work history. They are mentally ill, mentally re-
tarded, or they are blind. And I do not think it is appropriate to
use the same standards.

I think that one approach with respect to the waiver issue would
be to require the Secretary to grant the waiver in cases of SSI over-
payments, unless there was a showing of fraud or misrepresenta-
tion by the client.

The harshness of Social Security's approach to waivers is illus-
trated by a couple other cases that I was involved with. These cases
both involved retarded individuals, where there was evidence of
severe mental retardation in the Social Security files, and in both
cases-one, because of the death of a father, and the other, because
of the annual increase in the title II checks, the Social Security-
title II-check that these people received went up, and Social Secu-
rity forgot to reduce the SSI check. In both of those cases, the dis-
trict office refused to grant the waiver. We had to go to an adminis-
trative law judge to get a waiver on those cases.

I also think that at this point, it is appropriate to bar collection
of overpayments that are more than 4 years old. Senator Evans
today has several times mentioned an emphasis on error rate. I
think we all understand that there was a very high error rate in
the early years of the SSI Program. I think that that is understand-
able, given the confusion about the changeover, the difficulty in
transferring records from a local level to a national level, and also
because of the way that income maintenance programs are struc-
tured in this country. It takes a long time for line workers to be
able to deal with them comfortably, to be able to understand this is
an asset question, this is an income question, this is an in-kind
income question. And there was nobody in the office to ask in the
early days of the program, because it was new to everybody in the
district offices. So I think that if you bar collection of overpay-
ments now that are more than 4 years old, you will primarily be
dealing with current issues.

I also think that if corrective legislation over the assets test is
passed, that you will eliminate a large number of the overpay-
ments.

I understand that the legislation that passed the House is pend-
ing in the Senate. I would suggest that there be a specific clause in
the legislation saying that it is intended to be retroactive, because
there are lots of inequities in the system now, and it would take
care of the obvious inequities that we have discussed today.

The only other suggestion that I would have is to require that all
overpayment notices contain a notice of the availability and the
names and telephone numbers of local legal services offices and
local advocacy groups. Very often, SSI recipients are isolated, and
if it is difficult for them to go to the district office when they know
they are going to lose the check, it is even more difficult for them
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to ask for help. And by putting specific sources of help on the over-
payment notice, I think that you would be doing the recipients a

-great service, and I think that you will be doing the Administra-
tion a great service.

Chairman HEINZ. Thank you, Mr. Hoffman.
Senator Evans?
Senator EVANS. You mentioned the Administration being, in

your view, unduly harsh in applying the rules. From your knowl-
edge as an attorney of the rules and regulations as opposed to the
law itself, do they have any choice?

Mr. HOFFMAN. I believe so. The law, in my opinion, gives the Ad-
ministration a great deal of discretion in setting up the waiver pro-
vision of the overpayment process, and I think that the Social Secu-
rity Administration has chosen to take a very, very strict view of
when they will grant the waiver, particularly at the district office
level. Once you get out of the district office level, administrative
law judges tend to be more independent and more sympathetic,
particularly when there are factual issues involved. And I think
that part of the reluctance at the district office level may be this
emphasis on reducing the error rate, that we have discussed today.

Senator EVANS. And guess who they are getting pushed by to
reduce the error rate? Right here.

I suppose there is another-this may appear a little harsh-but I
suppose there is another thing to be considered. Regardless of fault,
in one of the cases you mentioned where they forgot to reduce an-
other payment, or the Social Security Administration did, so there
was an overpayment going on for some period of time-is it equita-
ble to waive that as opposed to, say, an identical case where they
did catch it, reduce the payment, and that person got what the law
says they should get and no more, where the other person, through
whomever's error, got some additional amount for some period of
time. What about the relative equity of all of that?

Mr. HOFFMAN. If you are assuming that both recipients were
competent adults, I think it is inequitable. I think that in the two
cases that I mentioned-and the administrative law judge has so
found-the individuals who had been overpaid were totally un-
aware that they had been overpaid, and in fact, the money was not
available. It had already been spent, in reliance upon the correct-
ness of the Social Security payment process.

Senator EVANS. I understand. But if you took two cases of not-
"competence" is kind of a bad word, but let us say unaware-two
cases of elderly citizens who were just simply unaware, and you
have those two different circumstances, is that equitable, for one to
not receive and the other to receive through error, and keep
through error, whatever overpayment there is.

Mr. HOFFMAN. I do not think it is necessarily equitable, but we
think that there is a question that, from my point of view that
should be looked at, and that is, is it more acceptable to have a
small error in an overpayment-because typically, these are not
large-or is it better, from a policy point of view, to make someone
go through an overpayment process when in fact you may be de-
priving them of money that they need to live on currently.

Senator EVANS. Well, I posed the examples because I tend to
agree with you that that certainly appears to be and, I think, is a
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more compassionate way to deal with the people who have prob-
lems. Of course, the difficulty of that is to then carry it on to its
obviously ultimate extreme, which is to leave almost complete dis-
cretion for large overpayments and waivers that would get us very
much out-of-bounds, and that is the nature of the problem I think
we are into in this whole arena, and a lot of other arenas, where
we are putting benefits out with some rules or some requirements,
some parameters, as to who should receive and who should not. I
guess there has to be some balance between administrative flexibil-
ity, which is desirable on one hand, and some reasonably strong
rules which will try to afford equity, at least, on the other hand.

It is a touchy problem. In spite of the individual experiences,
which we all agree we would like to correct, it is still the problem
of looking at the broader program and trying to reach the appro-
priate balance between compassion and response to need, and at
the same time, the insistence on equity in programs, which I think
is also a need.

Mr. HOFFMAN. I totally agree.
Senator EVANS. That is the dilemma we are facing.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HEINZ, Senator Evans, thank you very much.
[Subsequent to the hearing, Mr. Hoffman submitted the following

additional statement:]

ADDITIONAL STATEMENT OF LEE A. HOFFMAN, JR., EsQ.

There is another reason why SSI recipients should be notified of the availability
of legal services offices. The Acting Commissioner, in her comments today, exempli-
fied that reason. The Acting Commissioner, in response to questions concerning the
assessment and collection of SSI overpayments, failed to mention that both statuto-
ry and regulatory procedures exist to challenge the existence and amount of over-
payments and also to request waivers. This apparent overlooking of procedural
rights is reflected in the way in which most district offices handle overpayments.
The recipient is assumed to be wrong, and is given the alternative of paying back all
at once or paying back in installments. The procedures for challenging the overpay-
ment itself and requesting a waiver are usually not explained very well. In addition,
some clients have been informed that they could lose their entire check for a time if
they assert their rights to review of the overpayment, with the implication that
they are better off permitting partial withholding now rather than facing total with-
holding in the future. It is because the Social Security Administration often does
not follow its own procedural rules that SSI recipients who receive overpayment no-
tices should be made aware of the availability of legal services.

I believe that the Social Security Administration does not properly compute the
cost effectiveness of recovering SSI overpayments. I can tell you that the $.04 case,
which we discussed previously, cost the government at least $15,000-$8,500 in legal
fees were awarded under the Equal Access to Justice Act and the Government also
incurred expenses for two administrative law judge hearings and three attorneys for
the district and circuit court proceedings, and three attorneys for the attorneys' fee
application. Even to take a case to a hearing involves about 2 hours of district office
time, plus the cost for holding a hearing, plus the cost of legal services which are
primarily funded by the Federal Government. In addition, the Social Security Ad-
ministration takes no account of the cost to other federally funded programs of SSI
overpayment notices and recovery. I know from personal experience that the staff of
the various senior center programs (Older Americans Act-title III-C) in Rockland
County often spend between one-half hour and 1 hour calming an SSI recipient
after the recipient has received an overpayment notice. I am also aware that case
managers in Rockland County, who serve dischargees from State mental institu-
tions, often spend 1 to 2 hours on several occasions calming ex-mental patients who
have received SSI overpayment notices. Both the senior centers and the case manag-
er agency receive substantial Federal funding. I believe that all these costs must be
analyzed before any reasonable decision concerning the cost effectiveness of recover-
ing SSI overpayments can be made.
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Chairman HEINZ. I would like especially to thank my constitu-
ent, Mr. Roha, accompanied by Mr. Morris; Mrs. Cook, accompa-
nied by Mrs. Beery-Day, and Mr. Hoffman, for coming the dis-
tances you have come to give us the benefits of your personal expe-
rience, and I hope that from the situations you have described, we
have learned about the experiences of many. I am deeply grateful,
especially to you, Mrs. Cook and Mr. Roha, for your willingness to
travel under what I know for Mrs. Cook was an exciting experi-
ence; Mr. Roha may have found it exciting, too-I hope not too ex-
citing in either case.

We are deeply grateful to you all. Thank you so much.
Our last group of witnesses are Dr. John Noble, Dr. James

Schulz, and Arthur Flemming.
Dr. Noble is assistant commissioner of the Virginia Department

of Mental Health and Mental Retardation in Richmond.
Dr. Noble, would you please proceed?

STATEMENT OF JOHN H. NOBLE, JR., PH.D., MIDLOTHIAN, VA, AS-
SISTANT COMMISSIONER, POLICY AND RESOURCE DEVELOP-
MENT, DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH AND MENTAL RE-
TARDATION, COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
Dr. NOBLE. Senator Heinz and Senator Evans, I am pleased to

appear before the Special Committee on Aging to offer testimony
concerning the significance of the Supplemental Security Income
Program for the mentally ill and mentally retarded citizens, who
comprise the largest single category of SSI recipients.

In 1975, 30.7 percent of the SSI caseload consisted of persons
with mental disorders, of whom 17.6 percent were classified as
mentally ill, and 13.1 percent as mentally retarded. Applied to the
August 1983 caseload of 2.3 million disabled SSI recipients, this
translates into about 700,000 persons with mental disorders, of
whom 402,000 suffered mental illness, and 300,000 were diagnosed
as mentally retarded.

My 'testimony today summarizes the major findings and recom-
mendations of the analysis I prepared for the Special Committee on
Aging at the request of its chairman, Senator Heinz.

The significance of the SSI and Medicaid Programs for mentally
ill and mentally retarded citizens is best understood by recognizing
that without these benefits, mentally ill and mentally retarded citi-
zens are unable to survive in the community. When SSI benefits
are unjustly withheld, delayed, or terminated by the Social Securi-
ty Administration, State and local governments often have no al-
ternative than to confine mentally ill and mentally retarded citi-
zens beyond what is considered therapeutically necessary, in overly
restrictive mental hospitals or training schools for the retarded.
When State and local governments do this, even with the best of
intentions, they risk being sued under Federal and State laws,
which require that mentally ill and mentally retarded citizens be
treated in settings that are least restrictive of personal liberties.
When State and local governments take no action, mentally ill and
mentally retarded citizens, bereft of the income needed to purchase
basic shelter, food, and clothing, are forced to live in the streets
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amidst the growing homeless population throughout the United
States, or driven to take more drastic action.

The consequences of inappropriate government action are some-
times tragic, as exemplified by the case of Gordon D., of Eugene,
OR, a childhood polio victim diagnosed as paranoid schizophrenic,
who committed suicide after being dropped from the disability rolls
and denied his appeal.

As a consequence, the social service community is spending in-
creasing amounts of time, energy, and monetary resources counsel-
ing clients on how to get or retain SSI benefits. The social service
community and its clients have grown very defensive and distrust-
ful of the motivations of the Social Security Administration.
Almost daily press coverage, including such dramatic headlines as
"Social Security Flouts Rulings, Judges Say," which appeared in
the most recent Sunday edition of the Richmond Times-Dispatch,
make it near impossible to implement the Federal policy directed
to rehabilitating SSI recipients and thereby reducing the public
costs of disability. Instead, some States, including mine, are spend-
ing money on lawyers and the training of caseworkers on how to
provide successful documentation of eligibility for SSI and SSDI. It
is sad to see so much of society's scarce resources being allocated to
dependency-creating activities instead of rehabilitation for total or
partial self-support.

Lest the SSI and the SSDI Programs become as litigious and
costly to administer as the State workers' compensation programs,
there is need for the Congress to fashion and oversee implementa-
tion of remedies such as those contained in H.R. 3755, the Social
Security Disability Reform Act. The House of Representatives re-
cently voted 410 to 1 in favor of H.R. 3755. The U.S. Senate has yet
to act on a comparable bill.

Let me now turn to work disincentives.
The SSI program contains work disincentives which offset the po-

tency of rehabilitation and employment policies which would put
disabled people back to work. Prior to the passage of the 1980 dis-
ability amendments to th'e Social Security Act, the disincentives for
disabled and blind SSI recipients to return to work were often sub-
stantial. The procedure for determining the amount of the payable
monthly SSI benefit is to disregard the first $20 of income from
any source and to disregard the next $65 of income if it is obtained
from earnings. Thereafter, benefits are reduced by $1 for every $2
of earnings. After an SSI recipient begins to work, he or she is
placed on a 9-month trial work period. If the recipient is gainfully
employed and earning more than $300 per month at the end of the
trial work period, SSI payments are terminated.

Let me offer to you two cases based on the benefit levels prevail-
ing in 1984, but using the benefit determination rules which exist-
ed prior to the passage of the 1980 Disability Amendments.

The first case involves an SSI recipient who accepts a job paying
$250 per month, and the second relates to an SSI recipient who ac-
cepts a job paying $350 per month. At the end of the trial work
period, the higher paid worker would lose the entire $314 SSI pay-
ment and end up with a net increase in gross income of only $36.
The worker making $250 on the other hand, would still receive an
SSI payment of about $232 and end up with a gross income of $482.
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The lower earning recipient would actually end up with $132 more
than the higher earning recipient.

Clearly, any rational SSI recipient would choose the job paying
the lesser wage, if at all possible. If only the higher paying job
were available, and its terms could not be altered, it is doubtful
that the recipient would feel the job was worth taking.

Under the extended benefits provisions, sections 1619 (a) and (b)
of the 1980 Social Security Disability Amendments, the Congress
tried to remove these work disincentives by initiating a 3-year dem-
onstration program, which would continue cash payments and
medicaid health care coverage to working SSI recipients whose
earnings were below the Federal break-even point of $714 per
month.

Unfortunately, the 3-year extended benefits demonstration was
scheduled to cease at the end of 1983, and the Congress has not yet
passed legislation to continue the program. As of this moment, in-
dividuals who become eligible for SSI benefits after December 31,
1983, will be subject to the provisions of the old law. Clearly, con-
gressional action is needed to extend and make permanent sections
1619 (a) and (b) of the Social Security Act, in order to eliminate the
substantial work disincentives of the SSI Program under the old
law.

Let me now turn to the impact of the Omnibus Budget Reconcili-
ation Act of 1981, with specific reference to the rehabilit 'on fi-
nancing provision.

The act radically altered the financing of rehabilitation services
for SSI and SSDI beneficiaries. Instead of paying for services re-
gardless of outcome, the new law permits reimbursement of State
rehabilitation agencies only if the client is sustained in employ-
ment paying the substantial gainful activity wage of $300 per
month for a continuous period of 9 months.

The total dollar amount of reimbursements claimed under the
new reimbursement method is miniscule compared to what was
claimed under the old. State rehabilitation agencies had been re-
ceiving from the Social Security Administration an average of
about $150 million annually in reimbursement of services to SSI
and SSDI beneficiaries. There has been a substantial drop since
1981 in investment by State rehabilitation agencies in SSI recipi-
ents, partly because of the change in the system of performance re-
imbursement, and partly because of the general erosion since the
mid seventies of the purchasing power of Federal and State voca-
tional rehabilitation budgets.

Actual budget cuts and erosion of the purchasing power have
eaten into both the scope of program activities and the ability to
innovate. These cutbacks and the erosion of the purchasing power
reduce the flexibility of program administrators and depress their
willingness to take risks with innovative techniques. The tendency
is to stick with safe client groups and the perceived proven formu-
lae for serving them. Thus, among the casualties of economic reces-
sion and recent Government cost-containment efforts is the dis-
semination of innovations such as I shall describe here.
* There is evidence that certain psychosocial rehabilitation tech-
niques, which incorporate residential, social, and vocational pro-
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graming as well as community outreach, may be cost-effective in
restoring persons with histories of severe mental illness to work.

Since 1958, the Fountain House in New York and an expanding
number of rehabilitation programs throughout the United States
have been demonstrating the utility of transitional employment for
mentally ill persons. As of December 31, 1983, 604 employers
throughout the country were providing part-time work opportuni-
ties to 1,409 psychiatrically disabled persons, whose total earnings
amounted to $5.2 million. The average annual cost of providing
follow-along services was $1,500 per transitional employee. Provid-
ing follow-along services as part of the total Fountain House pro-
gram appears cost-effective insofar as the earnings of the transi-
tional employment participants throughout the country exceeded
the total costs by $3.1 million.

Accumulating evidence also suggests that the "supported work"
approach to rehabilitating mentally retarded persons is both repli-
cable and cost-effective.

Hill & Wehman, in a careful analysis, documented the utility of
the supported work model underlying Project Employability, which
was responsible for preparing and placing 90 moderately and se-
verely handicapped persons into competitive employment in the
course of nearly 4 years. A startling aspect of Project Employabil-
ity, is how the State rehabilitation agency assessed the severity of
the moderately retarded program participants, whose median IQ
was 48. Thirty percent were considered too severely disabled to
achieve a vocational objective and hence deemed unfeasible for
State vocational rehabilitation.

There is need at this time for special efforts dedicated to allocat-
ing existing resources into supportive work activities for the se-
verely mentally ill and mentally retarded citizens of this country.
Some of this should take the form of more research into the docu-
mentation of the cost-effective of innovative rehabilitation meth-
ods.

Apart from a cure for mental illness and mental retardation,
nothing would be more beneficial to society than discovery of cost-
effective ways to place and sustain severely disabled persons in jobs
permitting partial or total self-support. Higher priority than is now
given should go to reducing the substantial burden of dependency
which these populations impose on taxpayers, who must pay for
their income support and the services provided by Federal, State,
and local governments.

Thank you.
Chairman HEINZ. Dr. Noble, thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Noble follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN H. NOBLE, JR.

I am pleased to appear before the U.S. Special Committee on Aging to offer testi-
mony concerning the significance of the supplemental security income (SSI) pro-
gram for mentally ill and mentally retarded citizens who comprise the largest single
category of SSI recipients. In 1975, 30.7 percent of the SSI caseload consisted of per-
sons with mental disorders, of whom 17.6 percent were classified as mentally ill and
13.1 percent as mentally retarded (U.S. Senate, 1982). These precentages, applied to
the August 1983 caseload of 2,284,970 disabled SSI recipients. This translates into
701,480 persons with mental disorders-402,150 suffering mental illness and 299,300
diagnosed as mentally retarded.
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My testimony today summarizes the major findings and recommendations of the
analysis I prepared for the Special Committee on Aging at the request of its chair-
man, Senator John Heinz. That analysis, entitled "Rehabilitating the SSI Recipi-
ent-Overcoming Disincentives to Employment of Severely Disabled Persons," re-
views (a) the provisions of the Social Security Disability Amendments of 1980 per-
taining to work disincentives in SSI, (b) the implications of the rehabilitation reim-
bursement provisions of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981, and (c) cer-
tain innovative rehabilitation techniques, including transitional employment serv-
ices and supported work.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SSI AND MEDICAID PROGRAMS

The significance of the SSI and medicaid programs for mentally ill and mentally
retarded citizens is best understood by recognizing that without these benefits men-
tally ill and mentally retarded citizens are unable to survive in the community.
When SSI benefits (and linked medicaid health care coverage) are unjustly with-
held, delayed, or terminated by the Social Security Administration, State and local
governments often have no alternative than to confine mentally ill and mentally
retarded citizens beyond what is considered therapeutically necessary in overly re-
strictive mental hospitals or training schools for the retarded. When State and local
governments do this even with the best of intentions, they risk being sued under
Federal and State laws, which require that mentally ill and mentally retarded citi-
zens be treated in settings that are least restrictive of personal liberties. When State
and local governments take no action, mentally ill and mentally retarded citizens-
bereft of the income needed to purchase basic shelter, food, and clothing-are forced
to live in the streets amidst the growing homeless population throughout the United
States, or driven to take more drastic action.

As the Special Committee on Aging knows from its hearings of April 7-8, 1983
(U.S. Senate, 1983) concerning the manner in which the Social Security Administra-
tion has conducted its continuing disability investigations of SSI and SSDI benefici-
aries, the consequences of inappropriate government action are sometimes tragic.

The case of Gordon D. of Eugene, OR, a childhood polio victim diagnosed as para-
noid schizophrenic, while extreme, epitomizes the impact of inappropriate govern-
ment action. After the Socal Security Administration dropped him from the disabil-
ity rolls and denied his appeal, he wrote to his family: "I no longer have any income
whatsoever and there is no way I can work * * ' I have no life any more * * I
can't afford to eat * * ' I don't even feel like a man any more."

In August 1983, he committed suicide (Mental Health Law Project, November
1983). According to the Mental Health Law Project (February 1984), the Social Secu-
rity Administration's procedures for terminating benefits and denying new benefits
have yielded an estimated $3.4 billion savings since March 1981. Secretary of the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Margaret Heckler, testifying
before the U.S. Senate Finance Committee on February 7, 1984, confirmed that the
continuing disability investigations were creating savings of $1.1 billion annually.

The social service community is spending increasing amounts of time, energy, and
monetary resources counseling clients on how to get or retain SSI benefits. The
social service community and its clients have grown very defensive and distrustful
of the motivations of the Social Security Administration. Almost daily press cover-
age, including such dramatic headlines as "Social Security Flouts Rulings, Judges
Say" (Richmond Times-Dispatch, Sunday, May 13, 1984), make it near impossible to
implement the Federal policy directed to rehabilitating SSI recipients and thereby
reducing the public costs of disability. Instead some States are spending money on
lawyers and the training of caseworkers on how to provide successful documentation
of eligibility for SSI and SSDI. It is sad to see so much of society's scarce resources
being allocated to dependency-creating activities instead of rehabilitation for total
or partial self-support. Eventually, the lawyers and caseworkers will succeed in re-
storing most of the disputed cases to the SSI and SSDI rolls.

The implications of these dependency-creating activities provoked by the Social
Security Administration's ill-conceived efforts to secure short-term budget savings
can be judged by considering the projected lifetime benefits of the average SSI recip-
ient. Assuming 16 years on the rolls, the average blind or disabled person in the
1981 SSI caseload will receive lifetime benefits of $43,000 from the combination of
SSI and SSDI. Some part of the SSI caseload will survive to age 65 and continue on
the rolls as aged SSI recipients. Assuming 18 years on the rolls as an aged SSI recip-
ient, the average aged person in the 1981 SSI caseload will receive lifetime benefits
of $62,844 from the combination of SSI and OASI. These estimates do not take into
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account recently received and future cost-of-living adjustments, which increase the
expected value of the lifetime benefit.

These cash benefit costs of the SSI program are augmented by medicaid and medi-
care expenditures on behalf of SSI recipients. In 1982, medicaid spent nearly $10.9
billion on 3.4 million persons age 65 or older, $174 million on 85,000 blind persons,
and $10.5 billion on 2.8 million disabled persons (Social Security Bulletin, Statistical
Supplement, 1982). SSI recipients who also receive OASI or SSDI benefits are cov-
ered under both the medicaid and medicare programs.

Lest the SSI and SSDI programs become as litigious and costly to administer as
the State workers' compensation programs, there is need for the U.S. Congress to
fashion and oversee implementation of remedies such as those contained in H.R.
3755. The U.S. House of Representatives recently voted 410 to 1 in favor of H.R.
3755; the U.S. Senate has yet to act on a comparable bill.

WORK DISINCENTIVES

The SSI program contains work disincentives which offset the potency of rehabili-
tation and employment policies, such as affirmative action and the targeted jobs tax
credit, which would put disabled people back to work. Prior to the passage of the
1980 Disability Amendments to the Social Security Act, the disincentives for dis-
abled and blind SSI recipients to return to work were often substantial. As a means-
tested income transfer program, SSI serves the poorest and least able of the disabled
population-persons who lack sufficient prior work experience to qualify for Social
Security disability insurance (SSDI) coverage. The program applies a very stringent
test of disability; namely, the inability to work on a job anywhere in the U.S. econo-
my paying a substantial gainful activity wage (SGA) of $300 per month by reason of
a medically determinable physical or mental impairment expected to result in death
or lasting or expected to last for a continuous period of at least 12 months (Social
Security Act, section 223(d)(1)).

The procedure for determining the amount of the payable monthly SSI benefit is
to disregard the first $20 of income from any source, and to disregard the next $65
of income if it is obtained from earnings. Thereafter, benefits are reduced by $1 for
every $2 of earnings. After an SSI recipient begins to work, he or she is placed on a
9-month trial work period. If the recipient is gainfully employed and earning more
than $300 per month at the end of the trial work period, SSI payments are termi-
nated.

Let us consider two cases based on the benefit levels prevailing in 1984, but using
the benefit determination rules which existed prior to passage of the 1980 Social Se-
curity Disability Amendments. The first case involves an SSI recipient who accepts
a job paying $250 per month, and the second relates to an SSI recipient who accepts
a job paying $350 per month. At the end of the trial work period, the higher paid
worker would lose the entire $314 SSI payment and end up with a net increase in
gross income of only $36 ($350 -$314). The worker making $250, on the other hand,
would still receive an SSI payment of about $232 ($314 -(($250 -$85)/2) and end up
with a gross income of $482 ($232 + $250). The lower earning recipient would actual-
ly end up with $132 ($482 -$350) more than the higher earning recipient.

Clearly, any rational SSI recipient would choose the job paying the lesser wage, if
at all possible. If only the higher paying job were available and its terms could not
be altered, it is doubtful that the recipient would feel the job was worth taking.

Under the extended benefits provisions (sections 1619 (a) and (b)) of the 1980
Social Security Disability Amendments, the U.S. Congress tried to remove these
work disincentives by initiating a 3-year demonstration program which would con-
tinue cash payments and medicaid health care coverage to working SSI recipients
whose earnings were below the Federal break-even point of $714 per month. The
recipient making $350, given as an example, would continue to receive an SSI pay-
ment of about $182 and enjoy a gross income of about $532. This amount would
seem to provide a reasonable incentive to work, unless taxes and work and medical
expenses consumed too large a portion of the $216 income increase over the $314
SSI benefit that the recipient would expect to receive without any work effort.

Unfortunately, the 3-year extended benefits demonstration was scheduled to cease
at the end of 1983, and the U.S. Congress has not yet passed legislation to continue
the program. As of this moment, individuals who become eligible for SSI benefits
after December 31, 1983 will be subject to the provisions of the old law (Federal Reg-
ister, March 15, 1984): A job paying $350 per month at the end of the 9-month trial
work period yields a net income improvement of $36 over the monthly SSI payment
of $314 for a single individual. Taking the $350 per month job leads to the loss of
both cash benefits and medicaid coverage, unless the recipient happens to live in a
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State where the medicaid plan will provide continuing health care under the "work-
ing poor" coverage option.

Clearly, congressional action is needed to extend and make permanent sections
1619(a) and (b) of the Social Security Act in order to eliminate the substantial work
disincentives of the SSI program under the old law.

INNOVATION AND THE OMNIBUS BUDGET RECONCILATION ACT OF 1981

The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 (Public Law 97-35) radically al-
tered the financing of rehabilitation services for SSI and SSDI beneficiaries. Instead
of paying for services regardless of outcome, the new law permits reimbursement of
State rehabilitation agencies only if the client is sustained in employment paying
the substantial gainful activity wage of $300 per month for a continuous period of 9
months.

The new method of financing rehabilitation was devised to overcome the per-
ceived indifference of the old method to rehabilitating the maximum number of dis-
abled and blind SSI and SSDI beneficiaries into significant productive activity. By
establishing a system of performance reimbursement, it was believed that rehabili-
tation outcomes would be improved at least cost to the Federal Government.
Through December 30, 1983 the Social Security Administration had approved only
325 claims for reimbursement from 30 of the 79 State rehabilitation agencies
throughout the United States, ranging from $86,000 to less than $2 (SSA, 1984). The
total dollar amount of reimbursements claimed under the new reimbursement
method is miniscule compared to what was claimed under the old. State rehabilita-
tion agencies had been receiving from the Social Security Administration an aver-
age of $150 million annually in reimbursement of services to SSI and SSDI benefici-
aries (U.S. Department of Education, 1984).

Since the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 was enacted, there has been
a substantial drop in investment by State rehabilitation agencies in SSI recipients,
partly because of the change to a system of performance reimbursement and partly
because of the general erosion since the mid-1970's of the purchasing power of Fed-
eral and State vocational rehabilitation budgets. Budget increases in the Federal-
State vocational rehabilitation program have not been keeping pace with inflation
for some time now, and have caused a decline in the total number of cases served by
State rehabilitation agencies. During the 5-year period from fiscal year 1975 to fiscal
year 1979, for example, the number of cases served by State rehabilitation agencies
declined by 0.71 percent for each percentage point reduction in 1975 constant dollar
purchasing power (Noble, 1981). More recently, the 1979 constant dollar value of the
fiscal year 1983 Federal appropriation of $943.9 million for the Federal-State voca-
tional rehabilitation program in the United States had declined to $715.268 million.

Actual budget cuts and the erosion of the purchasing power of the vocational re-
habilitation dollar have eaten into both the scope of program activities and the abil-
ity to innovate. A survey of the experience from fiscal year 1979 to fiscal year 1983
of the California, Oklahoma, West Virginia, and Michigan rehabilitation agencies-
before and after the passage of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981-
indicates a very substantial drop in the total number of clients, including SSI recipi-
ents, who received services after fiscal year 1981. As might be expected, the extent
of the decline in services has paralleled the severity of the economic recession
among the States: California (7.6 percent), Oklahoma (10.8 percent), West Virginia
(25.9 percent), and Michigan (33.9 percent). The percentage decline in services to SSI
recipients was steeper than for the rest of the caseload in all States except Califor-
nia: California (+ 10.6 percent), Oklahoma (14.6 percent), West Virginia (62.6 per-
cent), and Michigan (50.2 percent). The actual increase in services to SSI recipients
in California after fiscal year 1981 is attributable to a Republican administration
which continued to place high priority on reducing SSI dependency through the pro-
vision of rehabilitative services.

Budget cutbacks and the erosion of the purchasing power of the vocational reha-
bilitation dollar reduce the flexibility of program administrators and depress their
willingness to take risks with innovative techniques. The tendency is to stick with
the "safe" client groups and the perceived "proven" formulae for serving them.
Thus, among the casualties of economic recession and recent government cost-con-
tainment efforts is the dissemination of innovations, such as those that are de-
scribed here.

There is evidence that certain psychosocial rehabilitation techniques, which incor-
porate residential, social, and vocational programing as well as community out-
reach, may be cost-effective in restoring persons with histories of severe mental ill-
ness to work. Two programs-Thresholds in Chicago and Fountain House in New
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York-provide the best information on what can be accomplished by committed and
skillful mental health practitioners.

An economic analysis of the Thresholds program in Chicago showed that, 6
months after treatment ended, competitive employment was positively related to
the length of program participation (Bond, 1982). While 6 months may be too short a
period of time from which to infer lasting employment results, the evidence suggests
that the program participants had increased their employment potential, and did
not suffer a significantly higher rehospitalization rate as a consequence of the in-
creased stress associated with employment. The annual benefits from employment
($4,083 per client) outweighed the costs of rehospitalization ($962 per client), but no
data were reported on the full costs of achieving these results for the 101 chronical-
ly mentally ill persons involved.

Since 1958, the Fountain House in New York and an expanding number of reha-
bilitation programs throughout the United States have been demonstrating the util-
ity of transitional employment for mentally ill persons (Fountain House, 1982). As
of December 31, 1983, 604 employers throughout the country were providing part-
time work opportunities to 1,409 psychiatrically disabled persons, whose total earn-
ings amounted to $5,225,806. According to Dr. Thomas J. Malamud, research direc-
tor of Fountain House, preliminary estimates put the average annual cost of provid-
ing follow-along services at $1,500 per transitional employee. Providing follow-along
services as part of the total Fountain House program appears cost-effective insofar
as the earnings of the transitional employment program participants throughout
the country exceeded the costs by $3,112,306 ($5,225,806 minus $2,113,500). More re-
fined analysis of program costs is currently underway.

Accumulating evidence suggests.that the "supported work" approach to rehabili-
tating mentally retarded persons is both replicable and cost-effective. The STETS
"structured training and employment transitional services") demonstration pro-
gram, funded by the Ford Foundation and the U.S. Department of Labor, was imple-
mented in five demonstration sites, located in New York, Cincinnati, St. Paul,
Tucson, and Los Angeles, and involved agencies with experience in providing voca-
tional rehabilitative services to mentally retarded persons (Manpower Demonstra-
tion Research Corporation, 1982).

The STETS model consists of three phases: (1) Assessment and work readiness, (2)
transitional services, and (3) post-placement support services. Phase 1 participants
engage in at least 20 hours per week of productive work, and spend additional time
in travel training, work-of-work orientation, and other activities geared to place-
ment in a phase 2 job. Phase 2 participants work at least 30 hours per week in jobs
with local employers who have agreed to hire them as regular employees after they
have satisfied the demands of the job and have reached the required level of produc-
tivity. While phase 2 jobs may be partially subsidized by the STETS program, the
local employer is expected to pay a substantial part, sometimes the entire wage.
Phase 3 participants become regular, unsubsidized employees of a local employer.
The STETS program provides up to 6 months of post-placement support services, in-
cluding tracking the progress of participants and developing any needed linkages
with local service agencies in anticipation of complete withdrawal.

The STETS program began in the fall of 1981 and operated during the worst of
the economic recession before shutting down because of withdrawal of support by its
funding sources. The program reached a maximum size of 40 to 50 slots for the
mildly retarded (average I.Q. of 64) participants in each of the five demonstration
sites. Although the structured training component of STETS ran smoothly, the re-
cession caused job development problems in terms of obtaining appropriate and
timely job opportunities for program participants. Nevertheless, 40 percent of the
participants were placed in competitive jobs paying an average hourly wage of
$3.68-slightly higher than the $3.35 minimum wage. Some of the unsuccessful
cases were placed in less than minimum wage and sheltered workshop jobs. At 6
months follow up, only 13 percent of the STETS control group was in regular em-
ployment.

The total STETS program cost, including the extra costs at each site of imple-
menting the research protocol, was nearly $7,000 per participant for 7 to 8 months
of services. While not cheap, this cost must be compared with the $6,000 annual sub-
sidy cost of a sheltered workshop slot in New York during the time of the demon-
stration. The high startup costs of the STETS program and its brief duration before
shutdown probably accounts for the $7,000 program cost per participant. A full cost-
benefit analysis is underway and is scheduled for completion by April 30, 1985.

Hill and Wehman (1983) have documented the utility of the supported work model
underlying "Project Employment," which was responsible for preparing and placing
90 moderately and severely handicapped persons into competitive employment in
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the course of nearly 4 years. The cost-cost benefit analysis focuses on the amount of
public money saved as a result of the program activity, and reports a net savings to
the taxpayer of $90,376-the difference between $620,576 in public funds that would
have otherwise been spent and the program costs of $530,300. The cumulative earn-
ings of the 90 clients exceeded $500,000.

A startling aspect of "Project Employability" is how the State rehabilitation
agency assessed the severity of the moderately retarded (median I.Q. of 48) program
participants: 30 percent were considered too severely disabled to achieve a vocation-
al objective and hence deemed unfeasible for State agency services; with only a
single exception, the rest were rated as "severe." As of December 1983, nearly 50
percent of the number placed into competitive employment were presently em-
ployed; 18 percent have resigned; 11 have been laid off due to economic conditions;
and 21 percent were terminated by the employer.

Considering the stereotypical thinking about the employability of moderately and
severely mentally retarded persons, "Project Employability" is a remarkable
achievement. But it need not remain an isolated one. The techniques of supported
work are replicable anywhere. Revel, Wehman & Arnold (1983) report the existence
of other sites in Vermont, Washington, Ohio, Illinois, and Massachusetts where the
supported work model is being successfully employed, and argue that "State voca-
tional rehabilitation agencies must now take the lead in integrating the supported
work model into community services if the Federal-State VR program is to fulfill its
responsibility as the public program responsible for the employment of persons with
severe handicaps."

At this time, there is need for renewed Federal Government leadership in dis-
seminating and supporting the adoption of innovative rehabilitation techniques.

Starting with the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981, the U.S. Congress
should consider modifying the conditions of the performance reimbursement system
so as to give State rehabilitation agencies greater incentive to serve disabled SSI
recipients. Under the act, payment for services will not be made until the SSI recipi-
ent has remained on a job paying the substantial gainful activity (SGA) wage of
$300 per month for 9 months. The hiatus between the time resources are expended
and the time reibursement is made causes budget problems for State rehabilitation
agencies. Reimbursement for services should be made, either at the time that place-
ment is made in a job paying the SGA way or after 2-month's followup, with an
additional allowance for post-placement or supported work services.

Additionally, there is need to expand the financing of supported work for mental-
ly ill, mentally retarded, and other severely disabled persons by redirecting the use
of existing program authorities and funds for the purpose. Among the possibilities
are:

-Redirecting funds now spent by State rehabilitation agencies in purchase-of-
service arrangements that do not lead to competitive employment.

-Reorienting sheltered workshops to provide supported work job placement and
followup services.

-Using Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) funds to support training and em-
ployment staff and to pay for such client-related expenses as assessment, wage
subsidies for on-the-job training, and transportation.

-Increasing the funding of Projects with Industry (PWI) under the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973, as amended, and incorporating the compatible supported work
methodology into the PWI program.

-Encouraging cooperative programing ventures which combine JTPA, State and
local mental health and mental retardation, and Federal-State vocational reha-
bilitation funds in underwriting supported work projects.

-Earmarking funds within the discretionary and special project and R. & D. au-
thorities of relevant Federal programs; e.g., part A, subpart 3 of the Vocational
Education Act, which supports program improvement and supportive services,
as well as section 103 and part b, subpart 2, which funds programs of national
significance; section 311(a)(1) of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended,
which supports projects for the severely disabled; and section 301 of the Public
Health Services Act, which authorize research and demonstration activities;
and

-Directing support for more refined research into the cost-effectiveness of the
supported work model for mentally ill, mentally retarded, and other severely
disabled populations through the program and budget authorities of the Nation-
al Institute of Handicapped Research (NIHR) and the National Institute of
Mental Health (NIMH).

Apart from a cure for mental illness and mental retardation, nothing more bene-
ficial for society could be found than discovery of cost-effective ways to place and
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sustain severely disabled persons in jobs permitting total or partial self-support.
Higher priority than is now given should go to reducing the substantial burden of
dependency-which these populations impose on taxpayers, who must pay for their
income support and the services provided by Federal, State, and local governments.,

Finally, the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC) program is proving its worth as a
valuable adjunct to the supported work model (Hill & Wehman, 1983). It provides to
employers up to $4,500 in tax credits over 2 years for each eligible worker. If the
U.S. Congress extends the program by enacting S. 2185, introduced by Senator
Heinz and 25 cosponsors, it will continue to provide a financial incentive to hesitant
employers who might not otherwise hire a severely disabled person.
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Chairman HEINZ. Dr. Schulz?

STATEMENT OF JAMES H. SCHULZ, PH.D., PROFESSOR OF ECO-
NOMICS AND DIRECTOR OF POLICY STUDIES, POLICY CENTER
ON AGING, BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY, WALTHAM, MA

Dr. SCHULZ. Mr. Chairman, I am James Schulz, professor of eco-
nomics, Brandeis University and director of policy studies at that
university's Policy Center on Aging. I am a recent past president of
the Gerontological Society of America; I am author of a book, "The
Economics of Aging," now in its third edition. The last 20 years of
my professional career-in fact, my whole professional career-has
been devoted to looking into and assessing the economic situation
and the problems of older people.

I must say that nothing in that background and career really
prepared me for the surprises that were in store when the commit-
tee asked me to present and prepare for them an overview paper
on SSI. I had really assumed that a lot of what I had read was
true, that the program had achieved most of its goals, that it was a
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major step forward, and that the problems today were relatively
minor. I think my paper shows that these assumptions are not
true. At least, that was the conclusion I personally reached at the
end of my assignment of preparing a paper for the committee.

I will not summarize my paper at this time. However, I do want
to make at the outset of my remarks one general comment, based
on that paper's review of available information and the experience
regarding SSI.

My general comment is this. SSI is clearly an improvement over
the public assistance provisions that operated before 1974. But SSI
is still far from achieving the promises or the hopes articulated
when it was created. I think the adequacy of its benefits is subject
to challenge. The program is clearly not easy to administer. Many
people are kept out of the program who are truly needy. And many
of those who are eligible for benefits still do not participate.

SSI is part of a broad set of public and private income mainte-
nance programs we have set up in this country. It was designed to
complement Social Security Old Age and Survivors Insurance. But
as my paper points out, and many others before me have stressed,
there is considerable overlap between OASI and SSI with regard to
providing minimum income to the elderly-that is, providing that
critical basic floor of protection.

The national controversy over this issue that began in the 1930's
really continues today. My view of SSI has given me a new appre-
ciation for the skillful job Congress has done in developing the old
age and survivors program, attempting to deal with this controver-
sial issue.

I realize that in recent years, there has been much criticism of
Social Security in this area, and numerous proposals have been
made to make Social Security more like private insurance. But
when I look at SSI today, I view with great alarm the proposals
that have been made to "take the welfare out of Social Security"
and add millions of people to the SSI rolls. These reformers, I
think, just have not looked close enough at the reality of SSI. They
are still in the world of a conceptual dream. As I said at the begin-
ning, and I want to stress again, SSI still leaves much to be de-
sired, and my paper discusses most of the problems that remain.

There are many things that need to be looked at by the Congress.
I am going to mention just three of them this morning. Three
major points need to be stressed.

First, in assessing the adequacy of SSI, we should never forget
the unscientific and political origins of our official measures of pov-
erty.

Second, Congress should appreciate the potential that now exists
for moving away from mandatory supplementation of SSI by the
States.

And finally, in my opinion, eligibility levels for SSI, especially
the assets test, need to be changed as soon as possible.

If time were available, I would amplify on these three points, but
since the hour is late, I think what I will do is just leave the three
issues in your mind. I have a handout that I have supplied the
committee. Most of the information is already in my paper. But I
do want to stress the fact that when I prepared my paper, I was
amazed to find out what we did not know about SSI. There were
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many answers I could not obtain. Much information was lacking
for the paper. For example, in the area of the asset test and how it
is affecting the aged of this country, we know almost nothing.

I think the committee certainly is to be commended for begin-
ning the long job that lies ahead in terms of finding out what we
do and do not know and in developing improvements for-the future
in terms of the SSI Program.

Thank you.
Chairman HEINZ. Dr. Schulz, thank you very much.
[The handout referred to by Dr. Schulz follows:]
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CRAAI 1

CALCULATING THE POVERTY LEVEL

(1) TAKE AN "OUTDATED" DOA EMERGENCY FOOD BUDGET

(2) ESTIMATE THE RETAIL COST OF THE FOOD (SINGLE INUIVIDUAL) $1,653

(3) MULTIPLY THE FOOD COST BY THREE X 3

(4) EQUALS THE "OFFICIAL" POVERTY LEVEL = $4,959
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TAKE 1

SSI LEVELS

Individual Couple

1974 1984 1974 1984

(a) Federal SSI $ 1,716 $ 3,768 $ 2,574 $ 5,664

(b) Poverty Level 2,364 4,958 2,982 6,293

(c) Ratio: (a)/(b) 73% 76% 86% 90%
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QART 2

HANDOUT C

DIFFERENCESa IN MAXINUM PAYMENT LEVELS
FOR INDIVIDUALS AND COUPLES, 19S-

at federal minimum 24 states

+51-49 15 states

Individuals $50-99 8 states

+$1UO-
.1 state

315 3 states

at federal minimum 25 states

+SI-49 11 states

CouDles +850-99 6 states

-149 3 states

-199 1 state

.8200+ | 4 states

aFigure shows monthly differences.

bSee footnotes, Table 2.
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TABLE 2

SSI INCOME AND ASSET LIMITS

1974 1984 1984
Legislated Actual Indexed Amount

Income Disregards:

Unearned Income $20 $20 $39

Earned Incomeb $65 $65 --$126

Asset Exclusions:

Overall amount (individ) $1,500 $1,500 $2,910

(couple) $2,250 $2,250 $4,365

Automobile $1,200 $4,500 $2,328

Household goods and
Personal effects $1,500 $2,000 $2,910

Insurance (face value) $1,500 $1,500 $2,910

Burial 0C $1,500 e

Home value $25,000 All e

Source: Program statistics, updated by CPI figures published by the

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.

aTechnicall-7y this disregard includes both unearned and earned income.

bFifty percent of earnings over $65 is also disregarded.

COriginally, if a burial trust was irrevocable or a plot was not legally

salable, it was not considered by the Social Security Administration to

be a countable resource.

dBased on changes in CPI through 1983.

PNot applicable.

$35,000 in Alaska and Hawaii.
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Chairman HEINZ. Let me ask Professor Schulz, one of the recom-
mendations you mentioned that we should take seriously is that we
should move away from the mandatory supplementation of SSI by
the States. Could you elaborate on that?

Dr. SCHULZ. Yes: In the handout, chart 2, I presented a list for
individuals and couples of how many States are currently provid-
ing the Federal minimum and how many are providing supplemen-
tation.

The thing that surprises me-and it seems to suggest the need
for addressing the question of whether mandatory supplementation
is necessary-is the fact that the amount of supplementation is rel-
atively small. It seems to me that there is a potential for now
moving away from State supplementation. Of course, what I think
would be necessary to do that is for the Congress to move the levels
of SSI closer to the official poverty levels. For a single individual,
SSI is currently three-quarters of the poverty level. What if we
moved half the distance, moving the amount up by a relatively
small amount? The current gap is about $100. If we moved up by
$50, many of the States that currently are required to supplement
would no longer have to. That has the potential, I think, of allow-
ing the Federal Government to move out of the mandating busi-
ness, leaving the initiative with regard to supplementation to the
States. It opens up the whole area for discussion of administration
and the possible simplification of administration, particularly the
regulations that come out of Washington.

Chairman HEINZ. You have been referring to the handouts and
chart 2?

Dr. SCHULZ. Yes.
Chairman HEINZ. And if I read that correctly, 24 States are at

the minimum-I am talking individuals-and there are 15 States
that supplement--

Dr. SCHULZ. By less than $50 a month in terms of maximum pay-
ment levels for individuals; less than $50 a month.

Chairman HEINZ. I understand that. But just so I understand the
way the chart reads, they are doing more than the 24 States
above-even if it is not much more.

Dr. SCHULZ. Yes, definitely, definitely.
Chairman HEINZ. I just wanted to be sure I was reading it right.
Dr. SCHULZ. And many of them are required to do that under

Federal law through the mandating of supplementation. That is,
they are doing better than the original minimum that was set in
the legislation of 1972, which went into operation in 1974.

Chairman HEINZ. Now, your concern is really twofold here. One,
the States are not doing very much and therefore are not coming
up to the poverty level; as I understand it, that is one of your prob-
lems.

Dr. SCHULZ. Yes; that is correct. And over the 10-year period, if
you look at the data, the job they have been doing has been eroded
away, primarily as a result of inflation. The fact is that they have
not been keeping up.

Chairman HEINZ. Over that period, has the Federal Government,
relatively speaking, been doing more, less, or about the same?

Dr. SCHULZ. With regard to SSI?
Chairman HEINZ. Yes.
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Dr. SCHULZ. With regard to payment levels, they are not doing
anything more. We have had one real SSI increase as a result of
the Social Security Amendments of 1983. This was tied to a Social
Security OASI decrease in terms of the 6-month delayed indexing
of Social Security benefits. Other than that, SSI benefits have been
increased only for inflation. There have been no real increases.

Chairman HEINZ. Well, as I read table 1, I would read it slightly
differently, I guess, which is we are doing slightly more as a per-
centage of the poverty level than we were doing in 1974.

Dr. SCHULZ. That is correct. And that comes primarily, if not ex-
clusively, from the 1983 Social Security Amendments, in which the
SSI level was raised to in part compensate for the 6-month delay in
the automatic adjustment for cost-of-living-a small improvement.

Chairman HEINZ. But I gather that is the major improvement
that has been made in SSI over the last 10 years.

Dr. SCHULZ. To my knowledge, that is the only improvement.
Chairman HEINZ. Well, it is nice to know that the Republican

Senate and the Reagan administration did one thing right. Maybe
we have done more than one thing right.

The other reason, as I understand your rationale, for a higher
Federal level, is to simplify administration of the program; is that
correct?

Dr. SCHULZ. That is correct, yes.
Chairman HEINZ. What is the interplay between the State sup-

plements and the Federal elements of the program that complicate
its administration?

Dr. SCHULZ. My judgment does not come from firsthand knowl-
edge, but mainly from reading congressional testimony.

Chairman HEINZ. Oh, you will go crazy if you read that.
Dr. SCHULZ. Mainly from testimony by the Social Security Ad-

ministration in terms of the Commissioners' explanations for ad-
ministrative problems that they have had in the past. I did at-
tempt, when I was preparing the paper, to begin talking to people
and exploring what was actually going on administratively. I real-
ized quite quickly that that was a job that would require much
more time than the committee would allow me in preparing the
paper, so I gave it up very quickly, I think wisely.

But the record as it has been presented over the past 10 years is
clear. Each Commissioner who has spoken to the point has argued,
I think somewhat persuasively, that supplementation and the man-
dating of supplementation has greatly complicated the administra-
tive process. And, therefore, I suggest to you that this is an area to
look into quite closely. I, myself, cannot guarantee that one can go
as far as we would like in terms of dealing with general adminis-
trative problems.

Chairman HEINZ. You mentioned your third point, the assets
test, and we did have some discussion about the assets test here
today and the problems with it. Did we miss anything-were you
here for the discussion earlier?

Dr. SCHULZ. Yes; I was.
Chairman HEINZ. Was there anything that we missed in our dis-

cussion of the assets test in the way of problems, or have you got a
few others that you would like to bring to our attention here?
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Dr. SCHULZ. Well, it seems to me that the one -remark that you
made about .the margin, if you exceed the test by $1 or $2, really

-gets to-the heart of the matter. When I worked on my paper, I
tried to get the answer to how many people who are ineligible for
Social Security as a result of the asset test are just over the margin
by some relatively small asset amount, yet are eligible as far as
income is concerned, which would establish a prima facie case that
they are needy.

I went all around Washington asking that question, and I was as-
tounded to find out that no one knew the answer. What you find in
my paper is a variety of data that indicates that there are a lot of
people with just a small amount of assets. These data indicate,
therefore, that this is a serious problem for a significant number of
people who are indeed needy.

Chairman HEINZ. Now, the way I understand that information is
collected by the system, there is at some point a determination
made that you are over the asset test in some way, and in the case
of a bank account, by some amount. While it would seem simple to
you and me that such information, having been collected, would
also, therefore, be available for research and analysis, your finding
is that--

Dr. SCHULZ. It has not been collected and analyzed, to the best of
my knowledge.

Chairman HEINZ. It has not been collected, but to the best of
your understanding, it exists; it is just not accessible?

Dr. SCHULZ. Yes.
Chairman HEINZ. Well, my conclusion is that we should-I say

this for the benefit of my colleagues and staff, who often follow up
on these things-we should require its collection by maybe a minor
adjustment in the software down in Baltimore that would allow
that information-hopefully, it. is a minor adjustment-to be col-
lected so it has some meaning for us.

Once again, the Federal Government is like the muscle-bound
giant, who has all this strength, but cannot find an object on which
to apply it.

You were about to make a comment.
Dr. SCHULZ. As I said, Senator, I was surprised that we had not

asked and answered that question, but after a while, you do not get
surprised as much.

Another major point was missed this morning when the Acting
Commissioner talked about so-called liberalizations in the assets
test. I think the.major point that was missed is the fact that there
has been no liberalization, no change, in those basic eligibility
levels. At the same time, we have had very rapid inflation in this
country, and the economic effect of that is to make the assets test
over time become increasingly more stringent for the individuals
who have to meet it.

And I think the other point that should be emphasized is the fact
that there are a lot of people in this country who are unwilling to
pauperize themselves to the point that they bring down their assets
to make them eligible for SSI. And I am talking, really, about rela-
tively small assets. Some people see $2,000, $3,000, maybe $5,000 of
financial assets as the difference between security and insecurity.
They feel very strongly, just as you and I do, that we ought to have

36-987 0-84-5
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something in reserve to face the uncertainties of a future that they
cannot easily cope with.

Chairman HEINZ. I would not want you to think that because
neither Senator Evans, Senator Glenn, nor I mentioned that fact,
that we are not well aware of it. What you state is absolutely the
case. There has been no adjustment in that level in a decade, and if
that was not brought up, it is because we are all very well aware of
it. But I thank you for making sure that we had the opportunity to
put that on the record.

Let me ask Dr. Noble a question regarding the SSI Program. Dr.
Noble, in your testimony you mentioned the concept of transitional
employment. Can you elaborate on what that particular rehabilita-
tion strategy involves and what are its specific advantages, and
whether or not it is a method that has proven especially effective
for the mentally retarded?

Dr. NOBLE. Yes, Senator, the concept is one of taking an individ-
ual who has minimal exposure to the behaviors required in the
workplace, putting him through a structured training program
with gradual exposure to the real world of work-and that means
in an actual job, paying wages-and to support that individual
there for as long as is necessary to make the employment situation
viable.

Now, there are variations on how that gets played out. In some
projects, like the so-called STETS demonstration program, they ac-
tually terminate the support and try to establish some linkages
with some other supporting agencies in case the individual needs
some ongoing assistance. But that is in the nature of a demonstra-
tion program. They have to stop offering services after a while.

In other instances, they literally continue the support part of the
program for as long as the individual is in need of it. In general, I
would say the person who is more severely retarded will need ongo-
ing support. As a result, that person is likely to earn sufficient
income to live entirely without SSI or to live with less of an SSI
payment.

This, then, is essentially what the transitional employment serv-
ice modality involves. It is not easily financed, however, under the
current way we fund and give rewards or credit to the State-Feder-
al rehabilitation program agencies under the current accountabil-
ity system. "Closed rehabilitated" implies case closure. When dis-
abled persons fall out of their jobs, they sometimes get recirculated
again. But all the studies that I have seen show that persons who
fall out of their jobs are much more difficult to get back into a job
again. So the trick is to get them into a job and retain them there,
and to give rewards to the State rehabilitation agencies that actu-
ally accomplish this.

Chairman HEINZ. How are we doing in that regard? Are we re-
warding the State agencies at all?

Dr. NOBLE. I do not think so. I think that the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1981 caused a real flight of most of the State
agencies away from SSI recipients, with the exception of California,
where a Republican administration decided they were going to
place high priority on reducing not only the dependency of the
mentally ill and mentally retarded SSI recipients but the whole
SSI caseload. In California they actually increased the total
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number of SSI recipients who were receiving rehabilitation serv-
ices.

Chairman HEINZ. One of the suggestions that I asked Commis-
sioner McSteen about was the idea of paying more than 100 per-
cent under the performance system so that you reimburse for the
attempt to do something other than just take the obvious people, as
Senator Evans pointed out. Is that a sound way to look at that, or
is there a different or better way?

Dr. NOBLE. Yes, that would help, but I think there is a more
target-efficient way that could overcome some of the problems we
have in giving credit to State rehabilitation agencies for the serv-
ices they provide.

What we would like to see is some way that you could reinforce
on a regular basis the fact that State rehabilitation agencies placed
a disabled person into a job paying the substantial gainful activity
wage, or some portion thereof, and to keep them providing services
as long as needed. Thus, if State rehabilitation agencies have to go
back to the till on an annual basis, reporting that they continued
to provide n number of dollars' worth of services to retain a dis-
abled person on the job, I think that would be a more efficient way
of achieving the desired goal, rather than just giving them, say, 150
percent of what they spent in the first place. Let me amplify.

There is need for an incentive reimbursement system to (a)
induce State rehabilitation agencies to accept SSI and SSDI recipi-
ents for services, and (b) reward them for valued outcomes. The
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981, which replaced the
open-ended reimbursement system with one directed to perform-
ance, was a step in the right direction. It failed because it set too
high a performance criterion and thereby discouraged many State
agencies from even trying.

Assuming the Congress makes sections 1619 (a) and (b) of the
Social Security Act and the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit-TJTC-pro-
gram permanent provisions of law, which offer disabled persons
and employers adequate incentives to seek and provide employ-
ment, respectively, there remains only the need to fashion an ap-
propriate incentive reimbursement system for State rehabilitation
agencies. Such a system must be administratively efficient, that is,
simple to understand and implement while minimizing abuse. It
should also recognize and reward different levels of goal attain-
ment, and induce investments in the kinds of rehabilitation strate-
gies which have the greatest payoff for severely disabled persons;
namely, transitional and supported work strategies.

Therefore, it is recommended that the Congress modify the reha-
bilitation financing provisions of the Omnibus Reconcilitation Act
of 1981 to reimburse State rehabilitation agencies according to the
following schedule: Provide 125-percent reimbursement for place-
ment and retention for 2 months in a job paying the substantial
gainful activity [SGA] wage of $300 per month; provide 150-percent
reimbursement for placement and retention for 2 months in a job
paying the Federal minimum wage or higher; and create a new
case outcome category for accounting purposes, "rehabilitated into
transitional and/or supported work," and provide 100-percent reim-
bursement for the annual costs of maintaining disabled persons in
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jobs paying the SGA or Federal minimum wage into which they
have been placed by State rehabilitation agencies.

State rehabilitation agencies have for years maintained a case
reporting system which contains the necessary items of informa-
tion needed to implement the proposed system. Adding a new case
outcome category, "rehabilitated into transitional and/or supported
work," will be a minor inconvenience, well worth the additional re-
imbursements it will secure. The proposed system should be no
more difficult for the Social Security Administration to implement
than the one they now employ to reimburse State rehabilitation
agencies on the basis of documentation of the costs of placing and
maintaining an SSDI or SSI recipient in a job paying the SGA
wage for 9 continuous months.

Paying 125 and 150 percent, respectively, for jobs paying the
SGA and Federal minimum wage recognize the relative difficulty
of achieving these outcomes, and provides at least partial reim-
bursement of State rehabilitation agencies for the costs of serving
cases which fail to achieve the requisite goal. Reimbursing State re-
habilitation agencies for the annual costs of maintaining persons in
jobs paying the SGA or Federal minimum wage recognizes the
higher investment payoff of keeping severely disabled people em-
ployed compared to trying to get them back to work after they
become unemployed.

Chairman HEINZ. The Disability Amendments of 1980 had three
provisions in section 1619-special monthly benefits and medicaid
funding for SSI recipients who have worked beyond the 9-month
period; impairment related work expenses-for instance, medica-
tion, attendant care, special equipment, can be deducted from
countable income; and money earned in sheltered workshops would
be treated as earned rather than unearned income. Is that the kind
of thing you are talking about?

Dr. NOBLE. I think that those are additional reinforcers, and that
continuation of 1619 (a) and (b) is absolutely essential to overcome
the very severe work disincentives that are imbedded in the old
SSI law.

Chairman HEINZ. Well, I think you are about to get your wish on
that, both in the Pickle bill and in the bill reported from the
Senate Finance Committee yesterday afternoon.

Gentlemen, you have given us a tremendous amount of assist-
ance. We are deeply indebted to you for the very thoughtful papers
and presentations that you have made. There may be a few addi-
tional questions I and other members of the committee will want to
submit to you for the record. But thank you both, Dr. Noble and
Dr. Schulz, for all your help, and Dr. Schulz, we hope that long
before the next 10th anniversary of SSI, we will have a little more
information for you and your research assistants up at Brandeis to
get your teeth into. We are deeply indebted to you.

I also see a young man who has just arrived, a neophyte in
Washington, who hopes to make a mark. It is, of course, a pleasure
and with a sense, I hope, of whimsy, that I make those remarks,
about Arthur Flemming, who has been coming before the Congress
for a lot longer than I have been here, and maybe by a multiple
thereof.

Arthur, would you like to come up and join us?
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Gentlemen, I think we have asked you all the questions we have
for you, and you are excused, if that is your wish.

May I just say, I do not know of anybody who could be a better
"clean-up hitter" than our last witness, Arthur Flemming, who has
served with such distinction, in so many ways.

Arthur, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR S. FLEMMING, WASHINGTON, DC,
COCHAIR, SAVE OUR SECURITY

Mr. FLEMMING. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate very, very much your
recognizing me at this late hour, as far as this hearing is con-
cerned. I regret very much that I had to start the day off in observ-
ance of Brown v. The Board of Education, and reporting on some
investigations of desegregation in three cities, and then over on the
House side, on the Age Discrimination in Employment Act.

Chairman HEINZ. Are you making any progress on that over
there?

Mr. FLEMMING. Well, they feel optimistic about it, I think. I cer-
tainly hope that that cap is raised, because personally, I have re-
garded that as one of the clear manifestations of ageism that we
have built into our society. I think we made progress when we
moved it up to 70, and now, if we can get the cap off completely.
Congressman Hawkins is holding hearings on it, and I think they
do intend to report out the bill, and the House may very well vote
on it.

-Of course, you know Congressman Pepper has had that as an ob-
jective for a long while.

Chairman HEINZ. Given also the youth of our President, I think
he would be-as we know he is-in favor of eliminating the cap,
too.

Mr. FLEMMING. I would not think he would veto that bill.
Chairman HEINZ. No. It would be a little inconsistent.
Mr. FLEMMING. As you know, I have submitted a statement in

behalf of SOS, dealing with SSI, and I would appreciate it if the
entire statement could be made a part of the record of the hearing.

Chairman HEINZ. Without objection, so ordered.
Mr. FLEMMING. I will just speak very briefly about my own con-

victions relative to SSI, convictions which are shared by those who
make up SOS. I was in on the ground floor when SSI was passed.
Personally, I regarded it as a real step in advance, because I felt
that substituting SSI for what we had called aid to the aged, blind,
and disabled, was a step forward, and I personally was very, very
happy to see the government accept the concept of an income floor
for that particular group.

I recognized at the time that it was a low-income floor, but I
thought that the thing to do was to get the principle embedded in
law and then work on the question of what we could do to increase
the floor.

Also when it was started, I was U.S. Commissioner on Aging, and
I had the feeling that there would be a great many people who
would not learn about that program unless we went to some ex-
traordinary efforts to call their attention to the existence of the
program. So we did take the initiative in launching an SSI alert,
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which had the cooperation of the executive branch. The Red Cross
was willing to function as the lead agency among the private sector
agencies. And I think we had a reasonably successful SSI alert,
with the cooperation of the Red Cross, and had many, many pri-
vate sector organizations. And of course, the Social Security Ad-
ministration cooperated with us, and we were able to utilize the re-
sources represented by their office.

Over the years, I have had the feeling that all of us in the field
of aging have tended to sort of forget about the people who are in-
volved in this program. We rejoiced in the passage of the legisla-
tion, and we just kind of assumed that it was going to sort of imple-
ment itself without a great deal of attention. For example, I am not
aware of any organized efforts to lift that floor over a span of the
last 10 years. I think most people are in agreement on the fact that
it is too low, and it ought to be lifted. Certainly, the present floor is
too far below the poverty threshold at the present time.

One of the things that SOS is advocating is the increase in the
floor.

Then also, I have had the feeling that over the years, we have
not kept up with the assets test, and that they have operated in
such a manner as to exclude some persons who definitely should be
included in the program. In my testimony, I indicate that SOS be-
lieves that there should be an increase in the assets exclusion to
$2,250 for an individual and $3,500 for a couple immediately, with
future increases indexed to the cost-of-living. In each State, the
limitations on assets were unrealistic back when the law was en-
acted; certainly, they are too restrictive today, because the more
than doubling of living costs in the past decade has effectively cut
in half the value of the allowed assets, and while there have been
some improvements in counting the value of household goods, they
have not been sufficient to keep pace with inflation.

Then, we also state that we believe the earnings limitation
should be increased by at least 120 percent, to reflect the CPI in-
crease over the past decade.

We have other recommendations which we make, addressed to-
provisions that we feel unduly limit the eligibility of persons for
this particular program.

We did recommend, when the Social Security Amendments of
1983 were pending, that a provision be put in which would fix some
responsibility on SSA to keep calling to the attention of people who
are eligible for the program and indicate to them how they could
establish their eligibility. And we are following the developments
as a result of the inclusion of that particular provision.

Chairman HEINZ. Have you got any comments on that effort by
SSA?

Mr. FLEMMING. Well, my feeling is-let me back up and say that
some of our people did have access to some of the initial wording
that was to go into the announcement that SSA was going to send
out. We did not feel that it was worded in the best possible way.
Suggestions were made for changes. The Leadership Council on
Aging made changes. I assume the committee has had the benefit
of those particular recommendations. Jack Ossofsky, executive di-
rector of the National Council on Aging, took the lead on that. I
saw those proposed changes, and it seemed to me that they made a
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great deal of sense. Now, I am not up-to-date on just where that is
within SSA at the present time; probably the committee is more
up-to-date than I am on it. My only feeling is that there definitely
is need for this, because it seems to me the figures make it clear
that we have got a large number of persons in the Nation who are
undoubtedly eligible, but who are not participating. My total expe-
rience in the field of aging would indicate that many of them are
not participating simply because they are unaware of the program.
I feel that one of our major problems in the field of aging is the
isolated older person who is cut off and who is unaware of both
public and private programs-oftentimes unaware of Social Securi-
ty as such, as well as other public and private programs. And I
have been involved in local programs right here which demonstrate
the fact that that group of people do exist and that we ought to
keep reaching out for them.

Those are just some general observations, Senator Heinz, based
on the statement that I have filed with the committee, and I would
be very happy to try to respond to questions.

Chairman Heinz. Mr. Flemming, thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Flemming follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ARTHUR S. FLEMMING

My name is Arthur S. Flemming. I appear on behalf of Save Our Security, of
which Wilbur Cohen and I serve as cochairs. Secretary Cohen's previous commit-
ments make it impossible for him to be here today.

SOS is a bipartisan coalition of more than 200 national, State, and local organiza-
tions. The coalition represents workers and retirees, the blind and disabled, women
and veterans, teachers and social workers, black Americans and Hispanic Ameri-
cans, civil rights groups, and religious organizations. These groups have a combined
membership of nearly 40 million adult Americans.

We commend the committee for taking this thoughtful, reflective look at the sup-
plemental security income program which has been in operation for the past 10
years.

SSI has the distinction of being the first federally guaranteed annual income pro-
gram in our history. Its goal was to place a sound economic floor under the Nation's
needy aged, blind, and disabled.
- Prior to its enactment, many people had been served by such Federal-State pro-
grams as old age assistance, aid to the blind, and aid to the permanently disabled.
But these were, at best, a patchwork affair. There was a confusing set of eligibility
requirements and benefit levels, varying widely from State to State. SSI sought to
move in the direction of equity, establishing uniform national standards with re-
spect to who was eligible and how much benefits they would receive.

At the outset, those already receiving State support benefits were transferred to
the Federal SSI rolls, and benefits were extended for the first time to some persons
previously unable to qualify for State assistance. To assure that those already on
State rolls would not suffer from this changeover to a Federal system, Congress
mandated that those States whose benefits were higher than the new Federal level
had to supplement the Federal payment. At the same time it gave all States the
option of supplementing Federal payments, if they so desired, for new beneficiaries.

A decade after its enactment, it should be reviewed.

INADEQUATE COVERAGE

There has been a dramatic and consistent shortfall between the number of people
deemed to be eligible and the number actually on the SSI rolls.

When SSI was enacted, it was projected that some 6.7 million people were eligible,
and it was estimated that of these, 6 million would actually participate. But when
the program began in 1974, only.3.2 million actually received benefits. This peaked
at 4.1 million in December 1979, and by September 1983 (the last month for which
statistics are available) had declined to just under 3.9 million.

Why this shortfall?
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The Social Security Administration commissioned a study, published in May 1983,
which showed that 45 percent of eligible nonrecipients said they had never heard of
SSI; the majority of the other eligible nonrecipients said that, while they knew
about SSI, they didn't know they were entitled to its benefits.

Who are these eligible nonrecipients?
The study showed that 34 percent were under age 70; 24 percent were between

ages 70 and 74; and 42 percent were over age 75. A staggering 79 percent were
women, more than half of them widows. In other words, there are millions of Amer-
icans-a disproportionate number of them women living in loneliness and poverty-
for whom this program was intended but who are not being served by it.

Last year, at the urging of SOS, Congress mandated that the Social Security Ad-
ministration conduct an outreach program to let potential beneficiaries know about
SSI and to encourage them to apply for benefits. Outreach is not a new concept.
During my tenure as Commissioner on Aging, the government, in cooperation with
hundreds of private sector organizations, conducted, at the outset of the program,
an SSI Alert which resulted in many persons establishing eligibility who otherwise
would not have known about the program.

Through oversight, the 1983 legislation targeted the outreach program only at re-
tirees. A simple legislative amendment could extend its application to the blind and
disabled, as well-although SSA, without legislation, could itself initiate action to
include the blind and disabled.

BENEFITS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL

SSI's goal was to set a level of guaranteed income for the poorest of the poor. The
problem has always been that SSI benefits were set, and remain, well below the gov-
ernment's official poverty level. In 1974, the Federal SSI payment equalled 70 per-
cent of the poverty guidelines for an individual and 80 percent for a couple; today,
the Federal benefit is 72 percent of the poverty level for individuals, and 85 percent
for couples.

Two national commissions have recognized that SSI is flawed by the fact that it
freezes millions of people into poverty, and have recommended steps to correct this
situation.

SOS recommends that, at the earliest possible date, the basic SSI benefit be raised
to the poverty level, and that it be indexed annually to keep pace with the govern-
ment's definition of the minimum amount needed to provide individuals and couples
with such essentials as food, clothing and shelter. In the future, SSI benefits should
be raised to at least 125 percent of the poverty level, and kept there through annual
adjustments.

STATE SUPPLEMENTS

Even the State supplements have not significantly improved the benefit-poverty
ratio. In only three States (Alaska, California, and Massachusetts) does the com-
bined Federal-State benefit exceed the poverty level for individuals; in only 10
States (Alaska, California, Colorado, Massachusetts, Nebraska, Nevada, Oklahoma,
Rhode Island, Vermont, and Wisconsin) do benefits exceed the poverty standard for
couples. Only 26 States make any provision for supplemental benefits.

So we still have a situation where the benefit structure varies markedly from
State to State-the very thing SSI was intended to eliminate. The problem lies in
the fact that we have a two-tier system-a Federal "floor" of SSI payments, and the
State "supplementation." The problem is aggravated further because there are two
kinds of State supplements, one "mandatory," the other "optional."

Three times-in 1976, 1979, and 1983-Congress enacted laws which, whatever
their intent, have had the cumulative effect of eroding State supplementation.
Simply put, supplementation of SSI is subject to too many variables on a State-by-
State basis. These payments can, and do, fluctuate as the mood of the public
changes and as the States' fiscal resources for the needy compete with other social
demands. With cutbacks in Federal funds, State priorities may shift, and the only
constant floor will be the Federal SSI benefit.

SOS believes the Federal Government should provide greater encouragement to
States to make supplementary payments, and should create disincentives for those
States which are tempted to reduce supplementation whenever Federal SSI pay-
ments rise.
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THE ASSETS TEST

The law originally set stringent limitations on the assets an individual or couple
could own and still be eligible for SSI. On such assets as real estate, personal prop-
erty, savings accounts, checking accounts, stocks and bonds, the ceiling was $1,500
for an individual and $2,250 for a couple.

Those limits remain in effect a decade later, despite the fact that the Consumer
Price Index has skyrocketed nearly 120 percent in the period since enactment of the
law.

The original law excluded the first $25,000 of the fair-market value of a home; the
first $1,500 worth of household goods; the first $1,500 in life insurance; and the first
$1,200 of the value of an automobile. There have been some modifications over the
years. A home is now totally excluded, regardless of its value; the ceiling on house-
hold goods has been raised to $2,000; there is a limit of $1,500 on the value of a
burial plot and burial insurance; in some cases a car will be totally excluded, in
others it will be excluded up to $4,500.

SOS believes there should be an increase in the assets exclusion of $2,250 for an
individual and $3,500 for a couple immediately, with future increases indexed to the
cost of living. The limitations on assets were unrealistic back when the law was en-
acted; certainly they are too restrictive today, because the more than doubling of
living costs in the past decade has effectively cut in half the value of the allowed
assets. And while there have been some improvements in counting the value of
household goods, they have not been sufficient to keep pace with inflation.

THE INCOME PROVISION

In determining SSI eligibility and benefits, deductions are made to reflect both
earned and unearned income.

The first $20 a month of unearned income (Social Security benefits, workers' com-
pensation, veterans' benefits, gifts, annunities, rent and interest) is excluded; the
balance of any such unearned income is deducted from the primary SSI benefit.

The first $65 a month of earned income is also excluded; any excess above that
level reduces benefits by 50 cents for each dollar of earnings.

Those exclusions were in the original legislation; 10 years later, and despite ramp-
ant inflation, they remain unchanged. Thus the ability to qualify for SSI and the
value of its benefits have been dramatically reduced.

SOS believes the earnings limitation should be increased by at least 120 percent,
to reflect the CPI increase over the past decade. This will simply restore the pro-
gram to its original level-which was unduly restrictive in the first place. We also
believe certain gifts should be excluded from income, and that emergency and other
in-kind assistance (such as energy assistance by nonprofit organizations) should also
be excluded from countable income. This would extend a temporary provision in-
cluded in the 1983 Social Security Amendments-a provision which will otherwise
expire this year.

OTHER LIMITATIONS

SSI beneficiaries are unable to maintain their own households and are forced to
live with family or friends, their primary SSI benefit is reduced by one-third, on the
theory that this reflects the value of the food and shelter provided to them. Not only
does this harm the recipient and place financial strain on the family, it often dis-
courages them from continuing to provide a home for the SSI beneficiary.

SOS supports elimination of this one-third reduction. We feel it provides financial
disincentives to families to share their homes with SSI beneficiaries. It goes against
the American view of the importance of the family. What is worse, it makes poor
economic sense: in too many cases, recipients end up in a facility, the cost of which
far exceeds the full SSI benefit.

If beneficiaries are confined to a nursing home or other facility eligible for medic-
aid inpatient reimbursement, they receive their full SSI benefit for 1 month until
medicaid begins to pay for their board and lodging; then their benefits are reduced
to $25 a month-a sum deemed sufficient to buy 'incidentals" while in the facility.
This figure has not been changed in the 10-year history of SSI. Nor does it take into
account the fact that many recipients consider their stay temporary, and want to
continue to maintain their previous independent living arrangements. Usually the
abrupt reduction in SSI benefits makes this impossible. Unable to meet ongoing
rent and utility payments, many recipients are forced to remain in the facility for
lack of an alternative. This is not only socially irresponsible, it also increases the
cost to the taxpayer.
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SOS believes that SSI benefits, under these circumstances, should be continued
for at least 2 months, and preferably for an even longer period, to allow recipients
greater flexibility to maintain their own home. We also believe provision should be
made for adequate home health care to avoid institutionalizing people who would
prefer to remain at home. This would benefit both the recipient and the taxpayer.
Finally, we believe that when benefits are cut back for the person who is institu-
tionalized, the amount to cover "incidentals" should be raised to at least $35 a
month and then indexed.

Although the vast majority of SSI recipients are adults, the program is also in-
tended to serve disabled children. But the participation rate for disabled children is
very low. One reason is, again, the lack of knowledge about the program. A second
reason is the administrative application of a very restrictive definition of disability,
which does not take into account the child's functional limitations. A third reason is
the way in which the assets limitation is applied to the child. For example, if a
single parent with a blind child has $3,100 in countable assets, $1,500 of that
amount is considered to belong to the parent, while the balance-$1,600-is deemed
by be "owned" by the disabled child, without regard to the number of children in
the household. This makes the disabled child ineligible to receive SSI payments.

SOS believes that a special outreach program should be targeted at schools, hospi-
tals, and social service programs serving disabled children and their families. We
also believe the standard of disability applied should take into account the function-
al limitation of a disabled child. Finally, we believe that the assets limitation placed
on a family should be revised to take into account the family's obligation to take
care of all the children in the household.

Since 1981, the Social Security Administration has terminated hundreds of thou-
sands of disability insurance recipients, claiming that they were not disabled. In the
process, it terminated many SSI disability recipients, applying the same question-
able standards. At the same time, the rate of approval of initial applications for SSI
benefits on the grounds of disability has dropped sharply.

SOS believes the criteria to establish eligibility for SSI are far too strict, and the
application of these criteria has become even more severe. Congress must deal with
this issue, so that those with clear entitlement to SSI benefits are restored, or ad-
mitted, to the rolls.

In 36 States and the District of Columbia, a person receiving a Federal or State
SSI payment is automatically eligible for medicaid. Thus even a small cash payment
is worth applying for in most cases, since it carries with it significant protection
against the economic burden of medical care.

SOS believes that medicaid coverage for SSI beneficiaries should be mandated in
all 50 States and other jurisdictions. One of the goals of SSI was to bring about uni-
formity and end the inequities which came about based solely on where a person
lived. Certainly, then, there is a need for uniformity in the availability of medicaid
to serve the urgent medical needs of the poorest of the poor.

CONCLUSION

The Supplemental Security Income Program is based on a sound premise-that
the richest nation on earth should be able to demonstrate its compassion for all of
its needy aged, blind and disabled citizens.

In its 10-year history, SSI has served a useful purpose in protecting some-but not
all-of the least fortunate among us from literally starving to death.

But SSI has yet to achieve its full potential.
Bringing the maximum number of eligible people under SSI's protection, bringing

them at least up to the proverty level, and modernizing the program's criteria,
remain part of the unfinished business on our social agenda.

Senator Moynihan has introduced S. 2569 which presents important improve-
ments in SSI, particularly its administration. We commend this bill to you.

We trust that it will not take another decade to match the SSI performance to its
promise.

Chairman HEINZ. I understand that in your written testimony,
you suggest that the definition of "disability" used in SSI should be
made less strict; is that correct?

Mr. FLEMMING. Yes.
Chairman HEINZ. And that your argument for that is that people

on SSI typically have fewer skills and poorer work records, and
that therefore, they should be looked at and evaluated differently.
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Any idea how we do that, for those of us who are not up-to-speed
on the POMS and the listings and the methods of calculating resid-
ual functional capacity?

Mr. FLEMMING. I think to develop, first of all, legislative lan-
guage, and then a program to implement that legislative language
would require the help of experts who have been working in the
area. I think we have identified an area that is worthy of careful
analysis and investigation, because we are dealing here with the
poorest of the poor, and my feeling has been that our standard on
disability in some respects could be looked upon as unrealistic
when you think in terms of the population that we are dealing
with.

I would be very glad to work with the staff of this committee on
the development of some specific criteria that could be applied to
this group, growing out of my own experience. At this point, I do
not have specific criteria in mind, but I think it is possible to do it,
and I think it is possible to do it in such a way as to recognize the
fact that we are dealing with the poorest of the poor, and I think it
is possible to do it in such a way as to make it administratively
feasible to implement those criteria, looking at it from the point of
view of the government operating in a responsible way as it deals
with the group.

Chairman HEINZ. As you describe the task, my sense is that we
almost need to commission a very specific, highly skilled task force
or commission to look into it, define the problem, and then suggest
some fairly specific, carefully crafted solutions.

I do not know-I like to think that the staff of the committee is
extremely expert, but I can also tell you that I do not think any of
them have ever conducted a disability review or initial determina-
tion-they may have been through one, but they have not conduct-
ed one.

Mr. FLEMMING. I have great respect for your staff, also, but I
agree with you. I mean, I think they, and certainly, I, would feel
much more comfortable if they brought together a group of people
who have been out on the firing line, so to speak, dealing with
these specific cases, and could share with us the experiences that
they have had.

Chairman HEINZ. I think we ought to work with you to figure
out what the best way to proceed is from here on out.

Let me ask you a philosophical question that you have got to be
asked, and it is going to be asked. Notwithstanding whether or not
there are differences in skills, why should the test of whether
someone can work be different for one group of people than for an-
other. Why should there be a difference between two groups of
people?
* Mr. FLEMMING. That is a very valid philosophical question. My

response would be that if we get into the specific problems that
exist in applying disability in the SSI area, we may very well con-
clude that some of the standards that we are applying on disability
under Social Security are likewise too rigid and too unrealistic in
terms of the lives of the people who are under that particular
system, because it does not-I mean, you can generalize as between
the two groups to some degree, but I think it is a good thing to
start with this group, the poorest of the poor, and those who really,
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in many, many instances, have come from families that, for two
and three generations, have not known what it is to be a part of
the labor market; start with persons who come from families that
have been the victims of discrimination in the field of education, as
well as in the field of employment, and then, the victims in terms
of the delivery of services-health services, mental health services,
in particular-and see what is the fair and the compassionate way
of dealing with them in terms of determining their eligibility. But I
would not be at all sure that that would not raise in our minds the
question of whether or not we are being as fair and compassionate
as we should be with those--

Chairman HEINZ. You may be raising the issue, once you go
beyond people's endowment to work-of federalizing general assist-
ance, or what is at least in some States called general assistance. Is
that really what we are talking about?

Mr. FLEMMING. Federalizing general assistance, you say?
Chairman HEINZ. Yes; in my home State of Pennsylvania, we

have had the legislature in the last year or two virtually eliminate
a category of general assistance, which was for people who, when
all else failed, were not working. Depending on who you listen to,
they could not find a job, or did not want to find a job. In either
case, they had no income, had no visible means of support, and
though they were very unskilled, the vast majority were presum-
ably not disabled. Hence, it seems to me that what you are suggest-
ing is considering something beyond simple capacity to work, and I
just want to make sure I understand what you are thinking of.

Mr. FLEMMING. Basically, you are right. I mean, we are raising
the question of whether or not the principles underlying SSI should
be applied to all age groups in our society. Personally, I feel that
that should happen. Of course, that in a sense, essentially, is what
was proposed by President Nixon in 1969 or 1970, in that period.

I had always hoped that SSI would evolve in such a way as to
commend itself to the Nation as a program that would be applica-
ble to all age groups. Personally, from a philosophical point of
view, I want to see this program operate in a very effective way for
the aged, clearly, for the disabled and the blind, and of course,
there, we do not have an aging department in that sense, and it
does apply across-the-board. But if we could take the principles of
the SSI and apply them to all age groups, we would be encompass-
ing the general assistance category that exists in many of the
States. We would be federalizing it. And of course, there have been
proposals that we ought to federalize welfare, anyhow.

Chairman HEINZ. As you point out the family assistance pro-
gram, which was advocated by President Nixon, would have virtu-
ally done that.

Mr. FLEMMING. That is right.
Chairman HEINZ. I have always wondered what the difference

between that and the demo grant was, but that is another subject.
In any event, we thank you for having given us some genuine food
for thought, as you have been doing here in Washington for-I
hesitate to say how many years, but at least, shall we say, a gen-
eration's worth of legislators--

Mr. FLEMMING. I started appearing before committees in 1939,
when I was a member of the Civil Service Commission.
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Chairman HEINZ. Several generations' worth of legislators.
Mr. FLEMMING. Right.
Chairman HEINZ. And this generation is as deeply grateful to

you as the last.
Mr. FLEMMING. Well, I want to say that personally, I appreciate

very much your decision and the decision of the committee to take
an overall look at SSI, because I think it is very important to do it
in terms of the persons who.are encompassed by SSI, but in addi-
tion to that, I think it is very, very important to do it in terms of
SSI conceivably serving as a model for-the country, and I feel that
we have suffered because there has not been the oversight on SSI
in the past that, in my judgment, there should have been.

Chairman HEINZ. Well, a journey of a thousand miles begins
with a single step, and as usually, you have put your foot in on it.

Mr. FLEMMING. That is right. Personally, and in behalf of SOS, I
would be delighted to work with you and the committee and staff,
seeing what we can do to just put SSI on a sounder basis and have
it operate in a fairer and more compassionate manner, as far as
the aged, the blind and the disabled are concerned.

Chairman HEINZ. Arthur, thank you very much. I very much ap-
preciate it.

Mr. FLEMMING. Thank you. I appreciate it. It is great to be with
you.

Chairman HEINZ. The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:50 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]



APPENDIX

MATERIAL RELATED TO HEARING

ITEM 1. ADDITIONAL MATERIAL ON OUTREACH, SUBMITTED BY THE
SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

SSI OUTREACH

1. INTRODUCTION

With the passage of SSI legislation in October 1972, SSA began a concerted out-
reach effort to the potentially eligible population. This paper describes the many
outreach efforts of Federal, State, local, and community agencies and groups to
locate, screen, and sign up persons eligible for the new SSI program. Applications
were taken beginning July 1, 1973. By December 1974, almost 1.2 million newly en-
rolled persons were receiving SSI benefits; by the end of 1975, they numbered over
1.5 million

11. GEARING UP-OCTOBER 1972 THROUGH DECEMBER 1973

Between October 1972 and January 1974, over 70.5 million copies of 28 separate
publications were printed and distributed to field offices and interested organiza-
tions.

Also, 72 different leaflets were printed for use by the States-most in English,
others in 10 different languages. Total production was almost 12 million copies.

Newspapers used SSA press releases about the upcoming SSI program extensive-
ly.

Audio-visual materials were also produced and included four TV spots-two re-
ceived national exposure by the three networks-two platters of radio spots for use
by local radio stations, and a slide series for use by field offices. Every other platter
of SSA radio spots between October 1972 and December 1973 included at least two
spots on SSI.

Seminars, briefings, consultations, etc., were also provided by SSA during the
1973-74 SSI "startup" period to major national, State, and local legal aid, welfare,
and advocacy groups to inform them of the SSI program and to enlist their assist-
ance in finding potentially eligible persons. SSA also worked with HUD, Agricul-
ture, and other Federal agencies through their respective assistance programs to
publicize the SSI program.

In addition to the efforts cited above, other SSA regional and local office outreach
efforts in 1973 and 1974 included:

-Face-to-face interviews and door-to-door canvassing of potential eligibles by vol-
unteers of various State and local organizations.

-Distribution of special materials such as "SSI Alert" shopping bags in super-
markets, multilingual flyers, and fact sheets.

-Newspaper ads with tear-out "coupons" to be used as leads forms.
-Special leads programs-examples: New York State Office of Aging searched

State driver's license lists of people over 65; Chicago offices worked with hospi-
tal and institutional social workers and State/local welfare people to obtain
leads; Texas offices sent leads letters and leaflets to retired teachers, using a
list furnished by the State; and SSI leaflets were enclosed with Texas State re-
tirement checks.

-Special referral program-e.g., a referral system was set up in each State in the
Dallas region.

-Special projects-examples: Mexican-American outreach project conducted
along the Texas-Mexico border; the Navajo Reservation project in the Dallas

(75)
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region; the Wyoming Arapahoe-Shoshone Tribal Council and North Dakota
United Tribal Council outreach projects conducted in the Denver region.

In January and February 1973, State welfare public information officers and over
100 national organizations were briefed on the SSI program. They then began their
own outreach efforts using their own communications outlets.

The first public information materials on SSI were distributed to Social Security
field offices in April. These included an SSI national communications strategy, a
speaker's guide on SSI provisions, a basic SSI leaflet, and a basic handbook on ad-
ministrative preparations for SSI and news releases on the program.

In July, a package of news releases and radio communications was distributed to
field offices for use with the local media. Over 1,300 newspapers printed the news
releases, and radio stations across the country made spot announcements and the
SSI program.

During August, 15 major national organizations with ties to aged, blind, and dis-
abled persons were surveyed to determine how they could help enroll new eligibles.
Materials and guidelines were provided to them to notify their members through
house organs.

In September, a second package of draft news releases and radio and TV scripts
was distributed to the field for local usage in each district.

In October, a self-screening leaflet for potential eligibles was distributed to field
offices. Also, drafts of 50 State leaflets, tailoring SSI information to individual
States, were distributed to the regional commissioners.

Also in October 1973, SSA undertook two pilot efforts designed to identify the best
methods of finding eligibles:

National master beneficiary record (MBR).-To determine if the MRB was a
good source for SSI leads. Of the 84,600 persons contacted, 26.8 percent ap-
peared to be potentially eligible.

High density poverty area contact program.-To determine the effectiveness of
using leads from high density poverty areas. Of the 385,000 persons contracted,
26.9 percent appeared to be potentially eligible.

In November, TV and radio spots in English and Spanish were distributed for use
in local service area media presentations. Other audio-visual materials-slides, a
film, and posters-were distributed to field offices.

And in December, a third package of news releases, radio and TV scripts, and
question-and-answer columns was distributed to the field.

III. OUTREACH EFFORTS DURING START OF SSI-1974

In addition to receiving referrals from welfare agencies, private groups, churches,
etc., of potentially eligible SSI recipients to SSA field offices, SSA continued to
search out persons through several massive Federal, State, local, and nonprofit
agency efforts:

In January-June a massive outreach campaign, known as SSI Alert, coordinated
by Dr. Arthur Flemming, U.S. Commissioner on Aging, and eight national volun-
tary organizations recruited community and neighborhood volunteers. The goal was
to contact older persons and minority group members whose participation in assist-
ance programs was usually minimal. Over 30,000 volunteers worked in 630 locations
to contact potential eligibles. Of the 252,000 referral notices issued, 16.7 proved po-
tentially eligible.

MBR Leads Project

Because the October 1973 test of the MBR as a source of leads showed good poten-
tial, in early 1974, SSA began a 16-month outreach program to contact those indi-
viduals on the MBR who might be eligible for SSI. However, only 256,000 claims
could be directly related to the mailing of leads forms to the 5.2 million people se-
lected as potential eligibles. The low participation rate was in large part due to the
fact that only 50 percent of the people responded to the lead questionnaire. A study
of those who did not respond showed that the major portion had correctly deter-
mined that they were not eligible because of their income or resources. The remain-
ing group had applied for SSI already or were not interested in filing. A small
number did file because of the followup contact. Many of those who did respond
were found to be ineligible because of income other than Social Security benefits or
because of their resources.
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IV. OUTREACH EFPORTS 1975 TO PRESENT

In June 1975, special outreach projects were conducted in Hays, Kansas, and Bir-mingham, Alabama. The primary purpose was to see if there were potentially eligi-
ble people who had never heard about SSI. The project also was designed to evalu-
ate the relative effectiveness of the media used.The characteristics of these two sites provided SSA with a rural, mid-American
city-Hays, KS-and an urban, densely populated, high-poverty city-Birmingham,
AL-to study outreach techniques.

In the two projects SSA used a combination of outreach techniques: special tele-phone numbers, outstationed personnel, and volunteers manning telephones in com-munities distant from SSA offices. Virtually all media forms were used. An informa-tional package was distributed to churches, farm and veterans' groups, and otherorganizations. Special franked flyers were distributed via rural route carriers. Aspecial press package was produced for the kickoff of the campaign and press re-
leases were issued throughout the campaign. Radio and TV spots and programs
were broadcast during the course of the project, and State leaflets, screening forms,
posters, and bus cards were distributed.

As a result, the district offices in these two areas received approximately one-
third more inquiries than during a normal work period.

During the project, 3,468 questionnaires were completed. From an analysis of
them SSA found:

-643 claims were fied.-50 percent of the people with claims that were approved already know about
SSI.

-84 percent of the people had not filed before.
-70 percent of those filing claimed disability or blindness; 30 percent were aged.-The overall denial rate was 60 percent (70 percent among disabled and 30 per-

cent among the aged).
-Of the claims allowed, 11 percent (29 persons) had earlier claims in prm wss.-The use of a special telephone number was effective in metropolitan areas but

not in rural situations.
-The claimants preferred to come to the regular SSA office rather than to the

special field offices set up in low-income neighborhoods.
Based on analysis of the Hays-Birmingham project SSA staff came to the conclu-

sion that continuous use of the media, along with leaflets and other written agency
material would enable SSA to reach almost all of the intended audience in time.Since the Hays-Birmingham project in June 1975, SSA has continued an exten-sive, ongoing public information campaign to reach potential SSI eligibles. Thatcampaign relies heavily on the use of radio and newspaper publicity. A series ofSocial Security public service announcements on Social Security and SSI subjects
are distributed, upon request, four times each year to more than 3,000 radio stationsfor continuous play. In addition, Spanish-language messages about Social Security
and SSI are distributed to radio stations serving the nation's Hispanic communities.

Information about the availability of SSI and how to apply for it is regularly in-
cluded in the Monthly Information Package for placement with local papers bySSA's 1,350 district and branch offices around the country. And Information Items,a monthly newsletter sent to about 5,000 groups and organizations which serviceSocial Security and SSI constituences regularly publicizes the SSI program. Boththe Monthly Information Package and Information Items are available in Spanish-
language versions.Currently, two of SSA's five basic publications are geared to informing people of
the availability of SSI. The leaflet, SSI for Aged, Disabled, and Blind People, is dis-tributed to field offices for use as a handout to potential recipients. About 1.5 mil-lion copies of the leaflet are printed each year. The booklet, A Guide to Supplemen-tal Security Income, is a comprehensive explanation of the program for groups andorganizations that have contact with potential recipients. More than a million
copies are printed each year.We also produce 50 State SSI leaflets, which explain how the program works in
the individual States. These leaflets are distributed to State agencies, as well as tofield offices, for handout to potential eligibles.In 1980, in cooperation with the Department's Office of Refugee Resettlement,
SSA produced a bilingual publication for Indochinese refugees. SSA later printedSpanish/English and French/English versions of the publication for Cuban and Hai-tian refugees. These were distributed to field offices. Information about SSI also willbe provided in a new "universal slide series" which will be distributed to field of-

36-987 0-84-6
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fices in 1984. Field offices will use the slide series to develop presentations tailored
to specific audiences.

V. 1983 AMENDMENT OUTREACH EFFORTS

The Social Security Amendments of 1983 (Public Law 98-21) require SSA to send,
prior to July 1984, a notice to all elderly OASDI beneficiaries who are potentially
eligible for SSI. Notices will be sent to all beneficiaries whose own benefit is less
than $334 a month (or $492 for a couple)-the Federal SSI standard plus an amount
equal to the standard $20 income disregard. This outreach effort will result in seven
million self-mailer notices spread over five monthly mailings between the 10th and
20th of each month (February-June 1984) staggered by the last digit of the Social
Security number. A supply of the self-mailers will be sent to program service cen-
ters for. remailing in cases where the notice is returned by the Postal Service as
"undeliverable."

The 1983 amendments also require that similar information on SSI availability be
sent to OASDI beneficiaries as part of the supplementary medical insurance (SMI)
enrollment package at age 65. These notices were first mailed with the July 1983
SMI enrollment package and have been enclosed with the package every month
since. The SMI enrollment package is sent to about 130,000 title II beneficiaries per
month.

Evaluation of Outreach Efforts

The Senate Finance Committee's 1977 staff study ' of the Supplemental Security
Income Program under the section on "Outreach" noted:

"The staff * * * finds that the agency's efforts to reach the potentially eligible
population if anything have exceeded the implied mandate of an agency to publicize
its programs."

The Supplemental Security Income Program-Report of the Staff to the Committee on Fi-
nance, U.S. Senate, Russell B. Long, Chairman, April 1977, 95th Congress, 1st session, pp. 16-17.
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ITEM 2. GENERAL INFORMATION AND MEDICAL HISTORY OF ALEEN C. COOK

FULL NAME:

ADDRESS:

PHONE:

SOCIAL SECURITY NO.:

AGE:

DATE OF BIRTH:

MARITAL STATUS:

CHILDREN:

EDUCATION:

LIVING SITUATION:

WELFARE OR OTHER
BENEFITS RECEIVED:

WORK EXPERIENCE:

May through October
1969

REASON FOR LEAVING

Aileen Cornelia Cook

4124 South Bernard Road
Joelton, TN 37080

(615) 876-2374

415-12-4474

60

July 11, 1923

Separated for 19 years/widowed October 1983

Four sons, none dependent

Completed 7th Grade

Lives alone/owns her own home -
Bought for $7,000.00 in 1963,
Still owes $3,000.00 on mortgage,
Pays $81.00 per month installments.

Food Stamps only in the amount of
$30.00.

County Hospital Medically Needy Program
provides prescribed medications at no
charge.

Worked as a Nurse's Aide at a local
hospial.

No other work outside the home.

WORK: To care for invalid mother. Mrs. Cook
was sole caretaker for her mother for
8 years prior to her mother's death.

DISABILITY ESTABLISHED: Received SSI/Medicaid in 1974 after
being determined to be disabled.
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MEDICAL HISTORY:

Arthritis

Claimant began to develop arthritis 20 years ago. She
has been treated by an orthopedist, Jerry C. Hunt, M.D.,
since 1974 after insurance benefits were awarded.

Diagnosis: Osteoarthritis of the lumbar spine, neck,
shoulder, hands and hip. Dr. indicates in
treatments notes of 1/9/84 - Surgery is needed
to eliminate pain in lower back. Mrs. Cook
states that she is in considerable pain through-
out the day and has difficulty sleeping at night
because of the pain.

Medications Prescribed: (See attached medication list)

"Nerves"

Claimant began to develop stress related psychiatric
problems in 1971. She has been seen since that time by
William E. Coopwood, M.D., for nervous condition.

Diagnosis: Depressive neurosis. Mrs. Cook states that
when her physical problems cause her severe pain
she becomes nervous and distressed because of
the pain.

Medications Prescribed: (See attached medication list)

Hiatal Hernia

Claimant has had hernia repair and subsequent
"tore it loose" one year after the surgery was performed in
late 1969. Has experienced increasing amount of pain due
to hernia over the past several years. Mrs. Cook sees Dr.
Evans at St. Thomas Outpatient Clinic for this problem. He
has informed her that corrective surgery is indicated; however,
it would be exptremely dangerous for her to undergo the
surgery because of the location of the tear.

Medications Prescribed: (See attached medication list).
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PRESCRIBED MEDICATION AND COST ANALYSIS

FOR

ALEEN C. COOK

Number in
Medication Prescription Dosage Cost per Month

Arthritis

Arthritis

Pain

Nerves

Hiatal Hernia

Sleeping

Estrogen depletion

Norgesic Tab
Forte

Indocrin

Phenaphen #3

Centrex

Tagiment

Chloraldydrate

Premarin

100 4 per day

30

60

30

120

30

21

2 per day

2 per day

2-4 per day

4 per day

1 per day

1 per day

TOTAL............ $ 149.80

Problem

$ 38.64

23.21

12.01

21.64

44.20

5.63

4.77
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SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION NOTICES

SENT TO MS. COOK

(IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER)

This section contains the following:

1. Supplemental Security Income Notice date 11/26/83,
states that:

Mrs. Cook' s SSI benefit will be raised to
$314.00 beginning January 1984.

2. Social Security Notice of Disapproval of Claim dated
1/13/84, states that:

Mrs. Cook is not disabled under the law.*

This notice was particularly alarming to Mrs. Cook as it does not specify that the

notice pertained to Disabled Widae's Benefits, nor dies it explain the basic re-

quireirents which she must meet under D.W.B. This notice, as read by the claimant,

said that she was no longer considered disabled and was no longer eligible for any

benefits in any program, as specified in the last sentence of the notice.

3. Social Security Award Letter dated 2/21/84, states that:

Mrs. Cook has been awarded-benefits.

This notice is extremely confusing and led to a great deal of distress for Mrs.

Cook. First, the notice informs claimant that she has been awarded Social Security

benefits in the amount of $349.00 per month. The first page (mid-line) has a

typed instruction "See attached". The attached statement informs claimant that

she is entitled to a lump sum death payment ($255.00); she has been overpayed

($693.99); the death payment has been used to recoup part of the alleged overpayment;
the overpayment is reduced to $438.00; further recovery will be initiated against

any retroactive Social Security benfits she has accrued (prior to claimant receiving
an retroactive check).

The second page of the notice tells claimant she may appeal and file a waiver. The

notice informs her that benefits will be withheld if the Social Security does not

hear from her within 30 days. The claimant believed one month prior had been

reconsidered and that she was awarded benefits after all. She had no idea what

the overpayment was about because she and her dependent child received the checks

referred to in the notice in 1969 on her disabled husband's account. This was

a one time payment because the child turned 18 the month following the award of

benefits. No further checks were received. Mrs. Cook had not been notified as

to the existence of an overpayment until she received this notice dated 2/23/84

(after 15 years had lapsed).

4. Social Security Notice of Reconsideration dated 2/27/84,
states that:

Original denial of benefits is upheld. *

Suddenly, Mrs. Cook is informed that she is not eligible for benefits. Again, the

notice does not specifically inform the claimant that Disabled Widow' s Benefits

are separate from the Widow' s Benefits that she was award 6 days prior to this

denial. Mrs. Cook thought that she was being turned down again for any type of

benefits.
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5. Social Security Benefit Information Notice dated 4/6/84,
states that:

An adjustment has been made on the benefits
payable on her husband's record. *

* Mrs. Cook again is distraught. The notice informs her that she was previously
notified that she had $78.00 payable after the SSI offset which would be used to
reduce the alleged overpayment to $360.00. Mrs. Cook. felt that she must have
missed a notice because she had not been informed as to the specific amount of
$78.00. The notice further states that the Social Security Administration will
send her a check for the $78.00 soon. The notice explains that the $78.00 check
represents the balance of retroactive benefits due after the Social Security
Administration withheld benefits due to offset the SSI payments for the same
month. The notice informs Mrs. Oook that she has been overpaid because she
received $628.00 in SSI during the months of 12/83 and 1/84. She is asked to
refund "this overpayment" within 30 days or her entire check will be withheld
beginning June 1984.

It is most difficult to determine what this notice is saying. Was the Social
Security retroactive benefit due reduced by $628.00, leaving a $78.00 balance
due to the claimant? Or, is the claimant required to refund the $628.00 in SSI
she received during a period that she was eligible for, but did not receive,
Social Security benefits? Is the $78.00 forthcoming? Or, has it been withheld
to reduce the alleged overpayment which occurred 15 years ago? Will Mrs. Cook
get her check in June?

Mrs. Cook has filed a waiver dated April 19, 1984. As of this date there has
been no response fram the Social Security Administration.

6. Social Security Notice dated 4/29/84, states that:

Claimant's monthly check will be $338.00 for
the month of June and $349.00 for the month's
thereafter. *

* Mrs. Cook has no idea what the lower rate of benefit for the month of June repre-
sents. The notice indicates a recovery action but does not include any information.
This is particularly puzzling since a waiver was filed, thus under the law, stopping
all further recovery action until the appeals process is caxpleted.

7. Photo copy of Waiver Request SSA Form 632 (Overpayment
Recovery Questionnaire) and letter submitted by represen-
tative.
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Supplemental Security Income
Notice of Change 5

From Department of Heahh and Human Services

Social Security Administration

Date: 11-2S-8;

aL -5 N C. CC3J(K
-- ' S rLT NARh RD

-- JCsLTON TN

Social Security Number:
4C9-2b6-531 Dl

TH-- AMOUNT LUE YUU BFGINNING JANUARY 1984 WILL BE S31'.CO.

.THERAMOUNT DU=t YOU IS BE.ING, RAISEtS BECAUSE: THzu LAW PROVIO0-S FOR ,AN

INC EOSL- IN SUPPLEMENTAL SECURItY iNClME PAYMLNTS IN JANUARY 19 4 IF FHERE

WA, AN INCRtASE IN ThE COST OF LIVING DURING TlE PAST YEAR.

Innportant: See other side for on explanation of your appeal rights and other information. -

Wmr, ndilinm .. rb10u1d -ii i-KFn-SSdtill
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Social Security
Notice of Disapproved Claim
From: Department of Health and Human Services

Social Security Administration

Date: 61l t/a~t

Alepn C Cook CamNme
4124 S Bernard Rd ClaimNumber112-11474
Joelton TN 170O3

We have determined that you are not entitled to disability benefits because you do not meet the
disability requirement of the law.

After carefully studying the medical evidence in your claim and your statements it has been
determined that your condition is not severe enough to be considered disabling within the
.meaning of the law. Attached to this notice is an explanation of the decision we made in your
claim and how we arrived at it.

If your condition should worsen, you should get in touch with any social security office about
filing another disability application. The last day of the specified 7-year period for you is
6/1o/R. . An explanation of the disability requirement and the 7-year period is

given on the back of this letter.

If you believe that this determination is not correct, you may request that ydur case be
re-examined. If you want this reconsideration, you must request it not later than 60 days from
the date you receive this notice. You may make your request through any social security office.
If additional evidence is available, you should submit it with your request. Please read the
enclosed leaflet for a full explanation of your right to question the determination made on your
claim.

If you do not request reconsideration of your case within the prescribed time period, you still
have the right to file another application at any time.

If you have questions about your claim, you may get in touch with any social security office.
Most questions can be handled by telephone or mail. If you visit an office, however, please take
this letter with you.

In addition, you are not ntjitled to any other benmfits based on the
application you filed.

Enclosure:
SSA Publication No. 05-10058 Cr7 3
Important: See other side for additional information.-1a

Foam SSA.Lt6.1 F9.5811
PNior edfliona m-y be used



DEPARTAcNT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
Siiclal Secuotly AdmInlatration[

EXPLANATION OF DETERMINATION

to.mr t f amnt SSN

ALeen C took 43tS-12-4474

The foltosiirq repcrlt: mere use ito ifcide yMur cU,:': 'r My M*#
repnLrt of 12i/1/1. xcni; J. a.: MrFerrins MD, repcrf ct /vt YS';

St. Thotos HiospituLt trcatasent Z/22/77 to J1J2 J/t;.J. C. Hunt, MO,

treatment notes through 11/J5/ -
You cLaim dirability fuc to nervous problems, a hiataL hernia,
arthritis, bursitis and heart troubLe. MedicaL findintis show you (io

have some Limitation of motion of your back but no other restrictions.

You have no Limitations due to a hiataL hernia. Your heart exam,

chest x-ray and EKG are within normaL Limits. Although you do suffer

from depression and have Limited ability to perform routine activities

your mental function is not impaired to a disahLing decree.
We find that your condition does not meet the basic definition of disabi-

.Lityaas-defined-by the SociaL Security Disability nrocr-m. 0x
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Social Security
Award Certificate :
From: Department of Health and Human SCrvices

Social Security Administration

Date
0 2'21 /84

Claim Number
ALEEN C COOK 415-12-4474 'D
4124 S BERNARD RD TM." o4 .M2 7
JOELTCN TN 37C80

WICOW

12/83 5349.CO

WE HAVE AWARDED YOU SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS eEGINNING 02/84 AND
THE AMOUNT OF YOUR FIRST Cl-ECK IS $349.00.

SHORTLY AFTER 03(03/84 YCU WILL RECEIVE YCUR FIRST CHECK WHICH
WILL INCLUDE BENEFITS DUE YOU FOR 02/84. AFTER THAT, A ChECK FER
$349.00 WILL BE SENT EACH MONTH.

WE HAVE NOT DETERMINED TFE AMCUNT OF TFE SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS
YOU ARE DUE FOR 12/83 THROUGH 01/84. THESE BENEFITS MUST BE
REDUCED IF YOU GET SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCCE BENEFITS FOR
THOSE MONTHS. IF YOU DON'T GET SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME
BENEFITS FOR THOSE MONTHS, YOUR PAST DUE BENEFITS WILL NOT BE
REDUCED.

AFTER WE DECIDE HOW MUCH YOUR PAST CUE BENEFITS SHCULD BE, WE
WILL SEND YOU ANOTHER NOTICE AND ANY BENEFITS YCU ARE DUE.

BECAUSE OF A CHANGE IN THE LAW, YOUR REGULAR FAYMENT WILL BE
ROUNDED DOWN TO THE DOLLAR EVEN THCUGH YOUR MCNTHLY BENEFIT GF
RECORD MAY BE IN DOLLARS AND CENTS.

BASED ON THE INFORMATION GIVEN TO LIS, YOU WERE eORN ON JULY 11,
1923.

SEE ATTACHED

YOU HAVE CERTAIN RIGHTS WITH RESPECT TO THIS CVERPAYMENT AND ITS
RECOVERY.

1. RIGHT TO APPEAL: IF YOU DISAGREE IN ANY VAN WITH THIS CVER-
PAYMENT DETERMINATICN, YOU HAVE THE RIGHT, WITHIN 60 DAYS CF TFE

I ENCLOSURE: SSA-3105
This certifies that you (or the person a on whose behalf you k s CA A
applied), became entitled under the Social Security Act to the Adi C
Social Security benefits shown. f SoAamW X ky

zI,-!i~; :i: I -. .a Fo,m GSA-l.3-et (10-83)
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2807

30 1 415-12-4474 Q

DATE YOU RECEIVE THIS NOTICE, TO RECUEST THAT THE DETERMINATICK

BF RECOM!SIDEPEO. IF YOU RECUEST THIS INDEPEIICENT PEVIEW OF THE

OVEPPAY9ENT OETERMINATION, PLEASE SUPPIT ANY ADDITICNAL INFOR-

MATION YOU HAVE WHICH 
0
ERTAl.S TC TFE OVEPPAYPENT.

?. RIGHT TO REQUEST WAIVFR: YOU ALSC HAVE TF-E RIGHT TO REQUEST

A DETERMINATION CONCER!IING THE NEED TC PECOVER TFE CVERPAYMENT.

AN OVERPAYtFNT MUST RE REFUNDED OR WITHHELD FFOM BENEFITS UNLESS

3^TH OF THE FOLLOWING APE TRUE:

A. THE OVERDAYMENT hAS NCT YOUR FAULT IN ANY WAY; AND

B. YOU COULD NOT MEET YOUR NECESSARY LIVING EXPENSES IF WE
RECOVERED THE OVERPAYMENT, OR RECCVERY WOULD BE UNFAIR
FOR SOME OTHER REASON.

IF YOU REQUEST WAIVER, WE MAY NEED A STATEMENT OF YOUR ASSETS AND

MONTHLY INCOME A'ID EXPENSES.

IF YOU REQUEST RECONSIDERATION AND/CR WAIVER WITHIN 30 DAYS, THE

PLANNED WITHHOL9ING OF YOUR BENEFIT TC RECOVER THE OVERPAYMENT

WILL NOT TAKE PLACE UNTIL YOUR CASE IS REVIEWED. THIS REVIEW IS

OESCRIBED IN MORE DETAIL ON THE ATTACHFC FORM SSA-315, IMPORTANT

INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR APPEAL AND WAIVER RIGH1S. THE PEOPLE IN

ANY SOCIAL SECURITY OFFICE WILL BE GLAD TO HELP YOU COMPLETE THE

FORMS FOR REOJFSTING RECONSIDERATICO (SSA-561-U2, REQUEST FOR

RECONSIDERATION) AN9/OR WAIVER (SSA-632-F4, OVERPAYMENT RECOVERY

QUESTIONNAIRE).

EVEN IF YOU D0 NOT WANT TO REQUEST RECCNSIDERtTICN CR WAIVER,

PLEASE CALL, WRITE OR VISIT ANY SOCIAL SECURITY OFFICE IF THE

PLANNED WITHHeLDING OF YOUR MCNTHLY PAYMENT WCULC CAUSE

HARDSHIP. PLEASE TAKE THIS LETTER WITH YOU IF YCU DO VISIT AN

OFFICE. UNLESS WE HEAR FRCM YOU WITHIN 30 DAYS, WE WILL WITHHOLD
YOUR PAYMENT AS SHOWN ABOVE.

THE CHANGE IN 1,ENEFIT RATES IS DUE TC APEEDMENTS TO THE
SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.

YOU ARE NOT ELIGIBLE FOR ANY TYPE OF BENEFIT CTFER THAN WHAT IS

STATED CN THIS CERTIFICATE. ENTITLEMENT TC ANOTHER BENEFIT

ON TtilS CR ANY OTHER RECORD IN THE FUTURE REQLIRES A SEPARATE

APPL ICATION.

IF YOU BELIEVE THAT THIS DETERMINATION IS NCT CORRECT, YOU MAY
REQUEST THAT Y9UR CASE BE REEXAMINED. IF YOU WANT THIS RECCN-

SIDERATION, YO I MUST RE3UFEST IT NOT LATER THAN 60 DAYS FROM TIE

9ATF YOU RECEIVE THIS NOTICE. YOU MAY MAKE ANY SUCH REQUEST

THRrOUGH ANY SOCIAL SECURITY OFFICE. IF ACDITICNAL EVIDENCE IS

AVAILABLE, YOU SHimtJl SURXIT IT WITH YCUR REQLEST.

Ir YOU HAVE QUESTIONS ABCUT YOUR CLAIm, YOU MAY GET IN TCUCH WITH

ANY SOCIAL SECURITY OFFICF. MOST CUFSTIONS CAN FE HANDLED BY

TELEPHONF OR MAIL. IF YOU VISIT AN OFFICE, HCWEVER, PLEASE TAKE

THIS NOTICE WITH YOU.



Additional information 4v °
about your claim
415-12-4474-D

YOU ARE ENTITLED TO A LUMP-SUM DEATH PAYMENT OF $255.00. HOWEVER,
SINCE YOU ARE OVERPAID $346.50 AND LIABLE FOR DARELL'S PRIOR
OVERPAYMENT OF $346.50, WE HAVE USED THE LUMP-SUM DEATH PAYMENT
TO REDUCE THIS OVERPAYMENT-TO $438.00. WE WILL RECOVER THIS
AMOUNT FROM ANY RETROACTIVE.BENEFITS DUE AFTER WE DETERMINE THE
AMOUNT OF SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY PAYMENTS YOU WERE PAID.

WE ARE INVESTIGATING THE POSSIBILITY OF AN EARLIER DATE OF
ENTITLEMENT FOR YOU ON THIS RECORD. WHEN A DETERMINATION IS MADE,
IF ANY ADDITIONAL BENEFITS ARE PAYABLE, WE WILL TAKE ANY NECESSARY
ACTION AND YOU WILL BE NOTIFIED. '

0~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~t

Deportment of Health and Human Services
Social Security Administration
No. 800 1-74)
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Social Security,`
Notice of Reconsideration - .3

From: Drepar`men of Heath and H.umn Services
Social Secury Administration

* .- Date: 02/27/R4
A1..n C Cook Claim Number:
4124 S Bernard Rtd 4t7-t2-4474
Joe1tan TN 37080

Claim for

o Disability Insurance Benefits

, Disabled Widow, Widower Benefits
1 Childhood Disability Benefits'

Upon receipt of your request for reconsideration we had your claim independently reviewed by a
physician and disability examiner in the State agency which works with us in making disability
determinations. The evidence in your case has been thoroughly evaluated, this includes the
medical evidence and the additional information received since the original decision. We find
that the previous determination denying your claim was proper under the law. The reverse of
this notice identifies the legal requirements for your type of claim.

If you believe that the reconsideration determination is piot correct, you may request a hearing
before an administrative lawjudge of the Office of Hearings and Appeals. If you want a
hearing, you must request it not later than 60 days from the date you receive this notice. You
may make your request through any social securily office. Read the enclosed leaflet for a full
explanation of your right to appeal.

If you do not request a hearing of your case within the prescribed time period, you still have the
right to file another application at any time.

If you have questions about your claim, you should get in touch with any social security office.
Most questions can be handled by telephone or mail. If you visit an office, however, please take
this letter with you.

Enclosure:
SSA Pub:No. 70-10282 .

Important: See other side for additional Information

Pn, edilima, be ,ad uaiaW pp io k
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-c830

Social Security '
Benefit Information

FROM: SOUTHEASTERN PROGRAM SERVICE CENTER
-------- L AD MA 35285"

B/ : APRIL 6, 1984

ALEEN C COOK CLA1 4474 0
4124 S BERNARD RD

37080

THE BENEFITS PAYABLE ON THIS SOCIAL SECURITY RECORD HAVE BEEN
ADJUSTED.

AS WE PREVIOUSLY NOTIFIED YOU WE ARE USING THE $78.00 PAYABLE AFTER
SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME OFFSET TO RECUDE YOUR'S AND DARRELL'S
OVERPAYMENTS TO $360.00.

IN AN EARLIER NOTICE WE TOLD YDU TIAT WE ECULD REDUCE YOUR SOCIAL
SECURITY BENEFITS FOR 12/83 TkROUGH 01/84 IF YCU HAD RECEIVED
SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME PAYMEETS FOR THIS PERICC. WE HAVE
REVIEWED YOUR CLAIM AND HAVE DETERMINED THAT YCUR SCCIAL SECURITY
BENEFITS MUST BE REDUCED BY 5628.0D. WE WILL SEED YOU A CHECK
S1DN FOR 878.00, THE BALANCE OF THE SCCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS AE
WITHHELD.

WE REDUCED YOUR SCCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS BECAUSE YCU RECEIVED
SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCCME PAYMEENTS FOR 12/83 THRCUGH 01/84.
YOUR SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCGME PAYMENTS FER THIS PERICD WCLLD
HAVE BEEN S628.00 LESS IF YOUR SOCIAL SECURIIY BENEFITS HAD BEEN
PAID WHEN THEY WERE REGULARLY DUE.

YOU SHOULD REFUND THIS OVERPAYMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS. PLEASE MAKE
YOUR CHECK OR MONEY CRIER PAYABLE TC "SOCIAL SECURITY
ADMINlISTRATION,' AND SEND IT TO US IN THE ENCLOSED ENVELOPE.
ALWAYS lICLUDE YOUR CLAIM NUFeER tAS INDICATEE AEDVEI ON THE
CHECK UR MONEY ORDER.

IF WE DO NOT RECEIVE YOUR REFUNC WITHIN 3D DAYS, WE PLAN TO
RECOVER THE OVERPAYHENT BY WilThEOLCING YCUR FULL BENEFIT EACH
MONTH BEGINNING WI TH THE PAYMENT YCL WOULD NCPPALLY
RECEIVE ABOUT 06/03/84. WE UILL CONTINUE ID WIIHkLLC YOUR
BENEFIT UUTIL INE DVERPAYMEINT HAS EEEN FULLY PECCVERED.

SEE NEXI PACE

I EN~LOSUAE: KEFUND ENS.-
.I5porlal:: .c20.fcz ~;IEu: eReEFU,,ND pO of ourappoeal rigilts and other inforrnUtio n.P

ps...i.,,tdir.mtI,.d II.''..,nd ''u', IorrnSSA-LJ7I.-(II 53)
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Social Security
Benefit Information

_41-7 I 4 1 S- 1 7-44 74 C 2830

YOUR NEXT PAYMENT FOR $349.CO WILL INCLLCE BENEFITS DUE THRCUGH
04/84. AFTER THAT, YOU WILL RECEI VE YCUR REGULAR RCNTHLY CHECK
FOR S349.UO.

IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS ABOUT YCUR CLAIM, YCL VAV GET IN TOUCH YITH
IANY SOCIAL SECURITY OFFICE. FOST CUESTICTIS CAN BE HANDLED B Y
TELEPHONE OR MAIL. IF YOU VISIT AN OFFICE, FOCREVER, PLEASE TAKE
THIS NOTICE WITH YOU.

impo:rI2lit: See 1oter Side for an eXplalaUioll of vour appeal rights and other inforniation. >

I-- l,,(3I Ilitd ll d{ 0i Fo-mSSALJ7I.CI 1183)
* As,, \,O,. 0 1 . 1Qfl11,llfloS
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/ .W. :/,S/

ALEEN C COOK 415-12-4474 0
,: 4124 S BERNARD RD

NASHVILLE TN 37080
R- ,. '.6-

RECOVERY ACTION
TYo. of -.5o

DEFERRED PAYMENT

Di/As a result of the action being taken, benefit payments have been' refigured as shown below.The amount shown in column 4, represents all benefits due on this caim through the month shownin column 5. You will then receive the amount shown in column 3 regularly each month.
o Benefit payments have been discontinued with the month shown in column 2 for the reasonshown above.

o We have determined that you are entitled to the benefits shown below.
o As shown below, the next payment will be sent to you shortly. You will then receive the amountshown in column 3 regularly each month.

EASED ON PRICR CORESPODENCE, 0S/984 349.00 33 .00 6 /84BENEFITS WILL BE PAID AS FOLLOWS.

Note to Terminated Beneficiary:
Earnings for the entire year both before and after your benefits were stopped must be considered.in determining whether you earned more than the allowable yearly limit Please read the back of this
notice for additional information on work and reporting.
Note to Terminated Mother/Father Beneficiary:
You are not entitled to widow(erYs benefits because you are not age 60 or disabled and age 0.
Note to Terminated Wife Beneficiary:
You are not entitled to retirement benefits because you are not yet age 62.
Note to Student Beneficiary:
If your benefits are being stopped because we did not receive your student report and you filed a reportwith your school more than two weeks ago, please contact any Social Security office for assistance.DO NOT CONTACT YOUR SCHOOL IF YOU HAVE ALREADY FILED A REPORT.
If you have not completed your report you should do so IMMEDIATELY and take it to your school.If you need a report-form, ask for one at any Social Security office. If you have taken the form toyour school within the last two weeks, you needn't' contact the Social Security office unless yournext benefit check does not arrive on time.

Important: See other side for an explanation of your appeal rights and other information. >
- ran,.. a Heal, ,d 5=1 H 5m2 Sft 

_

36-987 0-84-7
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- LEGAL SER VICES OF MIDDLE TENNESSEE. INC.

= 1512 Parkway Towers

404 James Robertson Parkway. Nashvile, Tennessee 37219 (615) 244-6610

April 19, 1984

Social Security Adninsitration
1720 West End Building
Nashville, Tennessee 37203

Re: Aleen C. Cook, SSN 415-12-4474

Dear Sir or Madam:

I represent Ms. Cook in her attempt to receive disabled
widow's benefits. Please find enclosed, for your information,
an appointment of representative form.

Enclosed is a whiver submitted in regards to the alleged

overpayment of $693.00 which apparently occurred 15 years ago.

Until the date of this notice, Ms. Cook had not received any

indication from the Social Security Administration that she had

been overpaid in 1969 when she received one check as a 'other

with a dependent child and one check as payee for her child.

It appears that Ms. Cook was not afforded her right to

due process considering the facts surrounding this particular

case. Ms. Cook did not have the opportunity to appeal the

Social Security Administration decision to deduct the $255.00

lump sum death payment as an attempt to recover a portion of

the alleged overpayment. This is particularly of concern since

the alleged overpayment-occurred 15 years prior to her being

.notified of such an overpayment.

Ms. Cook finds that she is presently in a financial bind

because she must accept the widow's benefits on her deceased

husband's account without benefit of medical insurance. Prior

to her husband's death Ms. Cook survived on an SSI check with

Medicaid coverage which paid her $149.00 monthly-medication

cost. The widow's benefit check is S35.00 more each than the

Supplemental Security Income check. Thus, she has the same

expen'ses, loses her medical insurance coverage and must incur

the cost of her doctors' bills and buy her own monthly medica-

tion.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS STAFF ATTORNEYS

Rkh.,d H. 01i0110 N,.A.k,,5 Cl.*0Wf50 oas.v U,*,fhoo
G 00Gd0,,- 8 .o..y.f. R5-01 j. O-by Judy L B-,d.UeKih.,,k Da.id Eltin, Ales J. Hrd.r

Jo.. biy MO.,m jDo, D s. at S-te.. F. P.%.l10 M.ay. J. Di.sl Kt.t Sk.W My w. wY.,._
So". Clod-.o 001 D~bbis All-l P.,, ill B-wtY D). Fih1.,

Jula t OHCM, K.'hy PWimip.
Dosd 5 H.,b- 0 Dow 5. H.rks D.aid J. Tepfy

1Do.t Hd0Sy A bleY T WUhV.. J,
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Presently Ms. Cook has no idea how she will be able to meetthe cost of her medical care as needed.

Ms. Cook contends that the overpayment was not her fault andthat she only received one check for herself and one check for herson prior to her son turning 18 in 1969. Ms. Cook was not told amarriage prior to 18 years of age would disqualify her and her sonfor benefits. She believed the checks were for past months whileher estranged husband's claim was on appeal.

Ms. Cook requests that the Social Security Administrationgrant the waiver of overpayment based on the fact that she meetsboth requirements for waiver. Ms. Cook also requests that theSocial Security Administration refund all of the funds deductedfrom her benefits to recover the overpayment because she was motgiven the opportunity to appeal the action, and that the over-payment occurred 15 years prior to her being notified by theSocial Security Administration.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questionsregarding this matter.

oicerelyQ

/Jacie A. Beery-Day,
/ Parlegal Advocate

J53-D:bt

enclosures
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DEPART ENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERViCES FORM ..- OvcO
SOCIAL SECURITY ACIMMJIlTRATION TOE O.,Q 0. O

SCieAL SECURITY CLAI NuMBeR

OVERPAYMENT RECOVERY QUESTIONNAIRE 415-12-4474

MNUE Or V"ERP.*D PERSONMS NrME OF ItiSURO IN0iViOiJ&L

ALEEN C. COOK THOMAS E. COOK

Privacy Act Notice; If an overpaynient hon beer code, the Social Security AdminiTo"tioo MSSA) is required
by law' to recover such amount unless recovey of the overpayment my be waived. Recovey of an over-
payment may be waived unly if you are not at fault in connection with the overpayment AND recovery would
deprive you of income necessary to meet your ordinary living expenseo or would he otherwise unfair. 'The
inform:tion requested on this form is authorized by lam and mill enable SSA to determine whether recovery
may be waived. 11 SSA detenmioes that recovery may not be waived, toe financial informatin on this form
may Le importu-t in establishing the rite of recovery or the entent of the recovery efforts. Disclosure of
information requested on this questionnaire is voluntary but failnre to -rovide the information requested
mae result in a denial of your request for waiver and, if SSA is unable to recover the overpayment. it may
be necessary to report the overpayment to the General Accounting Office for further collectioen effort.

The information you furnish on this form may be disclosed by SSA to noother person or to another govern-
meet agency for the following purposes:

1) to assist SSA in establishing the right of an individual to social security or
black lung benefits and/or the .moount thereof;

2) to facilitate statistical research and audit activities necessary to assure the
integrity and iipro.nerent of the programs administered by SSA; and

3! to comply wit% Federal lnws requiring the exchange of information between SSA
and ano2her agency (such as the Gcrena, Accounting Office).

Sections 204. 1631(b), and 1870 of the Social Sec-rity Act. as umended (42 United States Code 404.
1383, and 1395sgg) and section 413(b) of the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969, as
amended (30 United States Code 923(b) .

PART I -WITHOUT FAULT STATEMENT
(To be complerad by all applicauua /or aic-r)

1. Explain fully why you thought the incorrect payment mas due you and why the uverpaynent
was not Your fault.

I had never received instructions from Social Security. My husband

and I had been separated fro four (4) years. Prior to my son and I

receiving the lump sum payment, I, nor my son ever received monthly

chekcs after the lump sum. Mv husband applied separately frontm tsi
I only went to Social Security three (3) years prior to receiving
benefits to take my son's birth certificate.

2. Did you report the change which affected your monthly Yes No
ptaymnent?Ye ElN

IF' YES" WHEN 0tD YOU REPORTI (Give dol)
tI UNO aNY OIONT YOU REPORTI

Presently I have learned that mv son's marriage io the cause of

the overpayment. T did not know that -hio won-ld affret ethp- lmp

sum payment.
3. If you are overpaid because of your eamings, hat did you do to limit your earnings?

N/A
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4. Wbheo orere the oevditios ooder ahis you .o.ld re-i-ve pay.e..t fCt eopfoioed to yoo'

Never. I got the lump sum payment. Then I received a letter saying
my son'a eighteenth. (18th) birthday would prohibit further monthly paymruj5. Do you HOW folly sadersand repolnrtio mponifiti~es? lYs lNIf 'Nn," eoeloi- El Yes No

(Only as it applies to MY SSI payments)

PART 11 -REPRESENTATIVE PAYMENT MADE
rrO b. completed OLY by *ereottntiu poyer)

6. Give the sameso d reaseot addceassof the prnoo lor wthom yes received pay-et:
.. Darrell C. Cook, Tine Bay Drive, Hendersonville, Tennessee

7. Were rho ierorrevt.,oymenes oced for this person?
i;' laio-C 

Yes 0 No
Yes -

PART III -POSSESSION OF OVERPAYMENT
(To b. completed by oil eppli Co.o for soi~ree

8. Do yoo hove soy of the ieCO~veCtly ptid ohecha otrpaytneota 0 yssr peaeessioe? lJ Yes iElNo
1f 'Yes," showt the total ersoset

THESE FUNDS SHOULD BE RETURNED TO'SOCIAL SECURITY ltMMEDIATELY.9. ilove yes transferrd hy loo, gift, sale. ree. soy propertyor vos bsieve you maer sot~ifie of the ovrrpoyrernt? OJ Yes El; No

10. llay yv muixen entihrd thbat yes will eivso nhmbrvi.nre leem a, rreon seho slird recently? Ol Yes 9a No

If 'Yes," rrploin:~~~'
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M. h. h~ h. _.ZAHI IV .Kt-UF'U N UUt3l tUl I__---
n~O te cosoleind ho the oeeN oo n , .t-oe o o h .......o i c uld -ete ondee b ednhip)

11LS Ol OTHLY INCOME (iacdb n . oeo o p"fofft tt~l

depeedent ele'ice lied5 b. the houne oldni/l yul f.rn.: -oYS

So-il S.city o .enefitw S 349.00

Soppleotutcl Secuity lo-o peyment . s -0-

Stteo locul celo ce poyw-at. Speify: S -0

Other bholeit such so Vetetva Adaiimutrtion. civil servce.
oeeeplcy nt, Bloch Lung, nilecd, pic-ui pec.sic.t ee- -

Spify: s

Emiwg (oke-how-. u-g. ed w.. g..I t i o
eiploy.Sene O~l

Otber ice. such s dimicdu, icteeret. re.lolo eouen- or 5
hoorder.. etc..

Spocify: S -O-

TOTAL MONTHLY INCOME s 349.00

12. Do you oppot. either flly uric poet, snycon other thou yourself? O Ys No
If Yen," nice tie followving efuotiuon shout eceioct0 run n suo pport: _ __________

ti-b.t .. Yes tLl0|> NFol

_ - T. -

_ N/A

IJ. LST THE USUAL EXPENSES OFl YOUR IIOUSEIIOILD ON A MIONTJIL Y BA5S .oc.. T. PA' ..T

Rest c ioego, incuding eopeety ro (miortgage) 83.11

Food

Clotbig5

Uflition (eleoaiiLty. J. joel fephooe mere ; $37.00

Mis-e1es1e- lionehold up on.es Inep lr, cmocig supplis, etr)l

Ioo..no-e (lie oni le. .-dit., *. hoMnehod. ec) 5

Medical ood deet.l ea.n (-lo norerd by ieo.... ... i tC* 19
bladicirua/flctbly 149.50

Aotiw-bil- ..poo-ee (ge.. oil. .. 1W.- cLpchcoocogiou co 5.00

Othec e.Ps.o.(n-o -ptqp-ern ucker .p, tot cti, ih ric- ct .) Spccify:

5 .00

Oth., debh- b ill pid bs -wnht nly leil

bills. I hwe no idea how I iw o~qt avs

qor qet mv m~iicie., I may bame to charge tht 5

TOTAL iM HtlTNLY EXPENSES a -425_ 30

,lml SSA432 F4. 1 ts Oved
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14. fIIa N. e-66ie yotr ae , lataly at-ambilr. or hbvebold fmvibhioep do eu or j Y
!°°' upacee aaa oar sale-ble peopery or real estate? El Yea l No
If b ee. *pecify sod `iva -r aFm ate vale. 11 eronv 5e, stay aoraaae oi .ooe

(b) im ste he-auci al ces ivade va.s I-ve fia/ldirg ebo,. of ;o aaoa i/
V..U. lt uirb y-,t I;,; ... :
Ctt n hat.sd S -0-

'Ce-kioIt rcoros Walance

ine ssd aceves ot finuvial -ti.u-titai(sl:

. e d f fi.a. a .e'.

CN-Ie -In td -- y - k ol li bd.lisitttI- O

N. tk. .. -. h--Cameos celue of ean esoocls ood hoed. -s 0-

Nusmo of otoecu suad hoods !os hare:

Otibr perm.rrl papnoc nofued ia mare thbu rS00 or lose faod.?

TOTAa -O

TOTAL] S

T -. hoa-lr nno f-Ad 1 I T h ,rm -ls tehnvre 1 sA fnro ga -t-ho csn 0torr

+0 nr T n, -t oyuy phnnren hiIl A r cT n huy- aha.

I knoo thot ht ova _bo motes or causes to ho mad.lo alse seoremene or w eprentatioe of motonol foot i t.Po loion or or use mn de e ng o ri. stttopoymvntodettt:SocioI 5avucsyAar commits. ve i nI ptsih-
et ntrFed-t loon St- 5tot-Io Iolirn thet ol no.o1 nIhv1gsni thi -o.-en is tnuz

SICSATUSE OP OVERPAID PERSON OR REPRESENTATIVE PAYEE
Oioaoeoee If-n t ravtogddlo ivca Loe cana (ega g ioue O~teeitum uc. geey

SICH ̂  )0 ° - 4ow o
HERE t t - econooes

,O.:.i.O oussihm v. e-i, ho (5aceuta a-cr cJ

Wienosses reqeirad ONLY ff tbgs ataetemot h-o ta *igand by emi (X) hobo- If uigoed by mart ;X! eao
meneaes to ttzning eho tnom be individuol moat ci en hblo. giving tire foul oddeesns.
s saure Or am TESS * sec~nacoaC Oteeasu

soruveee.,o.a. sm w age, ci,, Igat. ;aodg Cojt a~oeesu .aiw .1 w.denat Ccg Oe as)t .d IP coa
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SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION'S

FORMS AND CONTACT NOTES

PERTAINING TO MS. COOK'S CLAIM

This section contains the following:

1. Medical History and Disabiltiy Report, dated 12/1/83
(6 pages).

2. Vocational Report, dated 12/8/83 (3 pages).

3. Report of Contact, dated 12/14/83*

* This report documents that Mrs. Cook became quite upset when she was informed that
she would lose her SSI if she did not file for disabled widow's benefits.

4. Residual Functional C Pacity Assessment (Mental Capacities
Evaluation and Assessment), dated 1/12/84 (3 pages).

5. Report of Contact (A form used to document that the SocialSecurity Administration had considered conducting a con-
tinuing disability investigation [CDI] in the case of
Mrs. Cook.)

6. Letter from Mrs. Cook to the Social Security Administration
upon denial of disability benefits, dated 1/19/84 (6 pages).

7. Request for Reconsideration, dated 1/25/84 (1 page).

8. Reconsideration Disability Report, dated 1/25/84 (5 pages).

9. Disability Determination Rationale, dated 2/27/84 (1 page).

10. Request for Hearing, dated 3/2/84 (1 page).

11. Claimant's Statement When Request for Hearing is Filed
and the Issue is Disability, dated 3/2/84 (1 page)
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MEDICAL HISTORY AND DISABILITY REPORT
WIDOW, WIDOWER, SURVIVING DIVORCED WIFE, OR DISABLED CHILD

PLEASE PRINT, TYPE. OR WRITECLEARLY AND ANSWERALL ITEMS TOTHE BEST OF YOUR ABILITY It youae Sfling
on behalf of someone else. enter his or her name and social securilt number in the space pruvidec and answer all
questions. COMPLETE ANSWERS WILL AID IN PROCESSING THE CLAIM. It a Darticular question or item does not
apply to your claim shor "N/A" (not appihcable) in the space provided for the nsreer.
PRIVACY ACT NOTICE: The information requested on thisformis authorized by Title 20 CFR 404.1512andTitle 20
CFR 416.912. The intormation provided will be used in making a decision on your claim. While completon of this
form is noluntary. failure to provide all or part of the requested information could present an accurate o, timely
decisi6t on your claim and could resuti in the loss ot some benefits. Inlormation you furnish on this form may be
discfosed by the Social Security Administration to another person or governmental agencyonlywith respecttosocial
secunty programs and to comply with Federal laws requiring the euchange of intormation between Social Security
and another agency.

_.w. PART I - IDENTIFYING INFORMATION

I. Print me of person owhose social security record this claim Enter his or her Social Security Number
Ih lki ed. (PF t name. middle iintil at t nA v l rri

/2L~ C &.- _4 <Z//_5 /QVZ$
2. m Print ur eamie l~inllah nrsonj __Enter your Social Smcurit Nuumher

(ir ean. iniiita, rantS _3

PART 1 - INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR CONDITION ANtD TREATMENT

3A. What is your disabling condrtion? te.rCy detcrihe Itie d on lm -o injury.)

3B. When did ou betome disabled? MtH DAY |EAR
- ' I ~/ / 7Zf

4A. Hane you eukred sirce you became disaled? O YES

48. It -yes.- Show the dates you r.0tied and tie anount uf money ru named.
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it more spae neidd. hz tt.olteraectus. itteedoresus~s yourcdrm numbers Saies and treatment receied mPelitt.
6. tsl the name. add, r ITt teteoto e trunt at the docx=t h.,aS the tteSt mWcrt etrro I1 rs tut ItO

ahout y-o drseblng dcroto'itt dloto Eneck ner 0
NAME AJOREw4

X~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ,/ 6a C- C

TELEPHONE Nu3BER ( WJu .) art code) - I Z 2

uO~cI~r~tS0050 SE Yt.OSTO;O_/ MA YOU FIeSRYArIO tu SATE 50 A* TttrS DOCTORHO.WOFTENDOOYOU SEE Tr OCTOR!~ DGA EOFr .5ATmS D CU 7^ J 5

REASONS FOR VIStYS tihor ifmeSs ol 1..torj Tt rtch yoU had W.-rmconWnWt0. tr0. eamen..

TYPEOFTREATMENTORMEDICINESRECEIVED.O k .a -c9rgrY. chnmtoreyrratoe. etrdtcermerjcrneyouataetoryom ltlms
or ly. if t It ro- E7oect or medones. store ONUE .1

7 too T . yt ,th a,

it ry. -, S oher doc follorSq: Onoe o t°
AltE ADDRESS

GEEtIO .tdtO(O~a tto r
IEUEP"Eii3Rd6g_ 9 7ac sY o 7-.7 3 7 ,,r-
KOW OFTEN DO tOo TSI E Cctoy SOtE too tttST SAwH S OOCIOR DATE YOU UST SAW THIS -

REASON FOR 9SITS sh.ow Ofleto or ,Iory toe W0h yVo hd Rf eeernst.1od or r tment )

TYPEOFTREATMENTOR MEDtCINESRECEtVED(srr.too.oCerv.cft-ertr ..nrta.torto.sottrrdneroanot"rs.. urk.y-oo
or u iuko. t an r1- rt or dom. oe- NONE

H y70 has. uwn ether dedo, ih yrt iBlne be Danhut thire names. ddrss. dart and N!YlrdhnoeJ Wnot. rn Nd Ilt.
S ha- yho bem hal o heated it. clod to mIt d.sbhhg cdoritln' 0N

t1r Y tts r thwsIe tottrerlt

NAM HOSPITAL CNC ADDRSS 4/ e / J

PATIENT OR CLINICOWMEER / _

Were you an rraSsjtt (Stayed at I..st I ernght?) Were yor . outoirrtAlir
OTNO DYS;, 1'Y Snoe 0 N ES PtVyrs' sh-ow

DATES OF ADMISSPVS DATES OF DISCHARGES DATE OF VISITS

\I- _ - 6f7 Y, T / >
REASON FOR HoSPITAUZATtON OR CUNIC VISITS (ID00 IIneoe or njury to, onch you ha. .n e.a...atmo or toostmoo

TYPEOFTREATMENT ORMEDICINESRECEI$ ESuchaSrgrY.ct raot.roelot ertottrrorroCneurUrak lorurlcoosu
or r.. rr It -c notuettt or med.c-nes S "Nw HONE.)

9tJr.oYr- __ _______________

you ha.. -ee mohe tprtas llorc ic.T.for youStre r o .rst the nar dde.r-ssas patidloet ior cnt rsm. dat_
and a-sons for hooettt1taioe or cdiore nio re. Pfn ITT.
gH.a.. you been seen oy Other age,,ce It, your 0bahrRn cenor ) s YES i IID
(VA. Worm-eos C.mpeosaho. Voaoo thatarr.1Wela,. rc.) IIre uftore 0 E 0

NAME OF ALENCY AUDRESS OF AGENCY

YOUR CLAIM NUMBER

DATES OF VISITS

TYPE OF TREATMENT. EXAMINAIION. ORUMEDICIIHES RECEIVEDS u-h as -&I, cn-rorrnauo. raalbor. dto odcieeseo,
tke tar Your u-rresc or if ro kto-n1 itno treatmat Or med.cS. stOr NONE I
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10. Hae you had any ol the falling tests in te last year?

TEST CHECK APPROPRIATE 11YesZ show-BLOCK OR BLOCKS WHERE DONE WhE EONE

Elactrndaiog.a - NO |'YES t ii/t

Cthst X-Ray 3 NO p•YES Si __ _ _ _

Other X-Ray I e hody phere) r -
{ ortelt |<4X2/ 13 ON IYES 5 6t/z

8reathing Tests ENO 0 YES

Blood Tests ONO' KES
Other (Spmecty)j - NO _ EYES y 7 d/r .3

1L If Olata a Medicaid Card. what Is yurmbe (sate hospitais and rcs file your records bynyour tMediaidwibniWhs
q7,go .G/ 7

12A. Oie the naore(s) and address(es) at any school(s) htere you receicod specil taining or atended special ciass Alto
show,, the dates you attended sach schot(s). If you did not attend any such school or casses shrri None."

NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF SCHOOLS DATES ATTENDED

128. What is the highest grade you otnpieted in school?

13. DailyActivities -Decnhethatyoudinnatypioalday. FrecaPle desciboeyoauho..enidd t r et iyour sortaa contats nith ohter People. etc Alws dosobe ay htlp you receive Irom others in a tyical day.;

9 dd, QL :

,;, H ;

-041.A3S8.204

-0 &V' --Z/�
C.et-"u -Z� , 9,Lv-ce�
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PART III - REMARKS

Us.fiIsse ictond ui- I 0 ......i.I.. .. is ran.picoi.us....olois nacfr.prh do i loill oiiiii ii'- c lvufios
be helpful c. mokilS a d. cision on your disbiltyY clAil Please refer to 1lp previous

PART IV - AUTHORIZATION AND NOTIFICATION STATEMENTS

I anthoeman any phynician. hoopit.a gency, or other org.aniAton to discfose to the Social Security Administration oe to the State
Agency that may roomw my claim or ontinuing ditability. any medical records or other information about my disablity.

I agn to entity the Sociu Secunty Adminisotrion i my medical condition impmves or I go to Work

I k oce that anyone who moAne a talon statement or repceoeotatlnn ot a molenal tact inan applicationl or Icy use in detmeminig a
right to payment under the Social Security Actcommito a come punishable under Federal tAn. lanirm thatthnahoeestatemeots
ame taco.

SIGNATUIREOOFCLAIMANTORPERSONFILINGONTHECLAIMANTS DATE Urolir Oa Yeari
BEHALF c-mi n-ir minnieiia lanI-nail / /

fuLt CLlic tNtUMbER(S).hl.iuirool-conciacieouurintcadan

v"' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~i~iidaia~c6 / 5- f -7-

MAiLING ADDRESS IN c, anSl ea Ap NO P o Boe o, Rho a ole

ciii AND otuAc | ZIP CODE | t Nii 94 h DFE COONT il in INt wHICH
___ _____|_ YOU NCayli

Wtilceune are eqoired ONLY it thin sUate.n-e h.n been Signed by mark (X) abo-e It signed by mark (IX two itneasE to the
signig eho knne the p.snn making the s -otement most sign below. gioing Iheir tull addiesne-
1 SIGNATURE OF WITNESS 2 SIGNATURE OF WITNESS

ADiURELSSfNic -Sandsire Cry SIrI. an.d ZIp Coli ADORESSi,--riiurn Sir Cirl Sle oipCcaei
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PART V - FOR SSA USE ONLY-DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE
NAME O' IC tIf,-q | CLAiM NiUM3tER

4 -7 . V
IdA, Was c^Lairol ever or is now entitled to any type 0t monthly social ttecurlty banatlta?

-nYESIt' yes. ans-- B C. Dan El 0 NO(t not goont item15
14B. ENTER NAME OF PERSON ON WHOSESOCIAc It EIERSOCIOISEChRlrs roER PcRhmNAt rcin

SECURITY RECORD CLAIMANT FILED OTHER VI un-n- so ndinat
APPLICATION.

- Tr"VnoT' C Cv Al- /2 IV- q4-7
14D.WHAT KIND OF BENEFITS DID OR DOES CLAIMANT t4E ENTER MONTHANDnEAR BENEFITS Erappodomiti END
- RECEIVE? (For eec p1 epsido 5, mother's, disa~bld _ IrH I YR

child'*) / J 7
IS. Check any of the totlowig categories which appI to ths case: CtZir Z + -

Presumptive Disahitity or Blindness Consideratyns
(It an of thes Sn-e aie checked. DO s (and DOS~ sthsrood he aflet to the Dwihihility 01 a resumptise
disability or blhndness decision nSt caim PeDir 00404.210 and i 2152.5)
A 0 Amulation of too limhs

B. J Amputation 01 a leg at the hpD

C 0 Allegation of total deatness

OD C Allegation of total blindness

to ationgotabedm confinement.or immobilitywtrhout a wheelchair walker or Crutches, allegtd dlydto a tongstAndn9 codition O.cade recen accdent and recet" sugey

F. f Allegation ot a stroke (cerebral vascular accinenrl more than 3 months in the past and contiedmarked difticuIty in walking or osing a hand or arm
o 0 Aliecation ot cereoral pat sy moscutar dystrophy or mucuta r atrophy and marked dilicilty inwaki

Ieg. use of brces. speaking or coordination of the hands or arms

H 0 Alegation of diabetes with amoPtairon of a foot

0 Allegation of DownS Syndrome (Monooliom).

J. E An oDplcant tilingon behalf of another idinidual aledesg aere mental deticiency totcalasitntho
is at least 7 years of age. 

T
he aPPlicant aIleRes that the individual attends (or attended) a specilmschool orpeilcassn sho ..h.aueolthinmental deticiency~or isnable toattend.anytypeo

school tor it eynod school agewas una.be to ated.and) reosuir cr ad scipe .Misio r 01 rpotdaily activites

K. 0 kilecoion 01 renal disra- s rII nirine dlysls on a repularly schedaled basis
1k. Does thclaimant speak English? LuNtoUdEtSo

; ES 0 NO (it 'no. whatlancuage does
he hr she speak) . I

17. Des the claimant need assistance in preseculio I' or her ctaimt 0 YES T1EO(t 'yes show name address- relatonship and teleprhrne
number Of inierested Pany illing tn assist clmant.)

NAME I u2Lio~~~~~~~~~sS IoELA~~~~~~~i~~sSA~I
1 t.a rry tJOE

1IB is capabhlty deneloomyOn by the DDS ; Ycessarvy '
(it yes .shw D0S Caoability Deueluoment needed 0 YES JaND
in trn I I of the SSA-03t-US5.

rooeSSA.3820.F8 -ev

36-987 0-84-8
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19(A C h.eathri rt0ld arCtteI I dtIcrwtyw asobese-d:
Rweedrg Yes Uio Sng Haads y0 s

WrIr Yes ~ sBreath.ng TO 1JI

Herg sYes RoWaikMg aYes lt

9n~mng Yes t
Understafdi.8 I Yes o D fSprC1y1

19B. IIaeyoltheabo"wd5t0 Cher kd yeti dessiribe tne ton odihftulty Ivdld

PRASCRIBED PERIOD - COMPLETE IN ALL1 CASES EXCEPT DISABLED CHILD CASES.

2OA.Se YSdate (1,1 ll n ppIItabta dates., cr-1000 ab) MOT

o3 Last month of presows eniftfflemen to Dlsab~led Wirdm(er) bheetits

o3 Last 0100th of antdIitenhe to Mothe? I bettfitS

2'B. Eirdn dost ff11in dares. 0a1l4ea)

o If firlrrg fo, monthry berreftso the month bolor. th; monlt miowtaf AZ .0s

f.l1g o Medcs oinly, the Mronthr beore Ithe mnorrth wrido.EeT) strains age 65

o3 Esghrty-lo.r roirths (7 yearst folownnE ltre bewnOnit dale chrecked in20A.A K9

21. Conrolling date sr dEneopurent Of 'TONTH DAY
MedIAl GMIeCS - com , ' DAY /

22. Medical Deneliddrmert - inrtiated by Distfict or Brarrch ofike

SOURCE DATE DAESOF I
0

dhIi
REQUESTED P.OU CASEU

23. 00 Canalled CosrpItlioe 1items12 and13 per 000403.105 e
20A 2019). I3 yes c No

24. Is dmsl0P0~erI t Ofiris acirlty rrecessarly 0 e d k Ho

lIIes', is ao SSA-820F4 or SSA/021-14 0 Perdmng 0 3 0

256 I-320-F t akea. bPr 26. IF.-e bylate e, a N

Personal Iln rewm 03 Telephone to MaD l 'VW bWe OleewiJ 0 Ma

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ 0 Lesna ne ont oleo~n enikmn MadtohDbeet

20EL Enomg ome /.I ID h r~n$. checir *er/i /U?

r n mh.mSA.3820DF.PS lfsi
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DEPAirTiEt OF FEALTH AD0isiitMA SERVICES
SOC al sIECUir eona siaur ('onig Appiove

ONB1t . 724110412

VOCATIONAL REPORT

This report supplements the Disability Report (Form SSA-3368) by requesting additional information about your past workexperience. PLEASE PRINT, TYPE, OR WRITE CLEARLY AND ANSWER ALL ITEMS TOTHE BEST OFYOURABILITY. It'youare tiling on behalf of someone else, enter his or her nameand social security number in thespace provided and answerall questions. COMPLETE ANSWERS WILL AID IN PROCESSING THE CLAIM..

Privacy Act Notice: The information requested on this form 1s authorized by Title 20 CFR 404.1523 and Title 20 CFR416.923. The information provided will be used to lunher document your claim. Information requested on this form i3-voluntary, but failure to provide all or any pan of the requested Information may affect the determination of your claim.Information you furnish on this form may be disclosed by the Social Security Administration to another person orgovernmental agency only with respect to social security programs and to comply with Federal laws requiring theexchange of information between Social Security and another agency.

A.NatmMpLoyMENT_ Lt ,Num- - C. Talephone numbe whereA. Name of ClaiEantOYM 
__.yo can be machad:.

Aleen Cook 415.12-4474 | 7 ( - 5 3 7j

PART I-INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR WORK HISTORY

I.List the job or lobsyou have had in the last 15years before you stopped working. (If you have a 6th gradeaducaion orless, AND performed only heavy unskilled labortor35yearsormore. listthe joborjobsyou have had sinceyeu began towork. It you need more space. use Part III.J

JOBTITLE DATESPORKED&, _ _O18e sure to beiv with TYPE OF BuSINESS (Month and Year) DAYS 4TFr OFPyou u~ajjbPERyour usual lob) . . . .FROM TO WEEK mnithi or year)

1 ;k iC-L.i1 u .4 .r __ __ ___ -:; . 'v 7, __

2

3

4

S

6

7

9

10 I

11

12

Form.SSA-3369 Fe (5-791Prior Editions May 6.Used Until SupplyIs Exhausted
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PART I1-INFORmATION ABOUT YOUR JOB DUTIES

2. Provide the toilowin s -5) for eac atthe *Ubi eloied if Pan I starting with your usuel job.
Notwil you listed just o ,j, a

A. In your pb did you: * Use machines. tools, or equipment of any kind?nr70 YeN

- -- * Use technica iknowlede r skills? ' 0 Yes NO

* 'Do sny writing, compee reports, or perform0
similar dute*7 sY No

H Nave supervisory responslbiitie7 0 Yes 1i No

B. Describe your basic duUties (expain whatyou did nd howyou did i) below. A . eoppin nallYes" anawemby giving
a FULL DESCRIPTION oat the ypes of mchines, tools. or equipment you used and the siact opration you
peormed;Utetechnicalknowledgeorskillsimolved thetypeaowrting youdnfluelnatutnre O a

e number of popie you se nd ibextent of your suprvision:
*Y S ai: u i S _ X . _ _ a -. __ i -.A &.....l...a

-* ) -)X k /4 i+' )Jt4 67 4 tt 4,4/,2

- .. i'jLin -

C. Describe the kind and amount of physical activity this job involved during a typical day In terms oit
,a, ~ ~ ... , .. _ . . c A ~ -" - j .

* Waling cirse the number ot hours a day spent walking) - 0 1 2 3 4 5 B 7

* BSending (circle th number of hours a day spent standing)-O 1 2 3 4 5i6 7Ca)

* Siting (circiethanumberothoursadayspentsitting)-O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 -8'

* Bnding (circle how otten a day you had to bend) - Never -Occasionally ./Fi Constantiy

* ReachIng (circle how often a day you had to reach-' Never -Occasionally .Freuonty. Constantly

* Uiting and Carrying: Describe below what kind of objects or material was lifted, how much It weighed

im 1 M tthq wmiiid howgI yo!t _

VC.. . > 9 t<<<-s;

,Fon SS 33 i 6iR_ -_ .2..
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PART III- REMARKS

Use this section for any other intormation you may want to give about your work history. or to provide any other remarksyou may want to make-to support your disability claim:

A~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

-~~~~~~~~-

(If you need more space, use separate sheets of paper.)
Knowingrthat anvyene making a fatse stat ementor representation ot a material fact for use tn deterntilitniina right to tayfffet

'~~~~~~~~~~~'

under the Social Security Act commits a crime punishable under Federal law, I certify that the above satsements are true.

NAME (SIGNATURE OF CLAIMANT OR PERSON FILING ON THE CLAIMANT'S BEHALF)

(I

SIGN 00. a DATE

Do not write below this line
SSA-3369 TAKEN BY FORM SUPPLEMENTED: 0 YES 0 NOo PERSONAL INTERVIEW It "Yes." byo TELEPHONE 0 MAIL0 PERSONAL INTERVIEW 0 TELEPHONE 0 MAIL
SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWER OR REVIEWER TITLE (also checkOfi) DATE

-David Frese DO 0 DO0B 12-OS-83
_orm SSA2~5~ ce 15-79S 9 eDO . 4.

fod S A 8 G 0 )aO . . - .
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/.RES FUNCTIONAL CAPACITY ASSLiMENT
NAME S 115-
NOTICE - ASSESSMENT IS FOR:

Cani-usions or t-riticap acity MUST be bsed on the ,raowoUmnd symptoms. siam. and ictrot:ory tiadiogs which are wtiir.eni Evaluation 0 12 Mo. A.e Onsnr
arnutacbbo t ebsised itpainmts) Thn dinci bsis ictI
tauotontaoituirctiinitahan'or capocay MUST ueesnified 0O -a-Lastnsured: >--

0 NO PHYSICAL IMPAIRMENT-REFER TO MENTAL CAPACITIES ASSESSMENT (Page 31

1. PHYSICAL CAPACITIES ASSESSMENT

A. Basic Strength Factors (Items 1 * 6):
S. SIT a TOTAL of.

o UNLIMITED 0 LESS than about 6 hrs.
o LIMITED. BUT RETAINS MAXIMUM CAPACITIES TO: 0 ABOUT 6 hrs. (Per 8 hr. day

1. LIFT ( including upward pulling) and/or CARRY: 6. PUSH and/or PULL (Includingo 10 lbs. 0 20 lbs. .0 50 lbs. 0 100 lbs. or More hand/or foot controls):
0 UNLIMITED

2. FREQUENTLY LIFT and/or CARRY: CQ LIMITED (Describe Segree
0 10 lbs. 0 25 lbs. 0 50 lbs. or More of limitation)

3. OCCASIONALLY LIFT and/or CARRY:
0 LESS than 10 lbs. (e.g.. files, ledgers, small tools, etc.)

4. STAND and/or WALK a TOTAL oft
0 LESS than ABOUT 6 hrs. (If marked limitation, explain)
.0 ABOUT 6 hrs. (Per 8-hr. day)

B. Other Physical Factors

Frequently Occasionally Never Unlimited Limited
1lClimbing 0 03 0 7. Reaching 0 0
2. Balancing 0 0 0 8. Handling 0 0
2. StBoping 0 0 0 9. Fingering 0 0

10. Feeling 0 0
4. Kneeling 0 0 0 11. Seeing 0 0
5. Ceouching 0 0 03 12. Hearing 0 0
6. Crawling 0 0 0 13. Speaking 0 0

*14. Environmental Restrictions (e.g., heights, machinery, temperature extremes,
dust, fumes, humidity, vibration, etc.):

0 None 0 Yes (Describe in l.C.)

C. Briefly descrnbe in what ways the impaired activities (Items 7 -14 ONLY) are limited:

0 Continued on page 2
-.1- ru 55 -7-" "-

Page IIuhr -:J-t 134W
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///nz .I

MEDICAL CONSULTANT STAFF - PSYCHIATRIC REVIEW

CE:

1. Verbal (Comprehension, reasoning ability. etc.) ............... Si

2. Monuol (Aptitide for skilled labor) ..............

3. Organicity (lmpoirment of functioning) ............

Overall De.r-e of I.o.irment in this A .- -- -
B. AFFECTIVE STATUS:

1. An..ety/Tension (Overt only; do not infer) ...................

2. Depression (Overt only; do not infer) .........................

3. Phobia (s) (do not infer) .....................................

4. Psychophysiologicol Distorbonce (s) ..........................

5. Conversion Symptomnrology ................. /................

6. Suicidol'llomnicidol Thooght or Behovior ........................

Overall Degree of I.poivrent in this Areo: .;.. .|
C. REALITY CONTACT: ....

1. Delusions ................... ;................ . .

2. Hollscinorions ............................................ .

3. Paranoid Tendencies ...

4. Confssion (no-orgonic). .

5. Hyperactivity/Eocitevent ......................... /... .

6. Mood Swings.'Emotionol Lability .

7. Emotional Withdramol/Seclusiveness ..........................

B. Bizarre, Unus.ol Behavior ..................... : ,...

Overoll Degree of Impairment in this Area: ........................ , ,

0. TOTAL PSYCHIATRIC IMPAIRMENT RATING .--. .

. R

.~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ -

Vrior ediliansl ma;b oneds untIl Sottyty I. Conzsost O PINKc - ORS. COLD - &C
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o NO MENTAL IMPAIRMENT - REFER TO PHYSICAL CAPACITIES ASSESSMENT (Page 1)

II. MENTAL CAPACITIES ASSESSMENT (Complete ONLY for documented mental disorders)

A. Checkthe blocks representingthe individual'sabilitytosustain thefollowing mental activitiesand demands:

Unlimited Umited
1. Understand, remember, and carry out an extensive variety of technical

and/or complex job instructions ............................................................... 0...... 13
2. Understand, remember, and carry out detailed but uncomplicated job

instructions..................................................................................................... ................. .,
3. Understand, remember, and carry out simple one- or two-step job instructions ........... 0 C
4. Interact with supervisors and coworkers .................................. 0 ,,.,.,,,.,,....... EJ
5. Deal with the public .................................. 0 5 JR

6. Maintain concentration and attention ....... ........................... 0 D E -
7. Discuss any additionally identified mental function limitations in Section B.

B. Briefly describe in whatways the mental functions and mental demandsshown aboveas "limited result in
impaired capacity to perform the activities of work. Include discussion of the work-related effects at any
additional mental function impairment not identified above.

~~O (79 zn-42,

-~~~~~~~~~la

0 Continued on page 4
C. Briefly identify the principal medical findings and symptoms or ategations for which the impaired

capacities indicated in I.A and B. were concluded.

LJ n ' Am~- i._. s ' ~4

03 Continued on page 4

P -o 1 "
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USEBACKFORADDITIONAL COMMENTS ...s..-. ..
Fofm, e.onA002 1saUs
Prior editont, tiabl
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../o2 J-/t 9
WORThiT or XEsU)1I stW nOOS 5ERVt

Fto5sA U. Only -DoPm|

Nl SW 9EmrSocidS uty N.Mba,

Type of Caim |

Title 11 - 0 Freeoe 3 DDIB ? O CPS Ttb XV - Disbility 0 Blind E Child

RECONSIDER"6.D ABILITY REPORT

PLEASE PRINT. TYPE. OR WRITE CLEARLY AND ANSWER AL ITEMS TO THE BEST OF YOUR ABIUTY. I you na
,li.mo an behalt 01 someone lse. ans.er 2quoetians COMPLETE ANSWERS WIL -AID IN PROCESSING THE CLAIM

Priacy Act Notice The iflormation requeoled ot tnis form in th oed by Titll 20 CFR 404.1523 and Title 20 CFR
416 .92. TBe inormdtin pnlded dill be used to furthe document your claim wo-matibo requested on tis ftom is
vountary, but failure to prode all Bor any pall o the requestd infom.tlor may effect the determination of y5r Claim.
Infmation you furnsh on this hnm may he dibclOnd by the Social Security Administration to nother perso or
Bonemmeotal egency Only with resp ct t0c sacuruty programs ena to comply oWth Federal laws r quirng the
ercn hge of Infrmoflon baioaen the Social S-curity Admlnistmliort and anther agency

PART I - INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR CONDITION
1 aH. thet busn any chaoge (bor heltr or worrj hi your Illn. or Iljury sinc 3 o No

you iled your claim?.
If'(X da bo "Y cnangov jn your.simptom

Li~~~~~t4

2 Osncvhbe *n h c rmeotalimilationt xo have sea rnuwllt 0 your COfldilionl

3 -ac any re.nclions oesn placed on you by a physician?. . Yes'
IIUY.s. give ma. add-ress. end telephone n.mb.er of the physician and shot whro kinds of
rstriClions h-c b.en imone d.

4. Do you hove any uddilioial ill-0s or injury thaI isnvt iacOrdd in the fil?... . ys Q. No,3Yat;d(tcasu the ubod of illness olyiwnul end the dole that it accurot

,eLi Ltt tg t .c ,Zvcf671-<< <,e
X Z/ {d~> 3 l ;iv ;3~g;2 tf tits1 °I~~o~~h S~~~t>St /Rt WFEN} p } 1 ~~~7 " '
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PART 11 - INFORMATiON ABOUT YOUR MEDICAL RERORDS
M. W m leu n any physician since YOU bled Your c laim.: .................. ....... ... r_It YWa provide following about the physician you lnt nleAted: : No

a."a yu "a Iny$ Ote phscs, ,sin , fiiJ /#/M /2a7 ....................

Me '-Lt,-. - clae,-,
S nyould camfaciaty fr phVydscia inc r you lli d your claim? ..
R 'YeS. ShowS th follnpoing No

rl'tg lwa ~ ~ C,4 14 o .i

7.Mae yo benhaptil. d hateo

o , y E3T No

non nJnun wants euu u<; errv .m *.I

4Iof .ha riotr ph tals. 1nnle " .or itend d care fcilties for your illnes or Injury, ithe

ntn. addrensn. pi~entorclldcnumberdaesinkdreansfor tyltetlyn.clinicinais.nrconlinanmant In PatV
D. Ma you beIn sen by other agencies lt your injury or liln d .Your ..a. ..... Yin WYe
IfA Wo", am.t~ Coth eneron. VOcatl'"i Rehabilitation~ Welfare. Special Schooi Union. etc.Jyt "in.s how theaw lon

__c onrr__ - rm ro ot
nureun uS. Sane St Wn,<_ ar
Io tniutamnrr or rzn~r or uwpsnl '

It nroe space is needed list the otnsr egencies. their addrenses. your n numnr. dal ndtreatmanl rcened n Pr
r S_ n.a..s . _ 1 _z...

ror re il "iti.is 2
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PART III-INFORMATION A8OiLrWORKC-

9. Hav you woried since you filed your claim7: .O Y a yes 0

II -Y you will be asked to give details on a aeparate form.

PART tV - INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR ACTIVITIES
10. H~qw does your illness or Injuy affect your ability to care lpr your personal nea7-.

. &54Y Me... bt . t~~~ctrg .°. g .'I- CA

11. Whot changes have occurred In your daily activitles since you filed your claim?
(ft none, show. 'None)

PART V - REMARKS AND AUThORIZATIONS

12(a) READ CAREFULLY: I authorize the Social Security Administration to releaae Information from my records, as
necessary to process my claim, as follows:

Copies of my medical records may be furnished to a physician or a medical institution for background
Information i itlis necesusaryor me tohave a medicaf examination by that physicianor medical insuuttlon. Theresults of any such examination may be given to my personal physician.

Information from my records may also be furnished, if necessary, to any company providing clrical and
administrative services for the purposes of transcribing, typing, copying orotherwise clerically servicing such
Information. The Sule Vocational Rehabilitation Agency may also have acce to information In my recordo todetermine my eligibility for rehabilitative services.

I understand and concur with the statement and authorizations given above, except as follows (if there are no
exceptions write "Noner In the space below. I you do not concur with any part of the above statement stateyour
objections clearly):

Al e-
_2 _b . eehn nue wh

you can be reached.

I!8,81. -" q .2J31 JL/
Form SA-41411 Fe 1r-7sl

Be"t time to rea you:

4,4-l; Mt:
3
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12(b) Use this section toconlinueinlormalion required by prior sections. Identify the section tor which the information is
provided.
Note: This section may also be used for any special or additional information which you wish to be recorded

Knowing that anyone making a false statement or representatlon of a material fact for use In determining a right to payment
under the Social Security Act commits a crime punishable under Federal Law, I certify that lhe above statements are true.

IAME SIGNATURE OF CLAIMANT OR PERSON FILING ON THE CLAIMANTS BEHALF)

SIGNg 1 I I . DATE - la

Fo-n*SSA.3441 FSi(-78) 4 * t- i*i- - 1- ,1 l ii
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- PART VI - FOR SSA USE ONLY - DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE

(L L ' O k --r I
13. Check each item to indicate whether or not any difficulty was observed:

(Explain all items checked 'Yes., In Item 14 below)

Reading: 0 Yes No
Writing: 0 Yes No
Answering: m Yes 0 No
Hearing: 0 Yes No
Speaking: E3 Yes Z
Understanding: 13 tes N
Other (Specify): .

A& t k-cQaz &ET

Using Hands:

Breathing:

Seeing:
Walking:

Sitting
Assistive Devices:

3 Yes ; *' No
o Yes .02J No

a Yes Q'- No

o Yes NO

14. If any of the above items were Checked "Yes," describe the observed difficulty:

15. Describe fully: General appearance, behavior, any unusual observed difficulties not noted
elsewpere. any unusual circumstances surrounding the interviews.

1LL CLI\& .- Csa-<)I ,l - 1 ( 8

For. SSA-3441 sF f9-7~8 5
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OOPUO- UE.T OF AEULTO ORD RU.A* SERVlCES
SOCIAL tECU- UORTY AD ISTRATION

REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION

Y nf ol ono. onoongl slolt r ,,stto n oI 1 0 r.olm s q s lar75 onIOt: F OOrY Omrti 00002 Sur l lOm 010100?m

I _ . ... ._
C ool OF n s -IAp,. Cr~ .,ere m a,.o .I.I hos Ho .n~ f nsF~ trO erl 9o

-L/j/m > rbt_ ~ e rmoioo7 /

n~~~~ ~~~ ,,., ., eL~m-(;bR

Fom AWomt
TOE 7 rot 0 No 09EOt

10. -o, or.r n 0.. _ .)

NAS ';I!LLE (EAST) TN

< JAI 25 !eO4

SSR B:; .: OFFICE

I do nor ogres. .;h rh. de.n,-i-nrion mode on rho ohone clam ond ,eqotk he.onos~rorion Mybrmq-on- RtA

* i1tT X- /" IL/le lAI -, tA>4t~t?

NOTE 11 ;hr nolic o- lO doenneon on your eloimh is dod I-n ~65 dogysog, i.nclu.de your. e.son f.r
no- bqking hi.s roquest orlO,. InIlod. rhe doh .on which you -eie-oed h. no-ie ol rho delrmrine-ife.

-I om su ngrth. lollowingmoddii-onol o-iden.e(fnonelo (NoneI

SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME RECOSIDE ATION ONLY (See ba ol thi; f.tm)

"W w t appesl your decisi-n :bOul my claim 101 Rupplme-I-W securily iROm- I'v norod Rhe
b0ck RI (s lrm ab-ut the heo wayo ID sppeal I0vu c kocbod Ithe 00 below "

0 CR00 Revml 0 Intormol C0ntere... U Formol Conleren.c
-_---

Sign-uIro (Fi,.t nomemiddlo iniiol. lo-noR - (Wriro IOIfa ) I oloMo. h./C prl/tZ /

HERE C 'V _ _ __it7_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _/ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _y

MoiyngAddrhsioo orond In, A,.Ro, P.Bor1 ojRurol Rooro

G; 3 5 ¢ +21F~~~~W e 1 ntrnrNoI. ( RCoopty ( onyl in Thirh ytto oR. li e

.rrey 0 0,0eq0ned NLY it Iieques- 1 ho. b by n s .gne ki Io IIt nod bymorky IX, o wA)
nesosrs o Ihe s gnflg who mnoo rho person requ-eorng re.onsidero-ion m-t ogs below., g ng rh.;, lull oddrtrtse

1. Signo. re o W.,n.s. 12 Slgnorure ol Wi.ness

Formee^ SO.50.,1 0,_ CLIAT CP _5,05_
F0.0 SSA .5t8-U242-821
D.W.,o .,i.,ttl o

Add,.-. ;Numtr, Rod orrer, Cry, Stot,. ZIP Code) Address (Numher ond s Cr. Giy, Sroro, ZIP Co.)

FOR SOCIAL SECURITY OFFICE USE ONLY

:- ,{S it

91) k I fl-. A Ja L' Ji_� jhl, . AR /_'.122J ! YllQ '.__-

-11.1 � - -- -----

CLAIMANT'S COPY 'C"'
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sx'.Tl-s.ET OF -LTOF u.. SEO i 77 Ot/t 3
DISABILITY DETERMINATION RATIONALE

teen: Cook htat?.hS1S

The fottoInu reports were usto to veciuc yotr cj.1,: 3r. J. tunt, reoortof 2/13/2 to 2/8/B; r. s. CGDowC, reourt Dt 12Ž131e3, 2/7/'4 St.Thoibs nonnacoc, reunet eaeerin2 1I t~kf4Y.
To ne *worjet beneiats, you rust nt found L1ioi;tL nt ur oStare Ctb/1/e'
(the late tait the cfecifiec Pcrind enned for o.u).

)U .sill yo, oere i:slted tue to nervous ,ruodtenz ,rltric5 nursatishIatus terato, heart trouote, r19ht knee OrootLos. lnicat evilenc
Shoos thou1 n o nyb b: 1scomport. you rrr stilt .3bt En stoo your arms,k ~n e g d teys and ave about In a .ottSfoctory Ovnner. Tnere is nreviJen:e a1 a disanaLi, pronte, a-e a Ilotji hernla "r Pe.rt OrotLes.Phough you tar te nervous t tlves, SteOca L shoas yu )re 3ate to think,
cooaunic'At and *ct 1n your own interest.
ye I1nt thlt your conition d'es nLt eet the nasit Jefinition of disani-tlty 3s defined by the SOci.L Security Disloittty oro;raa.

Toe cttte'alt of eeidence i' the determination oP 311/b4/, haceot uswandifid herein, 1s htreoy incorporate, by retarenc- 3ut not the infer-esces, tiadntns, or cn~ctutiont thereon.
Melicat eviIonce shows ctauiant neurotic aeoressIon. There is noeviience ot a significant decrease in daitr actiottieg. The is caateo1 rotatiZ; ta others. Clalmont hasn aLstilin hji t hs ernia ithas croeso naeaL refti., Out aith no convincinn eviJnce ot etnahagitis
or stricture. The StOmach and duolrnuw are noroat.
fne Severity of thy ctaimant's isnaient noes not Seet or ehnlt that ofale imnoirutnt descrined In the Listing of Jiosiresets.

omiae C Cook

U ¶pf~¶26 tfa [iao^an Iz( ° S ° R /$. FOLDER Copy
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Ot~o^reitENt Oc PEASTIr Ao
SOCIAL S CnRIrn ADOO.iiSTi
OFECE OF nniNoGS ANO 0A

D OUrON - nRS-CES Form Approved SEE
VerouS OMB No. 0960 0269 PRIVACY

. ACT NOTICE
REQUEST FOR HEARING -| ON REVERSE

Take orma.lt igial endall copiesto oor loc Socal OS-rltyo ffice. I .O..

klttog n dt~r O (Check OntI T( erminaioin on otherf
BC47EARNERJTzEC/n SliTt- Iniial Entitlement IPost EtitementAction

0(5 e { (. ( k Tvpe Claim C Chtck ONE)
NOCIA 95.1 0L AtdZEO,

1 Rtn t Ir Sur . ..or.t.. On. O ly O ItS)
t s -X,,, _74 ECistabilrily IWoroer oW Child .Onnl l.J.wCI

SPOUSES NAME AND SOCiAL SOCAOI V NurdOEIS Dilibitity WidoworWidower ..... OtWWI
(C-nriri-ie DALY in AeinoS ieirrii e- - i o Cared SSI.Agrd ... fO SSIA I . Aged ...WitTiletldim. (ISSACI

SSIBlind . )OnlvMISSIOI St.,Blind . W.. .WilTilelCam El (SSOCI
SSI, Oicobilitv ..nIV l (SSID) SSI, .wbirihi . .With Title 11Cbim O (SSDCI
Other lSpe orto

oiii~ciore~arn-nreoecanariio~iyeaaoeoeoaan eee

rdissoree ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Ch fi th, vwemn a z.A h o. li n .U..h.E u.... b.1-:.s.

1. W- I *. S Li k.- Ii - ,, I. AT-1
A .e Ch- e -i , ElChro 01 Ore staroments belom.

Ihas. ddirionol enidence to csbnrir litatruih rcbflecd Epo.
[U ig rf.l~ornror owronmcotothSociaSeodioSrr~reaiOf ieWhin J)l I wisb onner rlIn Dremo^n

d I d~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~oOeSw b0m raor.pararte he ina I reootrre wn adeniaion
fihone ng addirlNI donaedcn ioh

5
<( Li Sr meade on iNC b siC or mr aniyenoe innm ~rooa.

ISignedby (EnlEittinr. clr1n- laieohoiid0sin. nEfladdiNesslr oth ttclaimani asarneprenenratie For
SSA-lb9B-U3 A(A p~phtprin on)l mi- -n conrleind. e
SIGNATURE OR MAN RS 0 N EATIVE CLAIMNT'S SIGNATORE

:i ONTRN<ATTONEY 7
ADDRESS 0 ESS I

CITY. STATE.API ,lt~$o Ci STA C ANO ZIPCOOE__ *1

TELEPNONE NUMBER ITELEPHO I 1-11 a?--i, ol~~~~~~~~

__TOBE COMPLETED BY SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATIONr
YEA NO

D erinen lciizi mii~i ii , ,nf~ir~lnrriitonn "ei~noocdlao lvh xahn tOs ~r Nre d Langrioge in bsOng n n iangoooe1
ACK E r OFREOUbST FORAR

This eqiest ftrh .oin wanfilodonoi 2oL ,. _,,,,/n•.q.)Jo fi:J .
Tho Admr nitrnaor L-wiJidgr wilt Yoo l c i. .nd pa- of he he trintg t la-t 10 das tn ad.an e of the. hoing.

Aejno~inILOeitIonI

ILO ririol nr oin ,lSSritiS l
O LS -iIC -I SSS' ro InposiF A SD.n)A

Hi.oriiiyOlrrre

Cl- I.M F q--Ws I,,ow d T-lry-,,e

MRDS 'DCROI

oflLA , t&Q

(iun. Sl-e. and zip Cie

smew- -oSooo s- nuin Orrine - ode 4

CLAIM FILE

HEARING
OFFICE
COPY

CLAIM
FILE
COPY

,, -I r Sl.rl

... zo -a szt-~l
_

h-,
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CLAIMANT'S STATEMENT WHEN REQUEST FOR HEARING IS FILED AND THE ISSUE IS DISAi'iLITY

( PLEA SE READ PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT ON REVERSF PrintL ty. or writ Clariy nd anser alquestionstothebeat oyourability. tayouare ilingonb haitofomeone i also anseraltquestionsto
r th baot olyou ability Complete nswr will aid in procesing thi lm. IF ADOTIONAL SPACE tS

NEEDED. ATTACH A SEPARATE STATEMENT TO THIS FORMi
rmw mST4 ( (1 i 

-lsc un.
T
-

(7bA k,~~~~~~~~~~~~

.~~~~~~~- b d ,_ -,_7i7/i y

.. .1 tJ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.

:..@ ro ai r. so .. crw_ _ . ri .

WAOIjI AND AOOIE_ OP NOPTOLI 01 ICp tRA

SAIe LAO u M 01 SimI I BRIN 4 'li1FUO I

_____ 551w*? ts a ain f rO iw .b w. F .o SC. I _,ow h h W >W

SI C r I IC ., I K 55 h 11QLJ

.ol 5IOCT~.ia IEST S PAS F55I~

(nlv l an~t a ple palsnele5.w PdeA aw Il1ttydn, de C.Illasno0055

HIE .. _ _ _ _ _____ _

.A e a t6 a
f
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ITEM 3. SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION ON THE CASE OF DALE M, ROHA

-CRAWFORD COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH -MENTAL RETARDA TION PROGRAM

~ DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES PROGRAM
i D D- ring hidivid.W -nd~h (heirtli..ER~r

Othe, Ne.-mbo.&Al Di.bilise.

April 24,. 1984

Mr. Paul Steitz, Legislative Aide
to Honorable John Heinz

Room C-33, Senate Dirksen Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

RE: Supplemental Security Income

Dear Mr. Steitz:

One of my clients has been found to meet the eligibility criteria of
being disabled by the Social Security Administration, but he has been denied
Supplemental Security Income due to excessive resources.

When my client's mother died, there was no will. As a farming family,
the estate was passed on to the son picked by the father as his successor
before his death.

Since the estate hps not been legally settled, the Social Security Ad-
ministration has decided that my client owns one-eighth of-the estate with a
tax value alone over $1,800.

Definitely, his portion of-the state exceeds the $1,500 resource limit
and the decision of the Social Security Administration is correct according
to their regulations.

Farming families have been the foundation of American society for hun-
dreds of years. It must be recognized that many farming families still do
not believe in wills since the family structure handles the family assets
and perpetuates the family farming business. The rules of the Social Sec-
urity Administration do not recognize this rural subculture.

My client is unable to sell his portion of the estate since the other
family members do not want any portion of the farm to be sold, but yet they
do not have the money to purchase his portion from him.

My client cannot give his portion of the estate to the other family
members since this would constitute a gift and disqualify him from Supple-
mental Security Income and public assistance (his current source of income)
for a period of tuo years.
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My client would be willing to have a lien placed against his portion of
the estate if he were to receive Supplemental Security Income, and he would
pay back monies if the form is sold.

The whole affair regarding the application for Supplemental Security In-
come benefits has caused a regression in my client. He was a resident of
Warren State Hospital for 23 years, but he has been able to live in the com-
munity for the last 10 years. It would be a shame for him to regreass to the
level when he again would have to be hospitalized.

Respectfully yours,

J. p&¾
T. W. Morris
Coordinator

WNM/tm
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j~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ HER AXI

*,-.*:_ A) * ..... ...... ..... D L;'*L U~tl: itl ia :flI -l~licl :1±0000 2l

_, . Ill.uiE 1X Ml, .7. 11-

- hSATE: Sept. 2, 1983
Dr. NArMhoer HANS: Dle M. Roha

Ieral1 Health Center City Hnsp. ADDRESS: 360O Chestnut St.
Liberty S t. .dilP 163
Maadvtlle, PA 16333 deadville, PA 16335

AN: 116-20-8057
Dear Doctor BIRTH DATE: 814+336-5769

The Bureau of Disability Determination is investigating the above individual's
eligibility for disability benefits under Title II and/ot Title XVI of the Social
Serurity Act. The claimant has listed you as a source of medical treatment
between and , and stated that disability results

from retardation, sobhiophrenia. and diabetes

We are requesting medical evidence from your records to help us establish the
onset, severity and duration of the applicant's impairment(s). If you charge a
fee for preparing this information, the Bareau of Disability Determination can
reimburse you up to twelve dollars ($12.00). Just coaplete the enclosed
Professional Service Invoice and sobait it with your report.

The reverse of this letter is a reporting from for your convenience, but a
narrative report or copies of your records would be perfectly acceptable. If
you prefer, we welcome telephone responses. You can dial the above toll free
number any working day between 8:30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. The claims adjudicator
whose name appears below will be happy to take your report.

OR, YOU MIGHT FIND IT MOST CONVENIENT TO USE OUR 24 HOUR TELERECORDING SERVICE.
CALL ONE OF THESE TOLL FREE NUMBERS: 800+492-2514,-15,-16,-17, ANY DAY, AT ANY
TIME, TO DICTATE YOUR REPORT.

A copy of any medical infomtion you provide via telephone will be sent to yoa
for verification and signatore.

Please try to complete this request within ten (10) days to help us process yonr
patient's claim promptly. This is a reqoest for information fran existing records
univ .-

-ly-~~~~~~~~~~~ineey
With Psychological and Diabetes Sincerely,

Chris Ladlev/nlr 8-B-'- r w n
Disability Claims Adjadicator Reaiewing Phbsi..an

Enclos.res: Medical Release Aethoriation
Postage Paid RSetrs Envelope
Professional Service Inooicm (DDD-208c)

ID - A
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1. Date First Seen L-e4eZt Date iast Seen _ /______/_ Frequency of Visits ______

* ~ ~~~~~~~ {<7 7 4

2. Height ______ Weight - / 9

3. Diagnosis and ,nseA D G .A zt .L.

4. Clinical Course: _ .

5.a.Describe in detoilithe patient's current mental status. Please check any of the fol-
loving areas in vhich deterioration or other change has been noted. Include a clari-
fying narrative for each it&. checked:-

J4 ,Z v24iotellectual function ht procesoe 6 content orlentation
oencry a perception 7 judgment and

fore t 1 2t mood insight

b.Discuss also any symptom o*uch as depreasies, anxiety., hallucinations or delusions,
psychophysiological disorders, personality disorganization, bizarre behavior, etc.

6e? - C g

6. Illustrate any chengee since onset of illness of any of the follo-ing as they reflect
the psychopathology described above. (a) daily activities (b) istezeste (c) per-
sonal care and habits (3) ability to relate.

7. Currant oedications (with dosage) including response and side efferts.
/5a Y TA 5

8. Pesulrs of psychological testing, EEC's, skull x-rays, or other pertinent laboratory
dots with dates, if available (or specify where they can be obtained).

ro Ss "7 ss f -C

9. 1n your judgnent, is the patient capable of managing benefits in his or her own be-
half? t A)?oe.7 d0s Q

10. Prognosis: , . .

D. to / Physiat'an's Signature

A-ysychiatric

3/79
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!,DALE H. pOHA 116-20-8057 iLALEY

1 Date First Seen Date Lost Seen

Height Weight _ Weight Loss _ lbs. In past (non/yes)

2. Diagnosis and Onset Date:

3. Clisimal Course: (Clniit/2c/ /9 z / _

,. Are there abnoroal npbthaiunsropic findings? YES N_ O - Describe in detail (in-

lclding evidence of neovascnlaniaation. heborchoges, condates. retinitis proliferans,

etCc .) /2CaMzi 95"

Visual acuity, sith best correction: OD OS Date

5. In there evidence of peripheral neoropathy? YES _ N O5 _ Describe in detail any
neuropathy to include extremities involved, disturbance of gross aod dexterous nova-

ments, or gait, and station. Specify if neuropathy is persistent and sustained or

6. Is there evidence of peripheral vascular disease? YES _ N O _ Describe in detail
and grade puisations on scale fro= S to +4 (noroal).

7. Was surgery porformed? YES NO 'D.escribe procedures, dates and results.

E. Has patient experienced acidosis? YES NO If "YES' describe frequency, PR,
PCO2 or bicarbonate levels and dates:

9. Is there renal or cardiovas..lar involvenent? YES - NO ' Describe, and give re-
sults and dates of soppocting lab tests (e.g., BUN or EKG).

10. Describe curreet trmactont (including previous or prnposed surgery and dates), re-
spone and prognosis.

11. Ou-ca,rlt 06 acob - A C4'tt go cp ,
11. Please report other pertinent observable clinical findings. . 'z12Cct.

Physician'iLSignature

A-Endcrine-Diabetes
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Social Security
Notice to Visit Office
From: Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

Social Security Administration

Dale M. Rtoha 
osunen

360 Chestnut St.
Headvilla, PA 16335

Date: Noveaber 3, 1983
Claim Number: 116-00-057

Hours: 9am - 4a30pa

Dear Mr. Rlohat

We would like to talk with you about doing a final review of your SSi sainceyour cale has been approved. We have scheduled an appointment for youon Tuesday, November 8, 1983 at 9:00 a... to take care of this. Bringthe following with you: proof that certificate with IDS was cancelled;bank statements for July 1983 - October 1983; checkbook; rent receiptsfro. September 1983 on; any information you have about estate of Edwardand Bertha .Roha of which you are an heir; and any proof that Jeffrey Hooveris on cash welfare.

Please come to our office as soon as you can and hrin this letler iKhyom. Our office hourcand telephone number are shown above.

If you can't comebU8YM on Noveaber B , let us know as soon as possible and we'llmake other arrangements with you.

Sincerely yours,

Clifford E. Bush
Clai s Representative

You have been scheduled for an appointment with Yr. Bush

onfuehsdq~J l~Nouenber S at 9:oo .rn . Ifyouare-
abli to keep this appointment, please call us by Noic-mb( 7 and we will

reschedule your appointment.

5ss ltoa lams

36-987 0-84-9
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Supplemental Security Income
Notice of Disapproved Claim 007

From Department of Health and Human Services
Social Security Adminisiration

Date: 1z-13-83

DALE M ROHA Social Security Number:
360 CHESTNUT ST lle-20-8057 DI
MEADVILLE PA 16335

0 APPLICATION tILED
SEPTEMBER 01, 1983

* TYPE OF CLAIM -
INDIVIDUAL-DISABLEO

AFTER A CAREFUL REVIEW OF YOUR CASE .wE HAVE DETERMINED THAT YOU ARE NOT
ELILi.bE TO RECElvE SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME PAYMENTS UNDER THE
PROVISIONS OF ITLE XVI OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.

TO bE tLIlIBLk FUR SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME PAYMENTSt YOU CANNOT HAVE

COUNTABLE RESOURCES WORTH MORE THAN $1,500.00. COUNTAuLE RESOURCES
INCLUUE CERTAIN REAL PROPERTY OR OTlHER. THINt~S YOU MAY OWN, SUJH AS CASH,

STOCKS AND BONUS, AND CERTAIN TYPES OF LIFE INSURANCE. OUh RN CORDS ShOWi

T iA T YOU NAVE RESOURCES HAVINi, A VALUE IN E)XCESS OF $1,500.00 FOR
SEPTEMBEK 1983 UN.

YOU MAY BE ELILiBLE TO RECEIVE SUPPLEM ENIAL SECURITY INCOME PAYMENTS WhILE
DISPUSINI. OF EACES S COUNTAbLE.NESOUKCES UNDER AN AGREEMENT To DO so

IF--tOTAL COUNTAtSLE RESOURCES ARE NOT WORTH MORE THAN $3,000.00 AND TOTAL

COUNTABLE LIiUIO RESOURCES 5VCil A4,CASh, STOCKS AND 6ONDSW, SAVIN4.S OR
C nECKINCG ACCOUNTS, DU NOT 1XCE Eu SE9'i2.900. OUR RECURDO SHO THAT YOU DO

NOT WUALIFf FOR TnESE PAYMENTS.

THE APPLILATIUN YOU FILED IS ALSO AN APPLICA71UN fON ADOfTIONAL STATE
PAYMENTS UNuER TnE SUPPLEMENTAL SECuRITY INLOME PRUGRAM. FUR REASONS

SHOWN AbOVE, YOU ARE NOT ELIGIBLE FOR SUCH PAYMENTS FROMt YOUR STATE.

ALTHOUGH YOU ARE NOT ELIGIbLE FOR TnE REASONS 61VEN ABOVE, WE HAVE
DETERMINED THAT YOU AKE DISABLEU.

IF AT ANY TIME IN THE FUTURE YOU THINK YOU VUALIFY FOR PAYMENT, PLEASE

CONTALT US IMMEDIATELY ABOUT FILIN A NEW APPLICATION. WE CANNOT MARE
PAYMENI fOR ANY MONTH BEFURE THE M&NTH IN WHIC. YOU APPLY.

ALTODuln YOU AKE NOT ELIGIbLE fOR SUPVLEMENIAL 5ECuRITY INCUME PAYMENTS,
YOU MAY bE ELIC.hLE FOR MEUILAL ASS 1TANCEMEDICAIO. IF YOU HAVE ANY
IIuEbTION. AbOUT ELILItbILITY FOR MEUICAIU OK NEED MEDICAL ASSISTANCE, YOU

SHUULU LET IN TOULH WiTH THE COUNTY BOARD OF ASISISANCE.

Important: See other side for an explanation of your appeal rights and other Irformation.0
IoromrSsA-:Ja-C I (1.YIa (Forur~meiYSSA

4
O]OI
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DEPARTiMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SEWCES Farm A~proid
SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION TOE 710 OM. No. 960.0063

REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION ip ...or trr rhi pae
Tn, IntalmaTon om Tn, torm IN autflnoria4On i realaTlb n 20 CFA 40- 907 - 40492 and .16 rep _
ATG 14211 WI.o TAO, O oSnaSOu ..... i-, --N MOiVY. th- Ssci- S-CutIY, Aamoiae..IAn c-nnol
aconslon. TII deicsIon An In -ChAR AniNStt. Int 11n filudnr.

NAME OF CLAIMANT -sAE OF MAGE EAR-En OR SELI-EMPLOTED
. -.SOM (if d. II-,t from 0.Oi-ont.I

Dale M. Roha
SOCIAL SECURAITY CLAIM NOE-R. SUPPLEMEATAL SECUR-TY INCOME CLAIM MAlER

l6w-2f)L-&L5Z-.1 -32.
SPOUSE S .AME ..0 SOCI-L SECURITY HAMMER IL opIeleONLY, " pptorenloe.urtp
Inromi CRNIn

CLAIM ron IspecItIiIC sye .g.. retfierenI. disoAAbIZt. holpiol inrI ece IISIMC uppelmenlola
AeCutlIri nconeet.) ffJ Supplemnental Secu~rity Incomie _ __________

I do nAT Agree with the deter-in-tion mod.,Aof the Above cloim and request recosideratiof. My re.Sons .re

Even tboughm mother died without a wrill, she verbaliv requested that my

brother, _ _maintain the farm-Cintat. __-Cnt nued on Separate Page)
NOTE: If the notice of the determ-niti.n on yoot claim is dated more thon 65 days ogo. include your reason for

not mobling khis rque s e,-I e,- Include the date on which you received the notice of the determinaion.

I om sobmitt.g the following odditional evidence (if none, write "None,')

SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME RECONSIDERATION ONLY (see back of this form)
"I want to appeal your decision aboul my claim for suPplemental security inome I've read the
back ol this form about Ihe three ways Io appeal. I've checked the box beloi."

0 Case Review 1d Informal Conference D Formal Conlerence

Signture (First n-me, middle initiol, fot name) (Write in ink) Doae (Month, doy, year)

INERE -l . a '-1 ,f/ Telephone N-mber

Mailing Address (Number ond stree Apt. No., P.O. Bac, or RUral Rou) .
360 Chostnut Street, Apartment #2

City and State I ZIP Code ntet Nome of County (if any) in which you now live
Meadville, PA 16335 Crawford

Witnesses toe required ONLY if this -eq-est ha h been signes by mark (X) ahee. IT si"gnd bym- (X)two -wt.
nesses to the signing who know the person requesing teconsideralion must sign below. giing the;r full ddresses
1. Signtote of Witness 2 Signature of Witne-S

Address (Numhnt and Street. City, Sote., ZIP Code) Address (Number ond urreer. City, State, ZIP Code)

FOR SOCtAL SECURITY OFFICE USE ONLY
SOCIAL SECUnITnr OFFICE AODRESS

Fosro SSA-65At-U2 129a21 COPYDestroy Drior neibinns CLAIMANT S COPY
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Reasons Continued:

Members of my family do not have the ability to buy from me my legal portion of

the estate.

From information provided by my brother, 9dward, there currently 
are two

suits pending against the estate which will require settlement before there can

be any consideration of settling with me. At the present time, members of my

family will not consider selling any portion or all of the estate.

This situation is leaving me without any means of support, and my cash re-

serves are about depleted. Until such time that the estate can be settled, I

am in need of Supplemental Security Income. I am willing to pay back any bene-

fits that I receive at such time that the estate is settled and I receive my

portion of the estate.
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Supplement- Security Incoie
Notice of Reconsideration
From: Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

Social Securmy Adminitration MID: January 23, 19814
a.im Nuer. 1162O-W57

Dale M. Raha Re~dte Ud198

360 Cheetnut St., Apt. 2 Rccodad= l/9/84
Meadville, PA 16335

As you requested, the determination that you are not eligible for
Supplemental Security Income because your resources are over $1,500.00
has been thoroughly reexamined.

You were originally denied Supplemental Security Income benefits because
your checking account-and your share in the estate of your parents' farm

exceeds $1,500.00.

In case review, it is found that your share in the estate is $1,860.38.
This is based strictly on tax assessed value, which means the market
value is considerably more and, therefore, your share is much more than

the $1,860.38 we used in this determination.

Therefore, the initial-determination was correct, and you have resources

over $1,500.00.

lmporlant: See other side for an explanation of your appeal righb and other inf!rnation 01

Fonm SSA £5 A (3-76)
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_.-CE E-L,.r II r n (0s m lLEN
hStOL^o SECumRse DoiINSrsrTIco
OT~iCE OT sEece~GS -D AP KLS S

REQUEST FOR HEARIN(
Take r .. Il odgInal and al ..op.es to your to-al So0l

F-r~n Approveo SEEY B No. 096040269 PRIVACY
14) ACT NOTICE

ON REVERSE
SIDE OF

at Se.cutty olle FORM.
CLAIMANT _

rarl M. :ioha :Check One) D Tenminmion m oth.,
WAGE EARNER ltmnI fsam e Initidl Entfilemet Pos-Entitlement Action

Type Clain (Chyk ONE)
SOCIAL SECURiTy NU..E. Relinenent or SU--.ro .Only 0 IRSI)
11.6-.2.57 Di__bilit_.W.ker , Child ..... - . Only L (oIwC)

SPOUSES SA.E AOSOCA. SF , iECUnITY NueinEn OiMhitryWid...rWide ..r Onvly 0 lDOINS
IConraIr.oT~iL~TY nsuppinU~i~i~i~ienstI TAUTIE IiUUUI SSIAgd ... Only E SSWlIj SS:: Aged ... WithTillll Clsir (SSAC)

SSI.Blind M .. Ony 01511I SSI. Blind .... WithTillelClaIsm 0SSBC
SS. libiMity.. Only 1SSI10 SS.Oibility. .WilthTitl.l CIey SOSOC)
Othy,(Spenily)

5disagree snith the deteMrnarton madson thnaes npleleni and requests eatring. Mo reasons toe drsa~etasetoase.

Th. rt Wme &jo1.I0 d to _ 4am ,Nwd sj ot zl for dLeja ..

My f ly tdll Wit 4.1. eh. ftr oo .1 - to "11 my .h-*.

Check creel Ike hllenm:ns Check ONILY mN M One tholements helmw

O] I iS Abi i s l n r m n 0 1 5 1 15 1 m ' sirE e ~ d -10d, 111J - -al 1. id. m., "v bmj(Aahj M I h I. .,I.nc
Illinis Ui mol wanod loIIe So eoi n S curilYOlfieo h n ' ~ E ~ imlnlO apnear rn Ilernn

Vun ,, r- M ~J t-a I do 1S WisI ro er a r -ng I _.Isr h n,0 dns-XI] I hiVT p2 oatdd znnm I ealoence to s eil LJ he mOe on lye hiisis DI Whe m iden-e h - ,I n -ae

Signed by (ElIher le clal"an"onr presnaIlle sh'hla Sign Enle addrennescr hWb.I Clalramnhasaleprns nnaI For
SSA-169B-U3 tApprnlMnent ol R0p-eten.t1l- -usn be bcnpileid )
SIGNATURE OR NAME OF CLAIMANT-S EIRESEENTATIE CLAIMANr S SIGNA.TUR

El ATTORNEY El NON ATTORNEY

ADDRESS ADDRESS
360 ch-atnot sTe.t

CITY. STATE. AND ZIP CODE CITY. STATE. AND ZIP CODE
MIt-dWI., PA 1633J

1127184(I) 3-58

rICiO acrrr dhelilS ncr Ifii in bunny Ibis I nel
____ ____ - TO BE COMPLETED JY SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

Is nhfs ne lltiminnlnl~il dr YES QNO
IfNo ,cimSnilII Alc ol~zchsilanlne.rlan.licn Icrdelay. 121 AIrnyanhy InelpnpI ereded _________________

ItcIIerr nI IeI~er.rnle inld o ni~~nfofion Cn 5 S~otia SenirilT Ollem ILarigcOOC nlcuoiny lion Icr3L oeCI
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF REOUEST FOR HEARING

Thi request lor hearIn. was filed em - _

The Atdtiirtntie Law Jodg will notify Vov of the time ned plat of the h-eing at least 10 doys in e tadee of she hreaie.

Snincno-Sc s-* Scie ollice toe_ _

Tseams enem LnyrOlWs CLAIMANT
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To Whom it May Concern:

I currently operate the Roha Farm at Star Route, Meadville, PA 16335.
I have operated this farm since my mother's death in May of 1976.

Even though my mother, Bertha Roha, did not have a will, it was her ex-
pressed desire that I, Ernest Roha, continue to operate the family farm. Fur-
ther, it was my mother's desire that the farm not be sold, either in part or
whole, but that the farm must remain in the family.

At the current time, I will not sell any part or all of the farm.

Signed

Date Mt/
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I 'i. IMPORTANTNOT*E TO TITLE XX RECIPIE~s READ CAREFULLY |
i Northwestern Legal Services |Narcih 14. 1984

Chestnut Street, Meadville. Pa. u6
3 3
S ~ i

4
iP 724-1040

o THIS IS TO NOTIFY YOU THAT TITLE XX SERVICE3 WILL NOT EEGIN BECAUSE OP THE FOLLOWING FACTS ANO
REGULATIONS:

O THIS IS TO NOTIFY YOU THAT TITLE XX SERVICES WILL 0 eE aOlCocO U HE TeCtro-Tro 0 011*5 03/23/84

TH15 ACTION IS PLANNED BECAUSE OF THE FOLLOWING FACTS AND REGULATIONS:
MO ean no longer provide servtie to you boeuseo the handling of your .ase

twould violate the Code of Professional Responsibility and/or the Disciplinary
Wcal.. ot the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania becauoe your case does not have-enough merit to pursue.

PA.B. July 17, 1982, page 2291. Regulation 3-1-42(1).

IF YOU DISAGREE WITH THE DECISION LISTED ABOVE YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO APPEAL AND REQUEST A FAIRtEARING THROUGH THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE'S OFFICE OF i ARINGS AND APPEALS.

-bernS,, you do not hale Its nilgt lo appeals dscii'oP which Isb hsed on ehanges In ledroal or stase la. or reoulalions simply becauseRe law regulations has changed end now .oclude, you Iron .syic. Inducn Is the mou0nt serv ce or Imposes aee You do have theight to tppenal it you noeisn you meei the r Igulrslents In senlus basso on lhs new roglat~io or la.or i i ea ibe.-. the aconpulation athe tee, horeant 5 inc.inctII Itsth O111cc 01 Hean on and ApP..aln ind you do not meet Inn 550 rquirnantnl. yon sill En realPosible 10,h coo frrce reci' tra In lheb prosed H aec'n * daleatf the snrv.cs Isoid. s oecisiOn i hich war ppealeO until the date sornier
a lerninated r redced. It a tee conplastion is being appealed the GM- It 01 Hearings and Appeals will detrnr the amount of the lea to.e paid pod you sill bt lens ibl tr the pay-il1 o that enint Ironm he proposed elteCliv. dats 01 the *arAAe priOndsrs declaiodhich was appealed until hettIectine dale of the Oflice at Heanings and Appeals decision

his Io, ia set ato you in duplicate. I yu weant to 1,0 an appal and request fair heaing. please co.. plnls the rs.nse side t this Ioimnd ntur one Copy directly to tht Oficeot Heanings and Appeals. Kep the ther copy fI, your lecodo.
youdonot-odwatondth decisionorwouldlikzt. tntn "enson"e i tiWLS Iceno btrestet wIths sepr'staeiotoureg-ncynasoscont-ctl Sharon Pa 16146; (412) 346-6112
opr appeel notice n.at Oe poewlabe d on v b5Iore n4...J3A/ A5.. e7R and shoUld be s.. diractly to the Daatnecl s Olffice 0easng. sod Appeals

he appeal notice is poatnkbed abet n4/A1 .1q4A the Office 01 Hearings and Ap;alsN rece.se th. nfgt.by regolnlion, tosis. theappeal sothouta hesdng

he eppsal notice is postmanlled on o belors. 1 n.f A4 Tile XX5 3ices will tclince pending Ithes rdng dOeis1on IfiPlPtai is poalisrked abet this date. se-ce sill be dlscontlnuedm

he eppeat notice Is pptoaarbed on v elta, .03./.2.L/84. * bI belre _- _..14j 2 l. tns appeal sill betvted. but Ttle XX sanuce wil not beconti.runu pending theta, hiresng decision

ale 5Rhp Henry Lreorn Esquiro-
60 Chestnut street Mareh r 4 I n4

ia osPa 1335
I .j- p I
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Torthwestern Legal Serves
231 Chestnut Street Sth Floor. Professional Bldg.

Meadville, Pennsylvania 16335 814/724-1040

March 14, 1984

Dale Roha
360 Chestnut Street
Meadville, Pa. 16335

Dear Mr. Roha:

After thoroughly researching your case, I have come to the
conclusion that the decision of the Social Security
Administration, finding you over the SSI source limit, is correct.

Mere ownership of your interest in the estate is sufficient
for the estate to be counted as a resource to you. This fact is
true even though you are receiving no actual benefit from owning
it.

Due to this situation, I feel that your case does not have
sufficient merit for our office to represent you in the hearing
you have requested. Therefore, I am now writing to inform you
that your case is being closed in cur office.

Enclosed are the-forms we are required to send each
client when their case is closed. If you agree with the decision
to close your case, you need do nothing with these forms.
However, if do not agree with this decision, please follow the
instructions on the forms as to the various methods available to
you to question the decision.

Please note that these forms have nothing to do with your SSI
case and are merely a requirement of our terminating service to
you.

Also, please note that-this action does not affect your
request for a hearing. The hearing will still be scheduled by the
Social Security Administration and they will inform you of its
date and time. I am simply informing you that I will not be
representing you at that hearing.

It is unfortunate that your interest in the estate works to
disqualify you from these benefits but that is the law. Good luck
to you in the future.

Sincerely,

Henry Leone
Attorney-at-Law

Enclosures
HL:gc
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R~oolerol OF cnrewo A"> CuOMA SEwiOCES
SOCIAL SECARORs AADiSI5TRAIOS
RfciCE OF nE-rninS Ann APEALS

NOTICE OF HEARING
claim Ion

Dale M. Roha Supplem~ental Securitv Income

116-20-8057
Inca. Eeireri ieee... .ear an eri .a s ados}l Isu~ai Aeciiti "ems}a

TO: IN ORDER TO PROVIDE YOU WITH AN OPPORTUNITY
Mr. Dole Roha TO FULLY PRESENT YOUR CASE, THE DATE AND
360 Chestnut St. TIME OF THIS HEARING HAVE BEEN SET ASIDE
meadville, PA 16335 ESPECIALLY FOR YOU. YOUR FAILURE TO APPEAR

WITHOUT COOD REASON WILL CAUSE DISMISSAL
OF YOUR REOUEST FOR HEARING.

Pursuant In tour ailen request a lineong will be held by lhs undersigned, a Adenfinstrgie taw Jodge of t Ih Ofiq. of HenIaCn ard
Appeals YOU ARE HERERY NOTIFIED TO APPEAR ON

Friday June 1, 1984 9:30 a.m. 136

Oey n1 Wheel I-i .aac In R-

U.S. Court House 6th & State Streets Erie PA

ISSUES The general issue to be determined is whether you meet the resource re-
quirepents for eligibility under section 1613 of the Social Security Act, as mended.

The specific issue on which findings will be tade and conclusions will
be reached is whether you have non-excludable resources in excess of 51,500.

Please arrive 15 minutes early to review your file.

REMARKS

It is suggested that you be represented by a person of your choice to assist you
in presenting your case.

IMPORTANT-Please sign and return at -one the enclosed .Iknowledmenl tform notityIn me whether yes mIll be present at
the ehteduled hearing. No postage is requlied oR thIS lorm 1an nmegency arises prevenlIng yourappearance alterya mall
the ack.n.Iedgmentl orm staling that you will be present notify re promptly and gloe your reasne AIns. indicate Nes soon
you will be able oI attend a heating.

READ THE OTHER SIDE OF THIS NOTICE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION REGARDING YOUR HEARING

Enclosure A

Odriminelialue lA*iole J/ i (l ee-lirg Olt. Mailing Add-ess

digriurre ./ \m ac41 1K4i5ee 5th Fl., Park Bldg.

/1 Ir 355 Fifth Avenue
Tnm es I0till: Robert H A , Pittsburgh, PA 15222
Ouyeet . Tinriieunbei
tay 2, 1984 (412) 644-5993

c aIeserata . e - e ear..iessI cc social--uu OfWlitsi,. i- ode-sI

None of record SA, 224 Park Avenue Ploza

MEadville, PA 16335

f'-il
sORu S
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ITEM 4. SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FOR THE TESTIMONY OF LEE A. HOFFMAN, JR.

(. nlteo 9'itrS C.OUaE of ;&ppealj

SECOND CIRCUIT

At a stated Term of the United States Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit, held at the UnitedStates Courthouse in the City of New York, on the

third day of June
one thousand nine hundred and eighty-three.

Present: /
HONORABLE-JAMES L. OAKES,

HONORABLE LAWRENCE W. PIERCE, ,

HONORABLE JOHN W. PECK* JUtIO31g8'

Circuit Judges,

MARY JENKINS,

Plaintiff-Appellant,

V. No. 82-6273

RICHARD S. SCHWEIKER, Secretary of
the Department of Health and
Human Services,

Defendant-Appellee.

Appeal from the United States District Court for the Southern
District of New York.

This cause came on to be heard on the transcript of record from the
United States District Court for the Southern District of
New York , and was argued by counsel.

ON CONSIDERATION WHEREOF, it is now hereby ordered, adjudged,
and decreed that the judgment of said District
Court be and it hereby is reversed and remanded.

Mary M. Jenkins, a 77-year-old widow, appeals from the grant
of summary judgment by the United States District Court for the
Southern District of New York in favor of the Secretary of Health
and Human Services in Jenkins's action to review the Secretary's
determination that she had been overpaid $6,630.18 in Supple-
mental Security Income (SSI) benefits and was not entitled to
waiver of recoupment of the overpayment. On appeal, Jenkins
does not challenge the fact of the overpayment but contends that

* Senior Circuit Judge of the United States Court of Appeals for
the Sixth Circuit, sitting by designation.
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Jenkins v. Schweiker No. 82-6273

the Secretary erred in not waiving recoupment as authorized 
by

42 U.S.C. § 1383(b)(1) and 20 C.F.R. S 416.550 et seq. Because

the decision of the Secretary concerning waiver of recoupment

was not supported by substantial evidence, we reverse the 
judg-

ment of the district court.

Jenkins, a diagnosed schizophrenic, has a long-term history

of commitment in state mental institutions. First institution-

alized in 1936, Jenkins spent the next thirty years in state mental

hospitals with the exception of a few months in 1939 and 1940. 
In

1966 Jenkins was released to a family care home for institutional

dischargees where she continues to reside.

Jenkins first applied for SSI at a social security office

in January 1974. An intake worker completed the form after asking

Jenkins various questions. The application form indicates that

Jenkins had $30.00 assets in cash on hand, but no income or bank

accounts. In fact, Jenkins had a bank account containing slightly

more than $1,400.00 in January 1974 and received income in the

form of interest on the account. In 1976, 1977 and 1978 Jenkins

signed recertification forms which did not disclose the existence

of her bank account. In a recertification form completed on

September 23, 1979, Jenkins first disclosed the existence of the

bank account. Due to the accumulation of interest, the account

exceeded $1,500.00 in the period from January 1976 through Decem-

ber 1977 by not more than $247.10. The account, due to the

accumulation of interest, exceeded $1,500.00 by $.04 between

October and December 1979.

Section 1611(a)(1) of the Social Security Act limits eligi-

bility for SSI to single aged individuals whose resources do not

exceed $1,500.00. 42 U.S.C. § 1382(a)(1). The Secretary deter-

mined that Jenkins was not eligible for SSI from January 1976

through December 1977 and from October through December 1979.

The Secretary calculated Jenkins's overpayments as $5,740.80 
for

the first period and $889.38 for the second period. Since 1980

the Secretary has withheld $74.10 of Jenkins's monthly SSI 
benefits

to recoup the overpayment.

In December 1979, Jenkins petitioned the Secretary for waiver

of recoupment of the overpayment. The regulations authorize

waiver of recoupment only if Jenkins was without fault in causing

the overpayment and one of several other conditions, such as

recoupment being against equity or good conscience, is satisfied.

20 C.F.R. § 416.550. Following a hearing before an administrative

law judge (ALJ) at which Jenkins and her son were the only wit-

nesses, the ALJ issued a recommended decision finding Jenkins not

to be "without fault". After the Appeals Council affirmed this

decision and it became the final decision of the Secretary, Jenkins

sought judicial review. The district court remanded the case to

the Secretary for further administrative action. Following a

supplemental hearing at which Jenkins's presence was waived, 
the

ALJ issued a decision again finding Jenkins not to be "without

-2-
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Jenkins v. Schweiker No. 82-6273

fault" because she "knew or should have known the statements about
her resources were incorrect." The Appeals Council affirmed the
ALJ's decision and it became the final decision of the Secretary.

Jenkins again sought judicial review in the district court.
On cross motions for summary judgment, the district court, after
stating that "(t]he absurdity of the result reached here cries
out for Justice", held for the Secretary on the ground that the
Secretary's findings were supported by substantial evidence. Jen-
kins appealed that decision to this court.

It is beyond dispute that the factual determinations of the
Secretary must be upheld by a reviewing court if they are supported
by substantial evidence. 42 U.S.C. SI 405(g) & 1383(c)(3); Lewin
v. Schweiker, 654 F.2d 631 (9th Cir. 1981); Kirkland v. Railroad
Retirement Board, slip op 3437 (2d- Cir. ApF. 26, 1983). Courts
need not, however, bllnCly accept tactual tindings tor which there
is not "that quantum of proof which a reasonable person would
accept." Kirkland, slip op. at 3446-47; see also Richardson v. Perales,
402 U.S. 389, 401 (1971).

The regulations provide that an individual is at fault for an
overpayment, when in light of all the circumstances, the overpay-
ment resulted from "(aln incorrect statement made by the individual
which he knew or should have known was incorrect. . . ." 20 C.F.R.
S 416.552. Among the circumstances listed in S 416.552 to be
considered in determining whether Jenkins was .without fault" are
her understanding of the reporting requirements, her knowledge of
the events that should be reported, and her ability to comply with
the reporting requirements, which incorporates such factors as
her age;-comprehension, memory, and physical and mental condition.
Schwingel v. Harris, 631 F.2d 192, 198 (2d Cir. 1980).

The only evidence cited by the ALJ to support the finding that
Jenkins knew or should have known that the statements about her
resources were incorrect is that the initial application and the
three recertification forms, which were completed by case workers
and signed by Jenkins, fail to indicate that she had a bank account
when in fact she did. The significance of this evidence is sub-
stantially undercut by the other evidence adduced at the hearings.
The uncontroverted testimony of Jenkins's son, who accompanied
Jenkins when she initially applied for SSI benefits, was that
Jenkins merely answered the questions asked of her, that Jenkins
honestly answered to one question that she did not have assets in
excess of $1,500.00, that Jenkins was not asked whether she had
a bank account, that the intake worker did not explain the regu-
lations to Jenkins, that the intake worker completed the application
form, and that Jenkins did not read through the form before she
signed it.

The uncontroverted medical evidence also indicates that
although Jenkins's mental condition was stable after 1977, Jenkins
had a lengthy history of institutionalization for mental problems,

-3-
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had been diagnosed as a schizophrenic, had received the psycho-

tropic drug Mellaril since 1972, and has continued to live in a

sheltered environment since her discharge from an institution 
in

1966. In two letters included in the administrative record, Dr.

Norman Scher, Jenkins's psychiatrist, stated that Jenkins would

not attempt to defraud the government or conceal information and

that any failure to inform the government of the existence of the

bank account "was a result of fear and/or because of her illness."

Additionally, Jenkins's son testified that Jenkins had difficulty

understanding and completing any document or form due to her mental

condition.

Finally, Jenkins's son testified that on at least one occasion

Jenkins expressed her belief that the money in her bank account

belonged to her son because she had received the money from him.

Indeed, a review of the transcript of Jenkins's testimony at the

first hearing reveals Jenkins's widespread confusion and inability

to comprehend the regulations.

Courts uniformly have required the Secretary to make full and

detailed findings of facts essential to the Secretary's decision.

Lewin, supra at 634; Dobrowolsk v. Califano, 606 F.2d 403, 409

(3d Cir. 1979); Bastien v. Califano, 572 F.2d 908, 912-13 (2d Cir.

1978). The Secretary has reached a decision in this case contrary

to that indicated by the documentary evidence concerning Jenkins's

mental state and capacities and the uncontroverted testimony of

the witnesses who testified at the administrative hearings. Under

these circumstances, it was incumbent on the Secretary to make

findings on the credibility of the witnesses based on some factual

record foundation. Schwingel, supra at 197-98; Davidson v. Harris,

502 F. Supp. 1208, 1213 (E.D. Pa. 1980).. Escause the decision of

the Secretary does not expressly discredit the testimony or docu-

mentary evidence that indicates that Jenkins was "without fault"

in causing the overpayment, it cannot stand. Lewin, supra at 635.

The Secretary's failure to make adequate findings at the

minimum necessitates a remand for a redetermination of fault. 
The

court, however, may exercise its discretion in appropriate cir-

cumstances to reverse the decision of the district court. Id.

at 635-36; Gold v. Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare,

463 F.2d 38, 44 (2d Cir. 1972). This case presents appropriate

circumstances for reversal. The district court has previously

remanded this case to the Secretary for reconsideration. Two

hearings before an ALJ have been held. The record has been fully

developed and amply demonstrates that Jenkins was "without fault".

Consequently, there is no reason for remand to the Secretary be-

cause in light of the Secretary's concession at oral argument 
that

Jenkins's case has substantial equitable appeal, there is no dis-

pute that recoupment is against equity or good conscience. Yulling

v. Califano, 474 F. Supp. 601, 610 (S.D.N.Y. 1979).

-4-
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Because of the foregoing, we need not reach the other issues
raised by Jenkins on appeal. The judgment of the district court
affirming the decision of the Secretary is REVERSED for lack of
substantial evidence. The case is REMANDED to the district court
with directions to enter judgment for Jenkins.

JA ES L. OAKES, U.S.C.J.

LAWRENCE W. PIERC .S J.

JOHN W. PECK, U.S.C.J.

N.B. Since this statement does not
constitute a formal opinion of this
court and is not uniformly available
to all parties, it shall not be
reported, cited or otherwise used in
unrelated cases before this or any
other court.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK A

LEAH GODER, MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

Plaintiff,

-against- 82 Civ. 3626 (JMC)

MARGARET M. HECKLER, Secretary

of Health and Human Services,

Defendant.

…______-…-…-…- X

CANNELLA, D.J.:

Plaintiff's motion for summary judgment is denied.

Fed. R. Civ. P. 56.

Defendant's motion for a judgment on the pleadings

is granted. Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(c).

FACTS

Plaintiff commenced this action for review of a

final decision of the Secretary of Health and Human Services

['Secretary"] declining to waive recovery of overpayment of

Supplemental Security Income [""SSI] benefits under Title XVI

of the Social Security Act [the "Act"], 42 U.S.C. SS 1381-

1383c. Jurisdiction of this Court is based on 42 U.S.C. S

1383(c), which incorporates S 205(g) of the Act, 42 U.S.C. S

405(g)-

Plaintiff was first awarded SSI benefits commencing

in 1974.1 On August 24, 1981, the Social Security Admini-

stration ["SSA"] determined that she had received overpayments

1
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of $1,525.59 for October 1980 through June 1981 because plain4
-'

tiff permitted her 'resources' to exceed $1,500 for these

months.2 The SSA also determined that plaintiff was 'not

entitled to a waiver of the overpayment because she was not

without fault'.3 The matter was reconsidered by the SSA and

was affirmed on October 6, 1981.4

The Aft limits eligibility for SSI benefits to

recipients whose 'resources" do not exceed $1,500. 42 U.S.C.

S 1382(a)(1)(B).5 Plaintiff maintained a bank account which

exceeded her statutory limit by sums ranging from$I 1.42 to

$71.52 from October 1980 through June 1981. Plaintiff testi-

fied that she heard on the radio that the $1,500 limit was

increased to $1,700.6 Based upon this belief, plaintiff

allowed interest to accumulate on her bank account, causing

the balance to exceed $1,500.

A hearing was held on January 18, 1982 before an

Administrative Law Judge [IALJ"], who determined that plain-

tiff was not entitled to SSI benefits totaling $1,525.59 for

October 1980 through June 1981. He denied a waiver of recover

of the overpayment because plaintiff did not verify her belief

that the SSI resource limitations had changed with her dis-

trict SSA office.7 The ALJ's decision was affirmed by the

Appeals Council on March 31, 1982.8

Plaintiff filed the instant action on June 2, 1982.

At the request of the Secretary, the action was remanded. See

Order, 82 Civ. 3626 (JMC) (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 21, 1982). The

Appeals Council issued a second decision on October 12, 1982

2

36-987 0-84-10
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* which ,determined- that-SSI benefi tetf t

causing plaintiff's8 bank:-account to exceed thelimit, was not'

credited to her account until 'Marchr 31, :199,1. ' Plaintiff

filed an amended complaint on January 28, 1983' challenging-

the Appeals Council's decision. On October. 24, 1983, the.

Appeals Council amended' its October 12, 1982 decision and.

found that plaintiff was 'not without fault' pursuant to 20

C.F.R. S 416.552 because of her failure to verify the pur-

10
ported $1,700 SSI resource limitation.-7

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

DISCUSSION

Pursuant to section 1631(b) of the Act, 42 U.S.C. S

1383(b), the Secretary may require SSI recipients to refund

overpayments. When the Government overpays a recipient,

'recovery shall . . . be made by appropriate adjustments in

future payments to such individual. ... " 42 U.S.C. S

1383(b)(1). The amount of an SSI overpayment is 'the differ-

--ence between the amount paid to a recipient for a period and

the amount of payments for which such recipient actually was

eligible for such period." 20 C.F.R. S 416.538; see 42 U.S.C.

SS 1383(b) (1), (e) (1) (a). 42 U.S.C. S 1382(a) (1) provides

that no payments may be made to an individual whose resources

exceed $1,500. In effect, plaintiff has been given an over-

payment of $1,525.59 for a three-month period.

Recovery of overpayments may be waived if the

Secretary determines (1) the recipient is without fault in

connecction with the overpayment and (2) repayment would

3
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either defeat the purposes of the Act, impede efficient admin-

istration of the Act, or be against equity or good conscience.

See 42 U.S.C. S 1383(b). A recipient is at fault when an over-

payment results from one of the following:

(a) Failure to furnish information which the
individual krnew or should have known was material;

(b) An incorrect statement made by the individ-
ual which he knew or should have known was incorrect
(this includes the individual's furnishing his
opinion or conclusion when he asked for facts), or

(c) The individual did not return a payment
which he knew or could have expected to know was
incorrect.

20 C.F.R. S--416.552; see Schwingel v. Harris, 631 F.2d 192,

196 (2d Cir. 1982); Perera v. Schweiker, 560 F. Supp. 385, 390

(N.D. Cal. 1983).

The Secretary found that plaintiff acted 'not with-

out fault" because she was aware of the SSI resource regula-

tion and failed to verify the purported change. Findings of

the Secretary must be upheld if supported by substantial

evidence. Richardson v. Perales, 402 U.S. 389, 401 (1971);

Parker v. Harris, 626 F.2d 225, 231 (2d Cir. 1980).

After a review of the record in this case, the Court

is constrained to conclude that the Secretary's final decision

is supported by 'substantial evidence". The Court finds ample

evidence upon which the Secretary might reasonably infer that

plaintiff understood that allowing interest to accumulate

above $1,500 constituted a violation of SSI resource limita-

tions. Plaintiff testified that she knew of the resource

4
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limitation of $1,500.-1 Plaintiff comprehended the eligi-

bility requirements but made no attempt to verify the radio

announcement. The ALJ and this Court find no reason not to

credit plaintiff's memory or motives. "Fault' as used in the

Act, however, does not require a showing of bad faith. See

Morgan v. Finch, 423 F.2d 551, 553 (6th Cir. 1980); Miller v.

Richardson, 333 F. Supp. 218, 221 n.3 (S.D.N.Y. 1971). An

honest mistake is sufficient to constitute fault. See Center

v. Schweiker, 704 F.2d 678, 680 (2d Cir. 1983); Goldfin v.

Weinberger, 381 F. Supp. 171, 175 (E.D. Pa. 1974).

"Fault" depends on an evaluation of all pertinent

circumstances including the recipient's intelligence,

physical and mental health. The SSA must also consider the

individual's understanding of the reporting requirements,

knowledge of the occurrence of events affect ing eligibility

and efforts and opportunity to comply with the reporting

requirements. See Califano v. Yamasaki, 442 U.S. 682, 696-97

(1979); 20 C.F.R.'S 416.552.12 Given these circumstances, the

Court concludes that the Secretary's finding that plaintiff

was "not without fault" was supported by -substantial

evidence.-3 The result reached, recovering a $1,525.59 over-

payment for $71.54 of excess resources, is inequitable and

unduly harsh. Nevertheless, the Court has a duty to uphold

findings supported by substantial evidence and accordingly,

the Secretary's final decision must be affirmed.

Plaintiff further contends that the regulations

governing SSI overpayment calculations are at variance with

5
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the Act and should be declared void. The Secretary was given

the power to make "appropriate adjustments in future payments'

to individuals who received overpayments. 42 U.S.C. S
20

1383(b)(1). Plaintiff objects to/C.P.R.S416.538. See text

infra at 3. Contrary to plaintiff's contention, Congress gave

the Secretary statutory direction by enacting the resource

limit as a complete bar to SSI eligibility. See S

1382(a)(1)(B).. The Court need not decide whether 20 C.F.R. S

416.538 was promulgated pursuant to legislative or inter-

pretive rulemaking. Assuming arguendo that the regulations

are interpretive and fall under strict judicial scrutiny, the

Court would sustain them as reasonably related to the purposes

of the enabling legislation. See Fulman v. United States, 434

U.S. 528, 533 (1978); Mourning v. Family Publications

Service, 411 U.S. 356, 371 (1973). Deference is especially

appropriate in the area of social security legislation where

the Supreme Court notes that "general rules are essential if

a fund of this magnitude is to be administered with a modicum

of efficiency, even though such rules inevitably produce seem-

ingly arbitrary consequences in some individual cases.'

Califano v. Jobst, 434 U.S. 47, 53 (1977); see Weinberger v.

Salfi, 422 U.S. 749, 776 (1975). The regulations calculating

SSI overpayments and waivers of recovery incorporate the equi--

table standards of 42 U.S.C. S 1383(b). Furthermore, the

fault factors are rationally related to the statutory purposes

of the Act by providing reliable standards to determine

waivers of overpayment. Accordingly, the Court concludes that

6
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the regulations are proper exercises of the Secretary's statu-

tory authority. See Batterton v. Francis, 432 U.S. 416, 432

(1977).

CONCLUSION

Plaintiff's motion for summary judgment is denied.

Fed. R. Civ. P. 56.

Defendant's motion for a judgment on the pleadings

is granted. Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(c).

The Clerk of the Court is directed to prepare and

enter Judgment dismissing the complaint.

SO ORDERED.

tJOHN M. CANNELLA

United States District Judge

Dated: New York, N.Y.
March 27, 1984.
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F O O T N O T E S

1 See Answer to Plaintiff's Amended Complaint, Exh. A

at 34 (filed Apr. 8, 1983) [hereinafter "Answer"].

2 See id. at 30.

3 See id. at 34. The Social Security Administration.
is currently withholding $50.00 a month from plaintiff for re-
coupment of the overpayment.

4 See id. at 37.

5 Resources include cash and other assets not excluded
by statute or regulations. 42 U.S.C. SS 1381a, 1382b(a); 20
C.F.R. S 416.1201. In the instant action, the sole "resource"
at issue is plaintiff's bank account no. 009485 at the Peoples
Natio nal Bank of Rockland County. See 20 C.P.R. S
416.1201(b). An individual is ineligible for all SSI benefits
during any month in which her resources exceed the $1,500
limitation. See 42 U.S.C. SS 1382(a)(1)(B), 1382b(b).

6 See Answer, Exh.Aat 22, 40. Plaintiff apparently
heard that Medicare limits had been raised to $1,700 and
assumed that the Supplemental Security Income resource limit
had been similarly increased.

7 See id. at 14. The Administrative Law Judge ac-
knowledged that the recovery of a $1,525.59 overpayment
because of excess resources ranging from $11.42 to $71.54 was
"a harsh result". Id.

8 See id. at 7.

See id. at 4-5. Interest credited to plaintiff's

8
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account in September and December 1980, bringing the balance
above $1,500, was not actually recorded.untilMarch 31, 1981.

10 Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for
Summary Judgment, Exh. A (filed Nov. 23, 1983) [hereinafter
'Plaintiff's Memorandum for Summary Judgment"].

11t See Transcript at 22 [hereinafter 'Tr."].

12 Plaintiff, born in Lithuania, is seventy-nine years
old. See Plaintiff's Memorandum for Summary Judgmentat 3.
Plaintiff was able to testify without a translator during her
administrative hearing. See Tr. 19-22.

13 Courts have found findings of fault unsupported by
substantial evidence in situations where the SSA was given
factual information by plaintiffs which would bar receipt of
social security benefits but failed to inform the recipients.
Plaintiffs were held without fault because they had relied on
advice given by SSA employees. See e.g., Henson v. Harris,
503 F. Supp. 1, 2 (S.D.N.Y. 1980) (SSA official failed to note
veteran's benefits described in oral interview); Kendrick v.
Califano, 460 F. Supp. 561, 570-71 (E.D. Va. 1978) (plaintiff
given incorrect eligibility advice over telephone and at SSA
office); see also Dorman v. Harris,. 633 F.2d 1035, 1039-40 (2d
Cir. 1980)(incorrect SSA advice).
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ITEM 5. STATEMENT OF ROBERT FULTON, OKLAHOMA CITY, OK, CHAIR
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF STATE PUBLIC WELFARE ADMINISTRATORS,
AMERICAN PUBLIC WELFARE ASSOCIATION, AND DIRECTOR, DEPART-
MENT OF HUMAN SERVICES, STATE OF OKLAHOMA

In the ten years since its enactment, the SSI program has become an integral part
of the Nation's income security system. SSI benefits make it possible for millions of
needy elderly, blind, and disabled people to avoid destitution and to retain their in-
dependence. Associated in their minds with Social Security, SSI lacks the stigma of
public assistance, that kept many of the needy from applying for aid under the old

tate-run programs providing economic aid. In addition to improving income protec-
tion, SSI has also provided administrative benefits. Its national standards have sim-
plified program management, making it possible for the Federal Government to di-
rectly provide benefits.

Nonetheless, despite these achievements, the SSI program has not fully lived up
to the expectations of its framers. Although the program was originally intended to
federalize income assistance for the elderly, blind, and disabled, subsequent amend-
ments have locked states into substantial expenditures for supplemental benefits.
Today, given the severe fiscal limits affecting the States, the existing supplementa-
tion requirements mean there is less money available to assist other needy groups.
The adequacy and fairness of the Federal policies for determining eligibility and
benefit amounts also have come into question and merit close scrutiny. Improve-
ments in the treatment of income and resources and the coverage of the program as
it enters its second decade ought to be high on Congress' list of priorities. Our spe-
cific concerns and recommendations are spelled out below.

STATE SUPPLEMENTAL AND PASS THROUGH REQUIREMENTS

While the basic intent of the establishment of SSI was to guarantee a minimum
income to the needy aged, blind and disabled, Congress recognized that a method of
accommodating variations among State support levels was needed. Congress did this
through provisions mandating state supplements for pre-SSI recipients and giving
States the option of supplementing others. Subsequently, a law was passed requiring
States to pass-through Federal cost-of-living increases to recipients by not reducing
supplementation levels. This requirement, which is still in effect, was intended to
protect the income of recipients from erosion.

For States, the result of the pass-through has been to impair their ability to con-
trol the expenditure of State funds. Under current law, States may satisfy the pass-
through by either meeting a yearly gross expenditure test (i.e., expenditures must
be at or above the previous 12 months) or maintaining the State supplement pay-
ment (SSP) at or above those levels in effect in March 1983. Previous law allowed
states to use the gross expenditure test or keep SSP levels consistent with those
which prevailed in December 1976. The current approach, which became effective
with passage of the Social Security Amendments of 1983, has worked to the disad-
vantage of States that have been providing relatively generous supplements since
the beginning of the program. Why? Because declining SSP caseloads make it in-
creasingly difficult for States to meet the gross expenditures test, and thus, they are
forced to use the 1983 payment level test-a test which is based on significantly
greater baseline benefits (i.e., those in effect in March 1983) than had been the case
just a year ago. This denies States the flexibility to alter SSP structures to redress
inequities among recipient categories or institute cost control measures in the face
of State fiscal problems. In addition, it discourages States.from raising supplement
levels in the future for fear that Congress will subsequently increase the payment
level test.

Compounding the problem posed by an inflexible standard for SSP calculation is
the limitation on what may be counted as supplemental benefits. Payments on
behalf of care providers, for example, constitute a legitimate State contribution to
the income maintenance of the needy elderly, blind, and disabled but are excluded
in figuring the SSP amount. What we have is a situation of good intentions hamper-
ing the effective provision of needed benefits. States will continue to extend aid to
the needy elderly, blind, and disabled. That is not at issue here. At issue is the fact
that, despite a significant investment, the States are being denied an opportunity to
distribute scarce resources for maximum benefit. No other income maintenance pro-
gram exacts this cost from the States.

A final difficulty associated with SSP is HHS' proposal to eliminate Federal fiscal
liability (FFL) for the errors it makes administering State supplements. The idea
behind Federal administration of SSP was to promote administrative simplifica-
tion-a "one stop" service for recipients. While States may negotiate contracts with
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the Social Security Administration (SSA) for Federal administration of the supple-
ment payment, we must abide by the eligibility structure of SSI. The States only
recourse in holding HHS accountable for misexpenditures or erroneous payments
has been through FFL. The average HHS error rate for SSP in the eight States
which received liability payments in fiscal year 1981 was 6.2 percent.

The proposal to eliminate Federal liability is made without any proof that HHS'
errors in spending State funds have leveled off. The consequence would be to shift
costs to the States for Federal errors and to eliminate the one means of control
States now have over their contributions to SSI. Both this and the current pass-
through requirements seem to us to be highly inconsistent with the intent of Con-
gress, when it adopted SSI in 1972, to make income maintenance for the needy eld-
erly, blind, and disabled a Federal responsibility.

INCOME AND REsoURCEs

SSI provides its recipients with minimum economic assistance. It stands to reason
that additional support obtained by recipients, financial or otherwise, should not be
discouraged as long as the recipient continues to meet basic income eligibility re-
quirements. We believe counting the value of in-kind income, as is now done, acts as
a disincentive to family, friends and charitable organizations who would otherwise
contribute to the care of those on SSI. For all practical purposes, the receipt of such
informal support becomes a liability to the recipient, who is penalized for the good
intentions of others.

This most commonly occurs when an elderly SSI recipient lives with others, usu-
ally his or her children, and the "one-third reduction in payment" rule is applied.
While the intent of the one-third reduction rule is sound in theory-to recognize the
fact that living with others is financially less demanding than independent living-
in practice the rule serves to increase need. Knowing their benefits will be slashed
by a third, recipients are reluctant to live with others, even though shared living
may be what they need to remain in the coummity. It seems counterproductive to
promote a lifestyle that may ultimately increase costs for the individual and govern-
ment. In addition, the requirement has resulted in regulations of great complexity,
which are prone to error.

As for in-kind support and maintenance provided by charitable organizations, the
current temporary exclusion of such aid represents a sound approach in our judge-
ment. However, consideration should be given to generally disregarding infrequent
in-kind contributions for maintenance needs. Some States also favor disregarding up
to the first $100 in cash a recipient receives from private sources.

Finally, the current limits on assets that a person may posses and be eligible for
SSI have not changed since Congress passed the original legislation establishing the
program. There has been no effort to account for the substantial inflation that has
occurred in this 10-year period. Consequently, many needy people today fail to meet
the SSI resource test and are thus prevented from participating. In our view, this is
contrary to the intent of the law. SSI is meant to serve the neediest citizens, who,
by virtue of age and physical or mental handicap, cannot provide for themselves.
State administrators believe Congress should review the existing assets limits-
$1,500 for an individual and $2,250 for a couple-and seriously consider making ad-
justments to account for the effects of inflation.

BENEFITS

The $25 personal needs allowance for SSI recipients in nursing facilities like the
assets limits, has not been increased since 1974. Yet, out-of-pocket expenses for these
individuals have increased. An increase in the personal needs allowance would seem
to be in order.

EXTENDING SSI TO THE TERRITORIES

Under current law, Puerto Rico, Guam, America Samoa and the Virgin Islands
are excluded from participation in the Federal SSI program. State administrators
believe the exclusion of American citizens residing in these areas represents inequi-
table treatment. SSI is meant to provide income assistance to needy citizens to meet
eligibility requirements. Should eligibile residents of the territories migrate to the
mainland, they would be granted benefits. There is no reason that eligibility should
be denied them simply because of residency. The very inadequacies that prompted
Congress to enact the program to begin with apply as much to the territories today
as they did 10 years ago to the States. Poor elderly, disabled, or blind citizens of the
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territories should be covered by the same program that serves these same groups in
the States.

In closing, we would add that the issues outlined in this statement do not exhaust
the areas that warrant congressional attention. From the State administrators' per-
spective, these are some of the more pressing concerns affecting the SSI program
and the adequacy of benefits. The States are reviewing legislation, introduced in the
House and Senate, that would make several significant changes in SSI. We are
pleased to note that many of the provisions in these bills-S. 2569 and H.R. 5341-
address issues State administrators believe warrant immediate attention.

The Senate Aging Committee is to be commended for making SSI a priority and
for examing ways to improve income assistance for the needy aged, blind, and dis-
abled in our Nation. Please be assured of the State human services administrators
continued assistance and support for your effort.

ITEM 6. STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED
PERSONS

INTRODUCTION

The American Association of Retired Persons (AARP) appreciates the opportunity
to present its views on needed improvements in the supplemental security income
(SSI) program.

The SSI program was created to provide policymakers with a more effective in-
strument for reducing the extremely high incidence of poverty prevailing among the
elderly and disabled. Its establishment in 1974, coupled with improvements in the
Social Security program helped to improve the elderly's real income situation and
reduce their poverty rates (see chart 1).

However, adverse economic conditions over the past decade have begun to threat-
en the progress made in the elderly's income position. Inflation has driven up the
cost of government support programs (i.e., Social Security, Medicare Medicaid, SSI,
energy assistance, housing) while other adverse economic trends (i.e., high unem-
ployment, low economic growth) have restricted the revenue needed to meet those
costs. As a result, of growing budget deficits and the deteriorating financial condi-
tion of programs, especially Social Security and Medicare, large scale cutbacks in
them have been enacted (see chart 2). A resurgence of these adverse economic
trends coupled with the large projected Federal Government budget deficits threat-
en to renew pressures for further substantial cutbacks.
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CHART 1

POVERTY RATE

PERCENT: (Age 65 +)
24.5

14.

1970 1975 1983

-S PRE-AUTOMATIC -4 AUTOMATIC -
SOCIAL SECURITY COLA

INCREASES

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census

CHART 2

REDUCTIONS IN FEDERAL SPENDING FOR THE AGED:
INCOME SECURITY AND HEALTH PROGRAMS

(FISCAL YEARS 1982 - 1985)

Cumulative
Benefit Rdcin

Reductions Reductions
(in Billions).(i Blios

1982 1983 1984 1985 1982 -198

Social Security (Function 650) 0.3 1.2 3.5 3.7 8.7

Other Income Security (Function 600) 0.5 0.5 0.6 1.2 2.7

VA Compensation and Pensions (Function 700) * 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2

Medicare (Function 570) 0.6 2.7 3.9 5.1 12.3

Other Health Programs (Function 550) 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.3 1.6

Totals:l 1.7 4.9 8.7 10.4 25.5

Benefit Reductions and Recovery Resulting from 1983 Social Security
I Amendments: $66.2 Billion

'Less than S50 million.
'Columns do not total due to rounding. Sow Crows, Askes heorportde: ORe. or the AceuM.
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Cutbacks in these income support programs, especially Social Security and Medi-
care, have a disproportionate harsh impact on the elderly poor. These cutbacks have
thus increased both the burden on and responsibility of the SSI program. For exam-
ple, since (according to the Census Bureau data) the oldest and lowest-income elder-
ly depend on Social Security for 85 to 95 percent of their total income, any substan-
tial across-the-board cut in Social Security, like a COLA cut, will harm this group
the most. (Older women age 75-plus comprise most of the group that is the most
heavily dependent on Social Security.)

This heavy dependence on Social Security among the low-income elderly popula-
tion and the fact that over 10 percent of the elderly population hovers just above
the poverty line means that cuts in COLA's have the potential to increase dramati-
cally aged poverty rates. (According to a 1983 study done by Data Resources, Inc.
(DRI), the permanent 6-month COLA delay (enacted by Congress as a component of
the 1983 Social Security Amendments) will push and additional 288,000 older per-
sons below the poverty threshold by 1984). A similar study done by DRI also indicat-
ed that substantial COLA cuts (such as the proposal that would limit COLA's to the
Consumer Price Index minus 3 percentage points) during the next decade could
push an additional 1.2 million elderly into poverty within 3 to 5 years. Older women
(age 72-plus) would unfortunately represent the majority of the newly impoverished
class.

Similarly, in the Medicare program, the recent trend toward increasing cost-shar-
ing for beneficiaries has had a particularly harsh impact on the elderly poor. As
noted in this committee's information paper, Medicare and the Health Costs of
Older Americans: The Extent and Effects of Cost Sharing, "cost sharing imposes a
disproportionate burden on those least able to afford it-the oldest, the poorest, and
the sickest." (p. viii).

Income and poverty statistics provide a good indication of just how vulnerable the
elderly are to further reductions in government programs. In 1982, the aged poverty
rate stood at 14.6 percent, representing nearly 3.8 million persons, and the near-pov-
erty rate (defined as the percentage of persons with income within 125 of the pover-
ty threshold) was 23.7 percent. Because so many of the elderly (10 percent or 2V2
million persons) are concentrated just above the poverty threshold, a drop in income
of only $24 to $30 a week would cause the elderly poverty rate to escalate to nearly
25 percent.

Other statistics demonstrate how economically vulnerable the elderly are relative
to the rest of the population. In 1982, the median income of elderly-headed house-
holds was only $11,041-less than half the median income level of nonelderly house-
holds. In addition, while 46 percent of elderly-headed households had incomes below
$10,000, only 18 percent of nonelderly headed households were in this income cate-
gory. Even adding to the elderly's income the value of in-kind benefits they receive
cannot change the fact that the elderly, as a group, subsist on relatively low, and in
many cases, extremely inadequate incomes.

In short, further reductions in benefits on which the elderly rely can only lead to
a deterioration in their income and health security.

The SSI program provides a minimum income guarantee to needy, blind, and dis-
abled persons. In July 1983, the monthly Federal benefit for individuals and couples
was $304 and $456 respectively. SSI payments guaranteed approximately 73 percent
of poverty for singles and 86 percent for couples.

In November 1983, SSI enrollment totaled 3.9 million persons, of whom 1.5 mil-
lion were aged (38 percent), 2.3 million were disabled (59 percent), and 79,000 were
blind (2 percent). Approximately 462,000 disabled and 23,000 blind were age 65 and
over. Some 70 percent of aged SSI recipients also receive Social Security benefits.

Social Security benefits have increased substantially, but SSI benefits are still
needed by many elderly and disabled persons who either lack Social Security cover-
age or receive very low Social Security benefits.

However, even receipt of both Social Security and SSI benefits still fails to guar-
antee a minimum income above the poverty threshold for many. Since any amount
of Social Security benefits above the $20 unearned income allowance is deducted
dollar for dollar from SSI payments, dual recipients still have income below the offi-
cial poverty level.

Despite increases in social security benefits and a recent 7 percent ad hoc increase
in SSI payment levels, SSI payment levels are still inadequate. To address this situ-
ation, the association recommends the following improvements in SSL.
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PAYMENT LEVELS

The main objective of the SSI program is to provide basic-support to needy indi-
viduals applying uniform eligibility standards and payment levels. When the pro-
gram began operation in 1974, monthly Federal benefit rates guaranteed approxi-
mately 73 percent of the poverty level.for individuals and 84 percent for couples.
Not only were initial Federal payments below the poverty threshold, they were also
below payment levels (in 25 States) of the former old-age assistance (OAA) pro-
grams. In order to prevent a loss in -income to individuals who were transferred
from OAA programs to SSI, the Congress encouraged States to supplement the Fed-
eral payment.

In 1984, SSI payments guarantee approximately 79 percent of the estimated 1983
poverty threshold for an individual and 94 percent for a couple-only a marginal
improvement since the inception of the program. For dual recipients and others
with unearned income of $20, payment levels will be 84 percent of the poverty
threshold for individuals and 98 percent for couples.

Today, only 26 States, plus the District of Columbia, provide additional payments
to SSI recipients over and above the Federal floor. However, approximately one-half
of these States supplement by less than $50 per month. In addition, only six States
provide supplemental benefits to individual aged needy people living independently
(20 States for couples) in an amount sufficient to take their incomes to or above the
poverty threshold.

These statistics indicate that SSI, even in coordination with the Social Security
program, has been unable to achieve even poverty-level subsistence for the aged,
blind, and disabled. In order to address this situation and make SSI a more ade-
quate program, the association recommends that the Federal portion of the SSI pay-
ment should be increased to 150 of the poverty level as defined by the Census
Bureau. State supplements to the Federal payment must also be encouraged so that
recipients can be compensated for regional cost-of-living variations.

ELGIBILITY

The amount of SSI benefits is determined by the recipient's countable income,
living arrangements, and marital status. In determining countable income, the pro-
gram disregards the first $20 of monthly unearned income and the first $65 of
monthly earned income plus one-half of remaining earnings are disregarded.

Basic income eligibility requirements have virtually not changed since the pro-
gram began in January 1974. The earned and unearned income disregards as well
as the assets tests have remained static and thus have become out dated. With re-
spect to SSI's partial disregard of unearned income (usually social security benefits),
the association recommends that it be made on a progressive rate basis (at least 20
percent disregard) rather than on a flat dollar ($20 per month) basis. Due to auto-
matic cost-of living increases in Social Security benefits, many SSI recipients have
either lost their SSI eligibility or experienced a net reduction in total income from
SSI and Social Security combined.

The House Ways and Means Committee, in passing original SSI legislation, em-
phasized the importance of the program providing work incentives and opportuni-
ties for those able to do so. In order to encourage employment, SSI's $65 per month
earned income disregard should be substantially increased and thereafter automati-
cally indexed to annual wage increases. Also, public service job opportunities and
job training and referral mechanisms -should be created specifically for SSI recipi-
ents.

The SSI program also places unreasonable restrictions on the assets permitted in-
dividuals ($1,500) and couples ($2,250). There is a dearth of current data on the
assets of elderly persons with incomes below the poverty level. However, a 1977
technical paper for the Federal Council on the Aging by Marilyn Moon on the treat-
ment of assets in cash benefit programs indicated that an estimated 12 percent of
elderly families with incomes below SSI payment standards were denied benefits be-
cause of the assets test.

The 1981 final report of the National Commission on -Social Security states that
"approximately 58 percent of those denied SSI payments in 1977 due to excess had
saving accounts, with an average value of $2,834." (p. 250). Interest derived from
this source would be insignificant but would disqualify individuals-truly needy in-
dividuals-for SSI benefits.

1983 Current Population Survey data informs us that in comparison to nonpoor,
low-income families with an aged member receive most of their income from Social
Security and public assistance-usually SSI. (Nonpoor aged families receive substan-
tial income from savings and investments in the form of interest and dividends.)
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Since a strong argument can be made that low-income elderly have little or no
assets from which substantial income can be derived, the association recommends
that SSI's current assets limitations of $L500 for individuals and $2,250 for couples
be increased substantially and eventually eliminated. In fact, many experts have ob-
served that the cost of administering the assets test (collecting relevant information,
etc.) may outweigh any cost-savings derived from imposing the assets test.

REDUcFIONS WHEN IRVING WITH OTHER PERSONS

The value of in-kind assistance is counted as income in determining SSI eligibility
unless specifically disregarded by statute (i.e., food stamps, housing assistance, social
services). However, if an SSI applicant or recipient is living in the household of an-
other and receiving in-kind support or maintenance, SSI benefits will be reduced by
one-third. In order for the Social Security Administration (SSA) to make such deter-
minations, costly investigations and invasions of privacy are involved. The associa-
tion recommends elimination of the one-third SSI payment reduction imposed upon
an individual who lives in the household of another. This arbitrary reduction dis-
courages elderly poor persons from living with relatives and often results in their
premature institutionalization at the government's expense under Medicaid.

REDUCTION WHEN CONFINED TO NURSING HOMES

Under current law, when SSI recipients are confined to a nursing home or other
medicaid facility, their SSI benefit is reduced to $25 a month commencing the
second month after institutionalization. This payment standard has not been updat-
ed to keep pace with the rate of inflation since the SSI program began 10 years ago.
$25 a month is insufficient to purchase "incidentals" while in the facility.

Moreover, most individuals consider their institutionalization as temporary and
current standards do not allow SSI recipients, or their spouses, to maintain their
independent living arrangements while in the facility. Unable to meet basic expend-
itures (i.e., rent, utilities), SSI recipients are forced to give up their place of perma-
nent residence and remain in the medicaid facility-at a greater expense to the tax-
payer.

AARP recommends that the $25 payment standard for these individuals be raised
substantially. The association supports the provision in pending SSI reform legisla-
tion (S. 2569 and H.R. 5341) that increases the benefit to $35 and then annually in-
dexed.

CONCLUSION

The Supplemental Security Income Program is an essential income support com-
ponent for the elderly and disabled poor. In particular, we would like to emphasize
that SSI is a program which disproportionately serves older women, one of the most
economically disadvantaged groups in our society. Over three-fourths of the aged
SSI population are older women, and largely older women of advanced ages. Improv-
ing SSI is one of the most target-efficient ways to alleviate the economic plight of
older women. Only slightly more than one-half of those elderly poor who would be
potentially eligible for benefits actually participate in the SSI program. Thus, key to
assuring more adequate incomes for the elderly and disabled poor will be improving
the low participation rate in the program. Therefore, a major outreach effort by SSI
should be mandated.

S. 2569 and H.R. 5341, as well as the House passed "Omnibus Budget Reconcilia-
tion Act of 1984," contain similar and additional provisions that propose incremen-
tal steps toward a fairer, more adequate, and more manageable SSI program. The
association urges your support for SSI equitable improvement and reform proposals.

Eligibility standards and benefit levels established 10 years ago must be reformed
and improved if the objectives of the SSI program are to be met..
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